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·SYNOPSIS 
Decentralised control schemes are becoming more common in 
industry as the advantages of decentralised control become 
more apparent. These advantages include fewer tuning 
parameters than centralised controllers, the simplification 
and cost reduction of hardware requirements and greater 
re.liability. In addition the application of decentralised 
controller design to large scale systems allows established 
CAD methods to be implemented easily and efficiently. 
When the control engineer designs a distributed controller 
the system is divided up into a number of subsystems and a 
controller designed for each subsystem. The controllers are 
designed independently for each subsystem ignoring any 
interaction that may occur Qetween the different subsystems. 
In terms of the input-output representation of the system 
this means that the matrix representing the controller will 
be in a block diagonal form. 
In general the interactions between the different subsystems 
will not be negligible. In some cases the interactions will 
be such that stabilising the individual subsystems will not 
be sufficient to stabilise the system as a whole. Stability 
theorems are required to enable the designer to check if the 
decentralised controller that he has designed will in fact 
stabilise the system as a whole. Such stability theorems 
have been devised although at present they are too 
conservative. However even with such theorems available the 
designer must still select the subsystems to be controlled 
in such a way as to satisfy the conditions laid down for 
stability. 
The stability theories usually are based on a particular 
matrix structure. If the matrix representing the system 
possesses a structure detailed by the stability theorem in 
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question then, subject to various conditions, the system as 
a whole will be stable under decentralised control. In this 
thesis a number of different matrix structures are 
considered that give information as to the stability of the 
closed loop system. Methods are developed that allow the 
designer to rearrange the matrix in such a way as to obtain 
a particular structure, if this is possible. 
A review of the current theory in the field of decentralised 
controller design is given. A number of different matrix 
structures are discussed including block diagonal and block 
triangular matrices, diagonally dominant matrices, block 
diagonally dominant matrices and quasi-block diagonally 
dominant matrices. The use of interaction measures to 
determine the suitability of a particular matrix structure 
for decentralised controller design is also discussed. 
The block triangular and block diagonal structures are now 
considered in detail. These structures are useful for a 
number of reasons. They depend only on the distribution of 
zero and non-zero elements in the matrix representing" the 
system. Hence an analysis based on these structures can be 
done before the system has been completely modelled. Another 
advantage is that the stability theorems associated with 
these structures are simple and easy to test. Two algorithms 
are developed to analyse the system matrix. The first 
rearranges the matrix to be block triangular, if this is 
possible. The second rearranges the matrix to be block 
diagonal if such a structure is obtainable. A number of 
examples are given to illustrate the use of these 
algorithms. 
Next the diagonal dominance structure is considered. A 
method is developed whereby the designer can can easily see 
the relative dominances of the different elements in the 
matrix. Any elements that are dominant on a row or column 
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are easily detected by means of a s'imple graphical test. A 
program has been written to implement this method and this 
is used in a number of examples. The problem of scaling a 
matrix to be diagonally dominant is also considered and a 
test to see if a particular matrix can be scaled to be 
diagonally dominant is developed. 
A means of checking the decentralised stability of systems 
that do not have any of the structures so far considered is 
now discussed in detail. The method involves generating an 
interaction measure, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a 
comparison matrix. The interaction measure gives the 
designer an indication as to the suitability of the present 
matrix structure for distributed controller design. A method 
is then introduced that aids the designer in selecting 
matrix structures that are likely to have low values of the 
interaction measure. 
The software developed to evaluate the theory is now briefly 
discussed. The techniques developed to analyse the system 
for block triangular or block diagonal structures provide 
the designer of large scale decentralised control systems 
with a powerful tool. They are simple to use and give 
valuable information as to the stability of the system under 
decentralised control. The method developed to detect 
dominant elements in the system matrix is also useful and 
gives the designer a graphical display of the relative 
dominances of the various matrix elements over a frequency 
range selected by the user. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 
is shown to be an effective interaction measure. The method 
developed to select matrix structures likely to give low 
values of this interaction measure is not easy to use and 
' 
may give results that are difficult to interpret. However 
there is currently no other method of rearranging the system 
matrix to minimise the interaction measure. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A list of symbols used and their meanings is given in this 
section. Note that matrices are represented by uppercase 
characters while vectors and scalars are represented by 
lower case characters. 
A matrix element is represented by the lowercase character 
corresponding to the uppercase character of the matrix with 
a pair of subscripted numbers that give the row and column 
numbers of the element. An exception to this is when the 
elements are themselves matrices in which case they are 
represented by uppercase letters. Generally the subscript i 
is used to denote the row number and the subscript j used 
for the column number. On occasion other subscripts may be 
used to represent the rows and columns but these are obvious 
in context. If the matrix is diagonal then the elements on 
the diagonal may each be labeled with a single subscript 
since in this case the row and column numbers will be 
identical. 









Block Diagonal Dominance 
Binary Interaction Matrix: a matrix 
whose elements are one or zero depending 
on whether the corresponding element in 
G(s) is non-zero or zero 
A comparison matrix associated with the 
concept of Quasi-Block Diagonal 
Dominance 
Column Subsystem 
A diagonal matrix associated with QBDD 
and r(C(s)) 




















A vector of the differences between the 
desired outputs and the actual outputs 
The Nyquist contour D 
A diagonal matrix with the elements a 1 
a2, ... ,an on the diagonal. ' 
Matrix used to determine if G(s) can be 
rearranged to be block diagonal 
Matrix of feedback gains, usually 
diago~al 
Input-output matrix model of a 
multivariable system 
The element of the matrix G(s) in the 
ith row and jth column 
Generalised Block Diagonal Dominance 
Generalised Diagonal Dominance 
Matrix of transfer functions 
representing the closed loop system 
Identity matrix 
Inverse Nyquist Array 
Matrix representing a multivariable 
controller 
Linear time invariant 
A comparison matrix associated with GDD, 
this should not be confused with M(s). 
Block comparison matrix associated with 
GBDD 
A matrix of the elements of G(s) 
normalised by their row sums 
A matrix of the elements of G(s) 
normalised by their column sums 
Number of poles in the right half s 
plane 


















Quasi-Block Diagonal Dominance 
A vector of setpoints (desired values) 
for the outputs of the system 
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of C(s) an 
interaction measure 
The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a 
matrix. This is the same symbol as for 
the setpoints of G(s) but the context 
makes it clear as to which definition 
the symbol refers. 
A matrix of scaling elements (usually 
diagonal) 
Laplace variable 
vector of inputs to a system 
angular frequency in radians 
vector of outputs from a system 
A matrix whose elements are either 1, -1 
or 0 depending on the values of the 
elements in the corresponding M(s) or 
N(s) matrix 
The absolute value of a scalar or vector 
a 
The norm of a matrix A 
A lower bound used to determine the 
values of the Z matrix 
The contour in the s plane onto which an 
element qii is mapped by D 
A diagonal matrix associated with GOD 
A diagonal matrix associated with GBDD 
An interaction measure 
Characteristic function of the open loop 
system 
Characteristic equation of the closed 
loop system 
xvi 
Sum of the elements in row i of G(s) 




1.1 DECENTRALISED VS CENTRALISED CONTROL 
The application of control theory to large industrial plants 
may be approached in one of two fundamental ways. The 
designer may treat the entire plant as a single system and 
apply control theory to design a controller for this system. 
Alternatively the designer may try to divide the plant up 
into a number of subsystems that will then be controlled 
independently. 
The first approach leads to a centralised control. scheme. 
Control is implemented by a central computer into which are 
fed measurements of the plant outputs. A control algorithm 
calculates the control signals that are then transmitted to 
actuators situated in the plant. 
The second approach in which controllers are designed for 
different subsections of the plant is known as decentralised 
control. The different subsections of the plant are 
controlled independently from one another. In this case 
individual controllers would be used for each subsystem, 
with the possibility of each controller being located in the 
section of the plant that it controls. 
A number of different reasons for preferring distributed 
controllers to centralised ones are given in the literature. 
In [10] the authors suggest that 'decentralised' controllers 
are desirable because they result in controllers with fewer 
tuning parameters than centralised, non-distributed, 
schemes. Another advantage that is cited in [8], [9] and 
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( 11] is the simplification and cost reduction of hardware 
requirements. In many cases processes can be separated by 
large distances and the cost of cabling can be significantly 
reduced by implementing a distributed control system. 
Kramer, Magee and Scoman in (9] also cite improved response 
time by locating computers close to the processes (or groups 
of processes) that they are controlling, ease of extension 
and modification by adding/removing stations and 
communications links and increased performance by exploiting 
parallelism. As.an example of the distances associated with 
some processes, and hence the associated cabling costs, the 
processes in (8] were a maximum of 1.8 km apart and in [9], 
a coal mining application, they were up to 20 km apart. It 
should be noted however that as Grosdidier and Morari point 
out in [11], hardware issues are irrelevant in many process 
control situations since from safety requirements the plant 
is monitored and controlled from a central control room and 
this would apply whether the control was central or 
distributed. In general it would seem that the advantages of 
reduced hardware requirements in distributed control are 
limited to those applications in which the processes are 
separated by considerable distances. 
Another reason for preferring distributed control that is 
often given, is that such systems are often more robust than 
centrally controlled systems. In ( 9] the authors suggest 
that such systems will, in general, have increased 
availapility, since the effect of physical faults such as 
processor failure are confined to one control station. 
Reference [16] also cites improved safety and fault 
tolerance as advantages that accrue from distributed 
control. When control is distributed among many different, 
almost isolated, loops should one loop fail the rest of the 
plant need not necessarily stop functioning while the fault 
is corrected. 
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Another, important, benefit of using a distributed control 
scheme is that the control problem can be broken down into a 
number of subproblems that can then be easily solved using 
existing controller design techniques such as Rosenbrock' s 
INA method [12]. This avoids the necessity of applying such 
methods to the full plant. In [27] for example the authors 
say that as yet attempts to implement existing control 
theory to large systems has not been successful. The control 
theory underlying the design techniques that have been 
applied to small scale systems , with only a few inputs and 
outputs, can be applied directly to large scale systems. 
Unfortunately these techniques are limited by computational 
and representational problems. For interactive design 
methods such as INA it becomes difficult to display 
information in a meaningful way. Another problem is that the 
memory storage requirements placed on the computer being 
used in the design exercise may be excessive. Finally the 
computation time increases with the size of the system and 
may become unreasonably long. 
1.2 REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 
In order to design distributed controllers the designer must 
be able to represent the system by a mathematical model. 
There are two widely used methods of modelling dynamic 
systems. The first is to use differential equations in the 
time domain, the state space representation. The second 
representation is the input-output representation that uses 
Laplacian transfer functions to model the processes of the 
system in th'e s domain. The latter representation is used 
throughout this work. 
The plant is represented by a system matrix G ( s) . This 
matrix relates a vector of inputs, u ( s) , to a vector of 
outputs, y(s), according to the equation 
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y(s) = G(s)u(s) ( 1. 1) 
The controller is represented by a matrix, K(s). A typical 
feedback system is shown in Fig. 1.1. Here r(s) represents 
the setpoints, e(s) the error signals, u(s) represents the 
inputs to the system and y(s) represents the outputs. 
r Cs) u Cs) y Cs) 
K Cs) G Cs> 
Figure 1.1. Block diagram of a feedback control system 
When a distributed control system is designed the control 
engineer selects certain subsystems and controls these 
independently from one another. In terms of the matrix G(s) 
this means partitioning G(s) so that the subsystems chosen 
to be controlled are represented by the submatrices that 
fall on the diagonal of the partitioned system. The designer 
then uses each submatrix as a system model and designs a 
controller for the system. 
For example consider a process modelled by the following 3x3 
system matrix. 
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G ( 1. 2) 
The designer has partitioned this system as shown. The 
matrix G can be represented as a 2x2 matrix where each 
element of this matrix is itself a submatrix. This new 
matrix is known as a composite matrix. The designer will now 
design control.lers for the two systems G1 and G2 defined in 
( 1 . 3 ) and ( 1 . 4 ) . 
= ( 1. 3) 
= ( 1. 4) 
The final controller will have the form shown in (1.5) 
0 0 
K = 0 ( 1. 5) 
0 
Note that some of the kij elements in the 2x2 submatrix may 
be zero. 
This particular matrix structure is known as a block 
diagonal structure and will be encountered throughout this 
work. 
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1.3 THE STABILITY OF DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS 
So far the assumption has been that adequate control can be 
obtained by designing controllers independently for 
different subsections of the plant. In fact distributed 
control cannot always be implemented. It may be impossible 
to partition the plant in such a way that the the plant as a 
whole will be stable when the on-diagonal subsystems are 
stabilised. This comes about because the subsystems that the 
designer has chosen to control will usually be coupled to 
one another. The control of one subsystem will ef feet the 
others and visa versa. Hence there is a need for stability 
theorems that will tell the designer whether the distributed 
control system will be stable or not. A number of theorems 
have been developed by various workers in the distributed 
control field and these are examined and utilised in this 
thesis. 
The stability problem then, is to define the conditions 
necessary such that stabilising the on-diagonal subsystems 
independently will ensure that the system as a whole is 
stable. This is usually done by defining a matrix structure 
that has special properties. If the composite matrix 
modelling the controlled system has such a structure then, 
subject to various assumptions, the system as a whole will 
be stable. 
1.4 MATRIX STRUCTURE 
The structure of a matrix is dependent on the way in which 
the rows and columns are ordered and the partitioning used. 
An example of a matrix structure is the block diagonal 
structure. already encountered. There are several matrix 
structures that give the designer information about the 
stability of the closed loop system. These structures can be 
broken into two classes. The first class of matrix 
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structures has been called 'simple structures' in this 
thesis. These structures depend only on the distribution of 
the zero and nonzero elements in the matrix. The second 
class of structures are those that have a more complicated 
basis. They usually rely heavily on the theory of matrix 
norms. 
From the above discussion it is clear that the selection of 
the subsystems to be independently controlled is a critical 
part of distributed controller design. The structure of the 
matrix and hence its stability will depend on which elements 
are included in the subsystems to be independently 
controlled. 
While stability theorems exist for decentralised systems 
there is as yet no systematic way of selecting the row and 
column arrangements and the partitionings that are likely to. 
give stable decentralised control, [11). To try every 
possible combination of row-column arrangement and 
partitioning is impossible for even a moderately sized 
plant. This can be demonstrated very simply. ~or a lOOxlOO 
plant there are 100 I ways of arranging the rows and 100 I 
ways of arranging the· columns. Hence the total number of 
row-column arrangements is (100!)2. This must then be 
multiplied by 299 which is the total number of partitionings 
possible, while ensuring that the on-diagonal submatrices 
are square. The final number of combinations is (1001)2x299, 
which is a very large number. 
In this thes,is methods are developed to select appropriate 
subsystems for distributed control. This involves the 
rearrangement of rows and columns and the use of different 
partitioning in a systematic manner to obtain, if possible, 
one of the structures that will ensure the stability of the 
controlled system. Both simple structures and more complex 
structures are considered. These methods are closely coupled 
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to a number of stability theorems taken from the literature. 
1.5 LAYOUT 
The thesis is structured as follows. In chapter two there is 
a review of the literature concerned with the design of 
decentralised controllers. This review is also intended to 
present the mathematical background necessary for this 
thesis. In chapter three the simple structures are defined 
and their use in analysing the system is shown. Algorithms 
are developed that enable the designer to quickly discover 
whether or not the matrix with which he is working can be 
rearranged to have a useful simple structure. In chapter 
four the diagonal dominance structure is considered. A 
method of rearranging a matrix to be either row or column 
diagonally dominant is presented. The scaling of a matrix to 
achieve diagonal dominance is discussed and a method of 
checking a matrix to see if it can be scaled to be 
diagonally dominant is also presented. In chapter five the 
theory behind an interaction measure taken from the 
literature is discussed. This interaction measure is then 
used as a measure of the suitability of a matrix structure 
for distributed control. A method of selecting row-column 
arrangements and parti tionings is then presented. Chapter 
six gives a description of the software developed to 
investigate the theory including a multivariable simulator 
and a program to calculate the interaction measure of 
chapter five. Finally chapter seven is the conclusion in 




REVIEW OF THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL THEOREMS 
2.1 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This survey of .the literature is the result of a practical 
need to determine what research has been done in the field 
of decentralised controller design for large scale systems. 
Because the survey is motivated by a particular project, it 
covers work relevant to that project and is not intended to 
be an exhaustive review of all the available literature in 
the field. 
This thesis has concentrated on the problem of partitioning 
a system into subsystems, investigating the criteria on 
which such partitioning should be made and the subsequent 
performance of the system under decentralised control. The 
stability of such systems is of particular importance. In 
fact very few papers deal with practical methods of choosing 
the partitioning for the system the emphasis being on 
checking the stability of an already partitioned system 
where each controlled sub-system has been separately 
stabilised. As a result of this most of the papers reviewed 
here are concerned with stability. 
Another restriction on this survey imposed by the bias of 
the thesis is that of system representation. In control 
theory papers two main representations are used, the state 
space and the input/output forms. The representation used in 
this thesis has been the input/output form, this is 
reflected in the survey with all of the papers considered 
using this form of representation. 
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Only a limited number of journals were searched for 
available literature. The journals considered were those 
readily available at U. C. T. although in some cases 
particularly relevant papers were obtained through the 
interlibrary loan service. Some relevant journals were not 
available in South Africa. 
For those journals available the literature search was 
further limited to post 1979 issues, although some pre 1980 
papers, referenced in those searched were also located. This 
was done because it was felt that pre 1980 work would be 
outdated or included in material written after that date . 
• 
2.2 PARTITIONING THE SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF STRUCTURE 
Once the desirability of decentralised control is recognised 
the problem of designing such systems arises. The control 
engineer will design controllers for subsections of the 
plant independently and ignore any interaction that may 
exist between these different sections. Mathematically this 
means that, for an input-output representation, the 
controller matrix will be block diagonal. The individual 
controllers for each subsection of the plant are required to 
stabilise the relevant subsection and to produce desired 
performance characteristics. The designer also requires that 
stabilisation of the individual subsystems will ensures that 
the plant as a whole is closed loop stable. In order to 
ensure this the subsystems that are to be controlled 
individually must be carefully chosen. 
The subsystems to be controlled are represented by the on-
diagonal blocks of the partitioned system matrix of transfer 
functions, if an input/ output representation is used. The 
relationship between the different on-diagonal blocks of the 
partitioned matrix is known as the structure of the matrix. 
I 
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Clearly the structure of a particular matrix depends on the 
row/column ordering used and on the way the matrix is 
partitioned. Further a number of different relationships 
between the blocks of the matrix can be defined for the same 
matrix as can a number of different structures. The use of 
the structure of a matrix provides the-control engineer with 
a powerful tool in designing decentralised systems. This is 
because some matrix structures give information about the 
closed loop stability of the composite matrix under 
decentralised control. In other words if the system matrix, 
or the controlled system matrix, has a particular structure 
then the designer can tell if the system as a whole will be 
stable under composite control. 
2.2.1 Simple Structures 
The simplest structures of a matrix relate to the 
distribution of zero and non-zero elements throughout the 
system matrix. The sizes of the individual non-zero elements 
are not considered when the matrix structure is analysed on 
this basis. One way of representing the matrix so as to make 
this form of structure apparent is to use its corresponding 
adjacency matrix, [7], or binary interaction matrix, [17]. 
Structures based on the above will be referred to as 'simple 
structures' in this thesis. 
There are essentially three simple structures of interest to 
the control engineer. The first is a block diagonal 
structure. This is shown in Fig. 2.1 for a matrix 
partitioned into a 2x2 composite matrix (a composite matrix 
is a matrix whose elements are submatrices). The two forms 
given are equivalent since one can easily be transformed 
into the other by row-column rearrangement. Note that the 
blocks can be of any order including lxl provided that the 
on-diagonal blocks are square. The off-diagonal blocks do 
not have to be square. In the the block diagonal case the 
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on-diagonal blocks are not coupled and hence controllers can 
be designed for each block independently with no interaction 
occurring between the separately controlled subsystems. 
0 
Figure 2.1. Examples of 2x2 block diagonal matrices. 
The second structure of interest is the one shown in Fig. 
2.2. This is a full structure. In this structure there are 
no zero blocks, and all the on-diagonal subsystems are 
coupled. Other more complicated structures are required to 
analyse the composite stability of such systems. 
Figure 2.2. A 2x2 ,'full',block matrix. 
The final useful structure to be considered is the one shown 
in Fig. 2.3. This is a block triangular structure and it is 
the most interesting of the three simple structures. As with 
the block diagonal structure there are a number of eqivalent 
forms, these can be made by locating the zero block in each 
of the four corners of the matrix, in turn. The reason for 
this is that such structures can often be found in real 
applications by suitable input/output variable pairing and 
matrix partitioning. 
Figure 2.3. A 2x2 block triangular matrix. 
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Of considerable interest is the stability of composite 
systems with triangular structure. The stability problem is 
considered in detail in a paper by Callier and co-workers in 
( 7] . In this paper they develop theorems that state the 
necessary conditions for closed loop stability of a system 
with a block triangular structure. 
In ( 7] the authors consider both non-linear time varying 
operator dynamics and linear time invariant (LT!) transfer 
function dynamics, the latter being of interest in this 
thesis. The stability of a LT! lumped system is 
characterised by the authors as follows. 
A LT! lumped system described by its closed loop transfer 
function H(s) is said to be exponentially stable if and only 
if H(s) is bounded at infinity and H(s) has all its poles in 
the open left half plane. When stability is mentioned below 
it refers to this definition. 





Figure 2.4. Block diagram of a simple feedback system. 
Note that the authors derive their results for a positive 
feedback system where as it is more usual to work with 
negative feedback. 
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The relationship between the error, e, the setpoint, r, and 
the output, y, is described in (2.1) 
e = r + y ( 2. 1) 
i.e. 
e = r + G.e ( 2 . 2 ) 
or 
r = ( I-G). e (2.3) 
in matrix notation 
I-G11 -G12 • • • • • • -G1m el rl 
-G21 e2 r2 
= ( 2 . 4 ) 
-Gml •••••.•....•.. I-Gmm em rm 
Theorem 2.1 
(a) If Gij is stable, for all i+j, and .(b) for every 
unstable G11 1 (I-G11)-l is stable and (c) (I-Q~-l is stable 
JI 
then the overall system is stable. 
This theorem requires that all the Gij's, i+j, to be stable. 
Note that the usual definition of e is 
e = r-y ( 2 . 5 ) 
then y = G(I+G)- 1 .r , or 
r = (I+G)e ( 2 . 6 ) 
and the stability of the system depends on (I+G)-1 having no 
zeros in the right half plane. In the discussion of [7] the 
convention adopted here is that used by the authors in the 
paper. 
A system in triangular form is now considered. 
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In (2.6) the Gij terms are submatrices and if i=j the 
submatrix must be square .. 
The system is now divided into a hierarchy of column 
subsystems, CS. 
For an nixnj subsystem Gij let D(Gij) represent the 
(ni.nj)xnj diagonal matrix made up of the columns of Gij· 








[ gll = 
g21 
D(Gij) = 
g12 l D(Gij)= g22 
The CS is then described by the elements, 





( 2 • 8 ) 
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Theorem 2.2 
A CS is said to be stable if and only if D(Gij).(I-Gjj)-1 
for each Gjj in the CS is stable, where i=j, j+l, ... , µ. 
Theorem 2.3 
Given the above definitions the overall system is stable iff 
all the CS are stable. 
To illustrate this consider a 3x3 matrix partitioned as 
shown. 
cs 1 is composed of 





= [ l [ 
= [ :~: 
r 
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If all of these systems are stable then the system as a 
whole will be closed loop stable. This enables the designer 
to check the stablity of the triangular system relatively 
easily and quickly. 
In [7] it is noted that if any of the elements of the off 
diagonal block are unstable and the system as a whole is 
closed loop stable then pole zero cancellation has taken 
place and, as the authors point out, this will probably lead 
to a non-robust controller. Hence for robust control they 
suggest that each D(Gij) ifj be stable i.e. all the elements 
in the off diagonal blocks are stable. 
The detailed treatment of the stability 
suggest that checking a triangular system 
complex task. In pract1ce however 
results above may 
for stability is a 
since pole zero 
cancellation is undesirable the designer must ensure that 
all the unstable elements in the matrix occur in the on-
diagonal blocks. If this is done then the stability problem 
is vastly simplified. Under these conditions the matrix will 
be closed loop stable provided the on-diagonal blocks are 
closed loop stable and the complex stability results given 
above do not have to be employed. 
2.2.2 Diagonal Dominance 
The first 'non-simple structure' considered is diagonal 
dominance. This structure is probably the best known since 
it forms the basis for the well known INA design technique 
developed by Rosenbrock. The discussion that follows is 
based on Rosenbrock's book, (12]. 
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An nxn matrix, G, is said to be row diagonally dominant if 
n I gi· 1' I > E I g .. I j=l 1J 
j=\=i 
for all i=l,2, ... ,n 
It is said to be column diagonally dominant if 
n 
I gJ· J' I > E I g .. I i=l 1 ] 
i=\=j 
for all j=l,2, ... ,n 
( 2. 9) 
(2.10) 
The matrix is said to be diagonally dominant if it is either 
row or column diagonally dominant. If G is a matrix of 
transfer functions, i.e. G=G(s), then the diagonal dominance 
condition must hold for all s on the Nyquist contour D. 
The usefulness of diagonal dominance is that it allows a 
simple graphical stability test to be applied to a 
multivariable system, the test is a multivariable extension 
of the Nyquist stability criterion for single variable 
systems. In [12] Rosenbrock proves the following stability 
theorem for the system shown in Fig. 2.5. 
y Cs) r Cs) 
0 Cs) + 
F 
Figure 2.5. A general multivariable control system. 
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where Q(s)=G(s)K(s) and F is a diagonal matrix of frequency 
independent loop gains. 
Theorem 2.4 
The closed loop system is stable if and only if the map of D 
(the Nyquist contour) by det(I+QF) encircles the origin -p0 
times clockwise, where p 0 is the number of poles in the 
right half s plane and D is taken large enough to enclose 
all finite poles and zeros of det(I+QF) lying in the RHP. 
i.e. if N' = number of encirclements by det(I+QF) 
then N' = -p0 • 
Problems with this formulation are that 
(i) determinants are difficult to calculate 
accurately with existing numerical 
techniques. 
(ii) it is not clear how changing the transfer 
functions in one loop, using a controller, 
will affect the stability of the overall 
system. i.e. it is not possible to design 
compensators separately for each loop. 
These problems can be overcome if the matrix is diagonally 
dominant. Rosenbrock proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 
Let F = diag(fi), where the fi are real and nonzero, and let 
(F-1 + Q] be dominant on D. Let qii map D onto r-1 which 
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encircles the point (-fi,O), Ni times, i = 1,2, ... ,n. Then 
the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable if and only 
if 
where p 0 is the same as in the previous theorem. 
Rosenbrock also derives a similar stability criterion for 
the inverse of Q, Q-1. This is done because the use of the 
inverse offers a number of advantages over the original 
matrix notably in the behavior of the so called Ostrowski 
bands that are used to locate the inverse closed loop 
transfer functions hi-l and to determine the stability 
margins of the loops. Here however only the use of the non-
inverted Q will be considered. 
Note that hi(s) is the transfer function relating the ith 
input to the ith output with the ith feedback loop open and 
all the other feedback loops closed. 
The stability test given above can only be used if the 
matrix is diagonally dominant. There exists a simple 
graphical technique to test for diagonal dominance that can 
be displayed on the same Nyquist diagrams being used to 
check for encirclements. The method proceeds as follows for 
row dominance. For a particular value of s on D and with the 
corresponding point gii(s) on ri as the center draw a circle 
of radius 
n 
di· ( s ) = . E I g .. ( s ) I J=l 1) 
jf i 
(2.11) 
This process is repeated as s goes around D to produce a 
band of circles. These circles are called Gershgorin circles 
because their use depends on applying Gershgorin's theorem. 
If the band swept out by these circles does not include the 
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origin for all s for i=l, 2, ... , n then the matrix is row 
diagonally dominant. The corresponding circles to test for 
column dominance have the.same centre with radius 
n 
di· ( s) = . E I g .. ( s) I 
J=l Jl. 
j=j=i 
( 2. 12) 
Once the Gershgorin circles have been plotted the following 
graphical interpretation of the previous theorem can be 
made. 
Theorem 2.6 
Let each of the Gershgorin bands swept out by the ·circles 
based on qii exclude the the point (-fi-1,0) i=l,2, ... ,n. 
Let these bands encircle the point (-fi- 1 ,0), Ni times, 
i=l, 2, ... , n. Then the closed loop system is asymptotically 
stable if and only if 
n 
I: Ni = p i=l - 0 
The above theorem allows the designer to design controllers 
individually for each loop using the Gershgorin bands as 
though they were 'fuzzy' Nyquist plots. 
A number of points are worth making about the use of the 
diagonal dominance structure in the design of decentralised 
control systems. 
(i) This structure forms the basis for one of the most 
successful frequency domain design techniques yet 
developed. However very few large systems can be made 
diagonally dominant by appropriate ordering of input-
output variables. In practice compensators must be 
introduced to make the system diagonally dominant. If 
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tne compensator matrix is diagonal then it can be 
incorporated as part of the diagonal decentralised 
controller matrix. If the compensator matrix is not 
diagonal however the final controller incorporating 
this compensator will not be diagonal and control will 
not be truly decentralised. 
(ii) It is not always possible to make the system matrix 
diagonally dominant by using a diagonal compensator. In 
this case the diagonal dominance structure cannot be 
used as a basis for decentralised control. 
(iii)If the designer is trying to decentralise control then 
the use of diagonal dominance limits the controller 
matrix to being a diagonal matrix, i.e. to having non-
zero elements only on the diagonals. However if the 
controller matrix is block diagonal or block triangular 
then this represents a distributed controller where the 
subsystems controlled are larger than lxl. The diagonal 
dominance structure is of no help in designing such 
controllers. 
Diagonal dominance is a very useful structure in the design 
of decentralised controllers but is seldom found in large 
systems. Other structures are necessary if decentralised 
controllers with blocks larger than lxl are to be designed. 
2.2.3 Generalised Diagonal Dominance 
An extension of the diagonal dominance structure is 
generalised diagonal dominance. This structure, like 
diagonal dominance limits the designer to a diagonal 
controller, as opposed to block diagonal, but is less 
conservative than diagonal dominance. Further the idea of 
generalised dominance can be readily extended to blocked 
systems. 
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The concept of generalised diagonal dominance is presented 
by Limebeer in [l]. Generalised diagonal dominance, GOD, is 
defined as follows. A matrix G with complex elements, gij' 
is said to be row GOD if there exists a vector of real 
numbers x > 0 such that 
n 
l g1·1· lx1· > E lg· ·Ix· j=l lJ J 
jf i 
for all i=l,2, ... ,n 
A matrix is column GOD if a similar x exists and 
n 
lgJ·J· lxJ· > E lg·· Ix· i=l lJ l 
if j 
for all j=l,2, ... ,n 
This implies for row GOD, for example, that 
n Xj 
lg1·1· I > E lg .. 1~ j=l Jl 
jf i xi 




This is equivalent to scaling G with two diagonal matrices, 
Sand s- 1 where S = diag(x1 .... xn) and s- 1 = (1/x1 .... 1/x2 ) 
and the scaled matrix is s- 1 G s. 
Another way of expressing this is to say that if a matrix G 
can be scaled as shown above to be diagonally dominant then 
it is said to be generalised diagonally dominant. The 
eigenvalues of Gare not affected by this scaling, [l], the 
scaled matrix has the same eigenvalues as the original 
matrix, hence if the scaled matrix is stable the unscaled 
matrix will also be stable. Notice that from the point of 
view of stability the actual values of the elements of S are 
not important only the existence of such matrices for each 
value of s on the Nyquist contour D matters. 
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Limebeer in ( 1] presents a stability theorem that is an 
extension of one developed by Rosenbrock in (12]. 
Theorem 2.6 
For the system in Fig.2.6, let F = diag{fi}, where the fi 
terms are real and nonzero. Let F-1 + G(s) be generalised 
diagonally dominant for all s on the standard Nyquist 
contour D. Let gii (s) map D onto ri which encircles the 
point (-fi-1,0), Ni times, i=l,2, .. ,n. Then the closed loop 
system is asymptotically stable if and only if 
n 
I: Ni = p i=l - 0 
where p 0 is the number of poles of G(s) in the right half of 
the s plane. 
C (s) 
y Cs) 
F Cs) I-----' 
Figure 2.6 A simple feedback system 
In (1] Limebeer derives a test for GOD. For a matrix G he 
associates a comparison matrix M(G) = mij which is defined 
as 
mij = lgij I for i,j =1,2, ... ,n (2.16) 
and a normalising matrix 
Q(G) = diag{mii} (2.17) 
Limebeer then proves the following theorem 
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Theorem 2.8 
For an irreducible matrix G the following are equivalent: 
(a) n-1 (G)M(G) has Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue r < 2. 
(b) G is row GDD 
(c) There exists a diagonal S > O such that 5-las is row 
dominant. 
(d) G is column GDD. 
(e) There exists a diagonal S'> O such that s·-las' is column 
dominant. (Where S' denotes a different S to that found 
in (c). 
The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is defined in the theorem by 
Perron and Frobenius on the spectral properties of non-
negative matrices, [ 14]. This theorem is used to define 
other structures of interest to decentralised control and is 
stated here. 
Theorem 2.8 0 
Let G be non-negative and irreducible (see below for 
definitions of these properties). Then there exists an 
eigenvalue r (called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue) such-
that : 
(a) r is real and r > O; 
(b) with r can be associated positive left and right 
eigenvectors; 
(c) r ~ the absolute value of every other eigenvalue of G; 
(d) the eigenvectors associated with r are unique to 
constant multipliers; 
(e) if 0 s B s G and ~ is an eigenvalue of B, then l~I s r; 
moreover, l~I = r implies B = G; and, 
(f) r is a simple root of the characteristic equation of G. 
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In order to apply the above theorems G must be irreducible 
and Q(G)- 1M(G) must be non-negative. The latter condition is 
automatic~lly satisfied since a non-negative matrix is 
simply one that contains no negative elements. 
An matrix is said to be reducible if there exists a 
permutation matrix P such that PGPT is block triangular with 
square on-diagonal blocks. A matrix is irreducible if it not 
reducible. Limebeer presents a graph theoretic test for 
reducibility. If the matrix is irreducible then it is 
rearranged to be block triangular and the test carried out 
on each irreducible diagonal block separately. 
Thus in order to test an irreducible matrix G for GOD the 
designer forms Q(G)-lM(G) and finds the largest real 
eigenvalue of this matrix. If the eigenvalue is greater than 
2 then G is GOD. If G = G(s) then this must be true for all 
s on D for the system to be GOD. 
In order to use the above theory Limebeer shows that 
generalised Gershgorin circles of radius 
n xj(s) 
.r: lg· ·(S) I J=l 1.J 
H·i 
(2.18) 
may be used instead of ordinary Gershgorin circles (as used 
by Rosenbrock in [12] for example). In (1) it is suggested 
that the best choice of x possible is the eigenvector that 
corresponds to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 
Q(G)-lM(G). By best choice he means that if this xis used 
as the diagonal of the scaling matrix S then if this S does 
not make s-lGs diagonally dominant then neither will any 
other s. 
By assuming that x is in fact the right eigenvector of the 
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of Q(G)-lM(G) Limebeer derives a 
formula for the radius of the generalised Gershgorin circles 
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based on the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, r. The radius of 
the generalised Gershgorin circles are 
di=(r(s)-1) jgii(s) I for i=l,2, ... ,n (2.19) 
where r(s) is the frequency dependent Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue. Limebeer also derives a generalised version· of 
Rosenbrock' s Ostrowski circles. Design using the idea of 
generalised dominance then proceeds as usual using Nyquist 
or inverse Nyquist arrays. 
The overall effect of using the generalised Gershgorin 
circles is to shrink the usual Gershgorin circles where 
these are large at the expense of expanding the circles that 
were small. This trade off is inevitable when scaling a 
matrix for dominance. If the Generalised circles all exclude 
the origin then the matrix is GOD. 
The idea of generalised diagonal dominance does not in 
itself greatly improve on the usual concept of diagonal 
dominance as far as designing decentralised controllers. It 
is still unlikely that a large scale system will be 
dominant, even though generalised dominance is less 
conservative than normal dominance. However the concept of 
generalised dominance, i.e. the scaling of the system matrix 
by matrices that do not change the system eigenvalues is 
used in the next two structures that are to be discussed. 
Finally it should be stressed that generalised diagonal 
dominance is a way of making the usual diagonal dominance 
structure less conservative. It is not a method for 
designing compensators that will improve the performance of 
the system, that is the matrix S is not a matrix of 
compensators. Clearly scaling the system by S and s-1 will 
not affect stability since the poles of the system are not 
changed. To scale the system in such a way as to change 
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stability would require a scaling such as RG(s)E where R + 
E-1. 
2.2.4 Generalised Block Diagonal Dominance 
) 
A natural extension of the idea of diagonal dominance is the 
concept of block diagonal dominance, BOD. In (13] Varga and 
Feingold introduce this concept. Essentially they are 
interested in exploring the structure of a partitioned 
matrix to establish tests for singularity and inclusion 
regions for the eigenvalues of a matrix. 
In [13] BDD is defined as follows. 
Consider a nxn complex matrix G where 
-
Gl 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Glm 
G22 
G = (2.20) 
Gmm 
here Gij are block submatrices and the Gii are square and of 
order ni, 1 ~ ni ~ n. 





G is said to be row BOD if f 
(~Gii-l~-1) ~j!l~Gij~ 
j+i 
for i=l,2, ... ,m (2.22) 
for a lxl blocking this definition reduces to the usual 
definition for row diagonal dominance. A similar definition 
exists for column BOD. 
In [13] the authors show that if a matrix is BOD and block 
irreducible then it will also be nonsingular. They go on to 
use the BOD structure to define bounds for the eigenvalues 
of G. It is important to realise that a matrix may be BOD 
and not diagonally dominant, which is why this structure is 
useful for decentralised control. In [13] the following 
example is given to illustrate this fact. 
G = 
o 1 II o o 
~~ 
OU3lf02/3 
o o 11 1 o 
= 
II 
= m~x.£ lai·J·I as the matrix norm, where A is any 
l. J=l 
Hence G is BOD but is clearly not diagonally dominant in the 
usual sense. 
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In [ 1] Limebeer develops Varga and Feingold' s work to the 
partitioning of systems for decentralised control. 
Specifically he develops a stability theory for partitioned 
systems. 
Limebeer modifies the definition of BOD given above to a 
less conservative formulation. This is done by introducing 
the concept of generalised block diagonal dominance, GBDD, 
using the ideas discussed in the previous section for non-
partitioned matrices. The new definition for row dominance 
is, 
~Gii-1~-l xi >j!l~Gij~ xj i=l,2, ... ,m 
j=f i 
generalised column dominance is similarly defined. 
(2.23) 
As with the GOD case Limebeer gives a test for GBDD. Firstly 
a block comparison matrix, Mb(G) is introduced where 
llGijll for i,j=l,2, ... ,m i=fj 
~Gii-l~-1 for i=l,2, ... ,m 
(2.24) 
and a block normalising matrix 
Qb(G)=diag{mii} for i=l,2, ... ,m (2.25) 
Limebeer then proves the following theorem 
Theorem 2.9 
For the block irreducible matrix of 2.20 the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) Qb(G)-lMb(G) has Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue rb < 2; 
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(b) G is generalised row block diagonally dominant; 
(c) There exists a positive matrix S = diag{x1 In1 , x2 In2 , 
... , Xmlnm} such that s-1as is row block diagonally 
dominant. 
(d) G is generalised column block diagonally dominant; and 
(e) There exists a positive matrix S' = diag{x1 'In1 , x2 'In2 , 
... ,Xm'Inm} such that s'-1GS' is column block diagonally 
dominant. 
Further if one of the above equivalent conditions is met 
then G is non-singular. 
Hence if Qb(G)-lMb(G) has a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 
less than 2 then G is GBDD. 
Limebeer also gives a stability test for the partitioned 
system. 
Theorem 2.10 
Let F=diag{fiinli f2In21·····,fninm} where the fi's are real 
numbers and the Ini's are conformable with the partitioning 
of G(s) in Fig. 2.6. Let F-1 + G(s) be generalised block 
diagonally dominant for all s on the Nyquist D contour and 
let r i be the Nyquist diagram of the i th diagonal block 
Gii(s) for i=l,2, ... ,m. Then the closed loop system of Fig. 
2.6 will be stable if and only if 
~ N (r1, -f1-1 > = -Po 
i=l 
where p 0 is the number of poles of G(s) in the right half s 
plane, and N (ri, -fi-1 ) is the number of encirclements of 
the point -f1-l by ri. 
Limebeer in [l] then develops a graphical test for stability 
by defining the radii of circles to be plotted with center 
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r i and to be used analogously with the usual Gershgorin 
circles. The circles he defines in [l] suffer from a number 
of drawbacks which Limebeer himself points out in [ 2]. In 
[2] he presents an alternative result using th~ maximum and 
minimum singular values of the matrix blocks. The radii thus 
derived are 
d· l. = J3i.g{(r-1) 0 min(Gii)/J3i}, if J3i + 0 
or 
d· = (r-l) 0 minCGii) if J3i = 0 l. 
for 1 :::; i ~ m. 
(i) r = Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of Qb(G)- 1Mb(G). 
(ii) omin(Gii) = minimum singular value of Gii 
(2.26) 
(iii) J3i = inf{crmin(deltai} where deltai is derived from the 
Schur decomposition of Gii' i.e. Gii=Ui(Di+deltai)u*i· 
deltai is upper triangular. 
(iv) g(t) is the unique positive solution of the following 
equation 
f (x)-~-1~~~~-n---1~ 
+x+ ... +x 
= t 
As can be seen this formulation lacks the computational 
simplicity of the Gershgorin theorem for diagonal dominance. 
It requires the computation of singular values and the Shur 
decomposition of a matrix, as well as the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue of the partitioned G matrix. Further this 
procedure has to be repeated for a large number of s values 
to generate the block equivalent of the usual Gershgorin 
bands. 
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Limebeer and Hung in [ 3] and ( 4] go on to examine the 
robustness of systems shown to be stable using the stability 
results examined above, dealing with both additive and 
multiplicative perturbations. 
GBDD is an improvement on generalised diagonal dominance 
when designing decentralised control systems. The designer 
is no longer required to restrict the controlled subsystems 
to lxl blocks on the diagonal of the system matrix. A system 
matrix may be GBDD without being diagonally dominant. 
Further the test for GBDD, r(s) < 2, is relatively simple to 
apply although the computational effort required is 
considerably more than for the case of diagonal dominance. 
The graphical method suggested by Limebeer is involved and 
computationally difficult to implement for large matrices. A 
final and perhaps more serious problem is that the test for 
GBDD, r(s) < 2, is dependent on the controller. This means 
that even if G(s) is GBDD there is no guarantee that Q(s) = 
G(s)K(s) will be GBDD. Limebeer's block equivalent of 
Gershgorin circles test for this but it would be useful to 
have a measure that indicated the suitability of a 
particular partitioning to decentralised ~ontrol as compared 
to another,partitioning. Such a measure is described in the 
next section. 
2.2.5 Quasi-Block Diagonal Dominance• 
Quasi-Block diagonal dominance, QBDD, is defined in a manner 
similar to the GBDD structure described in the previous 
section. The fullest treatment of the use of this structure 
in the design of decentralised controllers for systems 
represented by transfer function matrices is given by Ohta, 
Siljak, and Matsumoto in (6]. Nwokah in [5] obtains similar 
results while studying the robustness of the design method 
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under perturbations. Nwokah does not mention QBDD explicitly 
but he uses the same principles as Ohta and his co-workers 
in deriving his results. 
In [6] QBDD is defined as follows. Consider an m.xm complex 
matrix Q decomposed to give 
where 
and 
Q . = 
' 






Note: In [6] the diagonal elements of Oc are allowed to be 
nonzero to permit the representation of any uncertainties in 
the on-diagonal blocks of Q, i.e. in 01 1 021···10n· Here the 
diagonal elements of Oc are set to zero for simplicity. 
The elements Qi are taken to be square mixmi submatrices of 
Q0 while the elements Qij are taken to be mi.xmj submatrices 
of Oc, where m = m1 + m2 + ... + mn. Notice that the on-
diagonal submatrices of On are square. 
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W• • = (2.30) l] 
-llOijOj-l~ i+j 
is an M matrix. 
An M matrix is a real square matrix with nonpositive off 
diagonal elements, i.e. zero or negative, and positive 
principle minors . Such matrices have a number of special 
properties. For example in (14] there are listed fifty 
different properties, such as the possession of positive 
principle minors. Reference [ 14] contains a very detailed 
section on M matrices and most of the results obtained by 
Nwokah are based on proofs from [14]. 
The above definition seems at first to be very different 
from the definition given previously for GBDD. However in 
[ 6] is shown that if W is an M matrix then the following 
holds. 
(i) There exist positive numbers xj, j=l, 2, ... ,n such that 
x·- 12 x·llO· ·Q·-1 11 < 1 (2.31) J i=l l l] J 
(i) There exist positive numbers xi, i=l, 2, ... ,n such that 
x·- 12 x·llQ· ·Q·- 1 11 < 1 (2.32) 
l j=l J l] l 
recall that for row GBDD the inequality to be satisfied is 
Xi· II 01· - l II - l > . £ x . II Q .. II 




this can be rewritten to give 
x·-~2 x·llO· ·llll0·- 1 ~ < 1 l. J=l J l.J l. (2.33) 
which is very similar to the form given above for QBDD, a 
similar expression can be obtained for column GBDD. It can 
be seen immediately that QBDD will be less conservative than 
GBDD since from [14] 
(2.34) 
Using this structure as a base [ 6] goes on to develop 
stability theorems for decentralised systems. As with GBDD 
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue plays an important part. The 
matrix Q is assumed to be frequency dependent and satisfies 
the relationship Q(s) = G(s)K(s). 
The following assumptions are made 
(i) K(s) =Ko= diag{K1 , K2 1 ••• , Kn} i.e. K(s) is block 
diagonal and is partitioned conformally with G(s). 
(ii) Each on-diagonal block of G(s), Gjj(s), is nonsingular 
for all j and all s on the Nyquist con~our D. 
(iii)All the unstable poles of Q(s) occur in the on-diagonal 
blocks of Q(s). 
(iv) The on-diagonal submatrices .of Q(s), Gjj(s)Kj(s), are 
closed loop stable. 
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A comparison matrix B(s)=(bij(s)) is now defined where 
0 i=j 
Theorem 2.11 
If the above conditions hold then, if the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue of B(s), r(B(s)), is less than one for all s on 
D, the system as a whole will be stable . 
. 
Unfortunately the above theorem does not indicate how the 
controllers of the individual subsystems af feet the 
stability of the overall system. As mentioned in the 
previous section on GBDD it would be helpful to have some 
measure of the current partitioning's suitability for 
decentralised control that is independent of the choice of 
controller. To achieve this two further matrices are 
defined. 
C(s) = (Cij(s)] where 





Assume that C(s) is irreducible then if each of the previous 
conditions hold the system will be stable if 
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dj(s) < r(C(s))- 1 for all j and alls on D (2.39) 
where r(C(s)) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of C(s). 
Note: The above theorem gives a sufficient but not necessary 
condition for the stability of the composite system. In 
other words even if dj(s) > r(C(s))-1 the system might still 
be stable. The advantage of this formulation, however, is 
that r ( C ( s) ) is independent of the controller matrix used 
and hence can be used to give an indication of which 
structures of G(s) are well suited to decentralised control. 
To use the theory developed so far Ohta and his co-workers 
propose a method of designing decentralised controllers 
based on the Nyquist array technique, [12]. 
A feedback matrix is now introduced 




where the superscript j indicates jth on-diagonal block of 
the composite matrix. 
Theorem 2.13 
Givens ED. Suppose that C(s) is represented by (2.36). For 
a given 1 assume the following: 
( i) (2.42) 
for all j, _where q11 jj(s) is the jjth element of 011(s) 




(ii) K1(s) is nonsingular; and 
(iii) blj(s) < [{(1 + r[C(s)])~T1 (s)~}-l]-1 . (2.44) 






and the system is stable. 
The designer once having partitioned the system can then 
proceed to design controllers to stabilise the individual 
subsystems while ensuring that condition (iii) above is met 
for each controlled system. If the designer achieves this 
then the system as a whole will also be stable. The 
advantage of the above formulation is that it allows the 
designer to check the closed loop stability of the composite 
system while designing each block controller independently 
without reference to the rest of the system. This · is 
possible because r(C(s)) is independent of K(s) since 
~Qij(s)Qjj(s)-1~ = ~Gij(s)Kj(s)Kj(s)-lGjj(s}-1~ = 
~Gij(s}Gjj(s)-l~. 
The QBDD structure is the most useful of the structures so 
far considered for decentralised controller design. Its 
usefulness is that it forms the basis for an interaction 
measure r(C(s)} that is independent of the controller used 
to control the system. This allows the designer to select 
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subsystems that are likely to yield successful results when 
controlled independently. Further the method allows the 
designer to easily check the stability of the system as a 
whole provided the individual subsystems are stable. Finally 
the QBDD structure yields results that are less conservative 
than Limebeer's GBDD structure. 
There are however problems with the use of the interaction 
measure defined above. The method is still very 
conservative, [10], largely because it provides a check on 
composite stability that is sufficient but not necessary. 
More will be said about this in a later section on 
interaction measures. Another serious problem is that the 
method does not suggest any means of pairing the 
input/output variables and selecting the partitioning to 
yield low values of the interaction measure, r(C(s)). 
Currently the only way of selecting acceptable arrangements 
of the system matrix rows and columns and partitionings is 
to try all of the possible arrangements until a suitable one 
is found. This is a daunting task for a large scale 
industrial system with several hundreds of inputs and 
outputs, the number of possible combinations being literally 
hundreds of millions. 
2.3 INTERACTION MEASURES 
In section 2. 3. 5 the QBDD structure was used to derive an 
interaction measure for the system matrix to determine the 
suitability of the matrix for decentralised control. This 
interaction measure, r ( C ( s)) gave an indication as to how 
tightly the on-diagonal blocks of the system matrix are 
coupled. A weak coupling indicates that the current 
partitioning is probably suited to decentralised control. 
The concept of an interaction matrix is an extremely useful 
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one since it allows the designer to represent matrix 
structure by a single number, or curve in the case of a 
matrix with frequency dependent elements. 
In [ 10] Grosdidier and Morari give an excellent review of 
the interaction measures currently available and introduce a 
new interaction measure, the µ interaction measure, which is 
less conservative than any of those considered so far. 
Unfortunately µ turns out to be very difficult to calculate. 
In order to treat the different interaction measures in a 
unified manner, Grosdidier and Morari introduce the concept 
of relative error. Consider a system as shown in Fig. 2.7 
r (s) y (s) 
C (s) K Cs) 
+ 
Figure 2.7. A multivariable feedback control system 
The controller K(s), is to be block diagonal i.e. 
K(s)=diag{K11 (s), K22 (s), ... , Krnrn(s)} and is to be designed 
for the system 
(2.48) 
where G(s) is partitioned into an mxrn composite matrix. G(s) 
can be represented by 
G ( s ) = Go ( s ) + [ G ( s ) - Go ( s ) ] (2.49) 
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K(s) is designed on the assumption that G(s) - G0 (s) = O. 
The closed loop transfer function matrix for the diagonal 
system is 
H0 (s) = G0 (s)K(s)[I + Go(s)K(s)]-1 (2.50) 
K(s) is designed so that H0 (s) is stable. However even if 
K(s) does stablise H0 (s) the designer must still ensure that 
H(s) where 
H(s) = G(s)K(s)[I + G(s)K(s)]-1 (2.51) 
is also stable. An effective interaction measure must show 
the restrictions imposed on H0 (s) such that H(s) will be 
stable. 
The relative error is defined as 
E(s) = [G(s) - G0 (s)]G0 (s)-
1 (2.52) 
Initially Grosdidier and Morari consider diagonal dominance. 
They show that if G0 (s) is diagonal then 
~E(s)~l < 1 
is equivalent to 
n 
E l9ij(s) I < lgjj(s) I for all j and all sED 
i=l 
i+j 
which is the definition of column diagonal dominance. 
(2.53) 
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Generalised dominance is then considered. The generalised 
diagonal dominance condition in terms of E(s) is 
r(IE(s)j) < 1 ( 2. 54) 
where r is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, and jE(s) I 
represents the matrix formed by replacing all of the 
elements of E(s) by their norms. If the inequality is true 
then the matrix is generalised diagonally dominant. 
Grosdidier and Morari comment that both diagonal dominance 
and generalised diagonal dominance can be extended to block 
systems, as in Limebeer' s work, but that the bounds on ~Holl 
obtained in this way are excessively conservative and hence 
not very useful. 
Although the r(C(s)) interaction measure derived from QBDD 
is not explicitly considered in [10] the following is worth 
noting. 
The comparison matrix C(s) is defined by 
0 
llGij(s)Gjj(s)- 1 ~ 









Hence IE(s) I = C(s) this means that the interaction measure 
r(C(s)) = r( IE(s) I>· This relationship is useful when 
comparing r(C(s)) with the new interaction measure µ(E(s)). 
The interaction measure µ ( E ( s) ) is based on the idea of 
structured singular values originally suggested by Doyle in 
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(15]. The relationship between µ(E(s)) and stability is as 
follows 
Theorem 2.14 
Assume that G(s) and G0 (s) have the same poles in RHP and 
that Ho(s) is stable. Then H(s) is stable if 
omax(H0 (s)) < µ(E(s))-
1 for alls E o (2.57) 
where omax<Ho(s)) is the maximum singular value of H0 (s). 
Note: The singular values of a matrix, A, are the non-
negative square roots of the eigenvalues of the product ATA, 
where AT is the transpose of the matrix A. 
The designer must therefore try to ensure that µ(E(s)) is as 
small as possible. In particular if the controller contains 
integral action as is usually the case then 
µ(E(O)) < 1 (2.58) 
This comes about because if the controller contains integral 
action 
lim Ho(s) = I 
s->O 
(2.59) 
but omax(I) = 1 hence for (2.57) to be satisfied µ(E(O)) < 
1. 
It can be shown that 
r(C(s)) ~ µ(E(s)) (2.60) 
and that r(C(s)) is generally a conservative upper bound for 
µ(E(s)), (10], (11]. Hence this new interaction measure 
would seem to be ideal for decentralised controller design. 
The problem with µ(E(s)) is that at present there is no way 
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of calculating its value for a matrix of order greater than 
3. Grosdidier and Morari state that the computation of µ is 
an active area of research at present. 
While it would seem that µ will ultimately provide a useful 
tool in the design of large scale decentralised control 
systems it is currently unfeasible due to difficulties in 
computation. Of the remaining interaction measures the most 
useful is r(C(s)). As seen this is more conservative thanµ 
but it is relatively easy to calculate and at least provides 
an upper bound to µ. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
The work done in the field of decentralised controller 
design centers mainly on the stability of systems under this 
form of control. The structure of the system matrix is 
important in determining whether a system of independently 
stabilised, coupled subsystems will itself be stable. 
The diagonal dominance and generalised diagonal dominance 
structures were shown to be useful for decentralised 
controller design, 
real large scale 
produce dominance 
however they are 









Three block diagonal dominance structures were then 
considered of these Quasi-Block Diagonal Dominance, QBDD, 
was the least conservative and hence the most useful. The 
QBDD structure is useful because it gives rise to an 
interaction measure that can be used to determine if the 
current structure of the matrix is suited for decentralised 
control. Another interaction measure, the µ interaction 
measure, was also discussed. This measure was less 
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conservative than that used in the QBDD case but proved to 
be very difficult to calculate. 
From the literature then the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 
a comparison matrix C(s), r(C(s)), is the most useful 
interaction measure yet developed and currently offers the 




SIMPLE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The structure of a large scale system, i.e. the relationship 
between the different elements composing the system, can 
of ten be used to determine the type of control that should 
be applied. The control can be centralised, decentralised or 
some combination of the two. The plant is usually 
represented by a mathematical model and the structure of 
this model naturally reflects the structure of the plant. In 
the case of an input-output model the plant is represented 
as a matrix of transfer functions relating each plant input 
to a corresponding set of plant outputs. 
The relationship between the different plant elements is of 
course fixed once the plant has been built and usually 
considerable effort must be made to change these 
relationships if so desired. However the plant structure is 
not always immediately discernible in the system matrix that 
represents the plant. This is because the ordering of the 
inputs and outputs as represented, by the rows and columns 
of the system matrix, is usually arbitrary so that 
rearrangement of the rows and columns may change the 
structure of the matrix. Further the designer may partition 
the matrix and this will also alter the matrix structure. 
If the designer can rearrange the system matrix to get one 
or more defined matrix structures then he gains valuable 
information about the structure of the plant. In other 
words, the structure of the plant is, in a sense, 'hidden' 
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in the system matrix and by a suitable rearrangement of 
columns and rows and partitioning this structure can be 
revealed. In practice a plant may have as many structures as 
the designer cares to define ; however only a few structures 
are useful to the control engineer and it is for these 
structures that the engineer looks. 
The particular plant structures to be considered in this 
chapter are a family of structures that will be referred to 
as 'simple structures'. These structures depend only on the 
' relationship between the zero and non-zero elements in the 
system matrix and are unrelated to the sizes of the 
individual non-zero elements. In terms of the actual system 
being modelled the simple structure relates to the existence 
of coupling between different elements in the system, 
irrespective of the size of that coupling. 
The simple structures are so called because they can be 
easily defined and do not require complicated theory to 
analyse. Further they can be easily represented in a matrix 
consisting of only ones and zeros as will be seen later. 
The analysis of a system matrix to find any simple 
structures by rearrangement of rows and columns, is useful 
because of the properties of some of these structures. If a 
matrix can be rearranged into one of two s~mple structures 
then the designer can immediately determine the 
corresponding structure of his controller and can apply 
decentralised control to the system. If the matrix cannot be 
rearranged into ·one of these two forms then the designer 
gains no new information but. at least now knows that 
decentralised control may be difficult an? will certainly 
require further analysis to determine if decentralised 
control is possible. 
There are a number of advantages offered by simple structure 
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analysis over an analysis based on more complex structures. 
Firstly the analysis can be performed before the plant 
itself has been fully modelled. This is possible because the 
method is not concerned with the sizes of the individual 
non-zero elements, or their frequency responses. Hence 
provided the designer can define the presence or absence of 
of coupling between different elements in the system the 
system can be analysed for simple structures. This is 
important because for large plants the modelling effort is 
large and could take a considerable amount of time. For . 
example, a modest industrial plant containing 100 inputs and 
100 outputs would require between 100 and 10000 transfer 
function models for a complete input-output description of 
the process. Thus a 100 by 100 matrix of transfer functions 
would define the plant dynamics. Assuming conservatively 
that each model would take half an hour to develop, the 
entire modelling exercise would occupy between one man-week 
and two-and-a-half man-years. 
Al though usually this modelling will have to be done to 
design the controller and to ensure stability, analysis 
using simple structures allows the design process to begin 
before modelling is completed. The exception to this might 
be the case where some of the plant subsections are known to 
be stable. In this case it may be possible to design a 
controller to stabilise the plant without modelling these 
subsections. 
Another, additional, advantage stemming from the fact that 
simple system analysis can be performed before the plant has 
been built is the following. It may happen that the analysis 
will suggest structural changes to the proposed plant that 
will make it more suitable to decentralised control. 
Yet another advantage to applying simple structure analysis 
to a matrix before applying more-complex techniques is that 
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the method can be applied to non-square matrices. The system 
matrix must usually be square, i.e. it must have the same 
number of inputs and outputs, for controller design using 
existing frequency domain design techniques. Simple 
structure analysis can be applied to non-square matrices and 
the resulting structures may give the designer an indication 
as to which inputs and outputs he can discard to obtain the 
square matrix that best represents the system. 
The final advantage is related to more complex methods of 
analysis. Some of these methods require that the system 
matrix be irreducible before they can be applied. i.e. that 
there does not exist any permutation matrix P such that PGPT 
is block triangular, where G is the system matrix. Block 
triangularity is one of the simple structures to be 
considered in this chapter, hence if the matrix is analysed 
for this structure and cannot be rearranged to be block 
triangular then it will be irreducible and the more complex 
methods can be applied. 
3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF SIMPLE STRUCTURES 
There are three simple structures: A block diagonal 
structure, a block triangular structure and a full 
structure. Of these the first two indicate that 
decentralisation of control is possible while the third 
requires that more complex methods of analysis be used to 
determine the structure of the system matrix G(s). 
3.2.1 The Block Diagonal Structure 
In this structural class the plant model, an nxn matrix of 
transfer functions G( s), can be partitioned into an mxm 
composite matrix, i.e. an mxm matrix where the individual 
elements are themselves submatrices and m < n. Further all 
of the on-diagonal submatrices are square and contain at 
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least one non-zero element on each row and column. Finally 
all of the off-diagonal submatrices must only contain zero 
elements. For example if G( s) is partitioned into a 2x2 
block matrix then if the matrix is block diagonal it will 
have the form shown in (3.1). 
G( s) = (3.1) 
Note that if the on-diagonal sub-matrices are all lxl then 
the system matrix is a diagonal matrix. 
The on-diagonal sub-matrices in any partitioned matrix G{s) 
can be thought of as those systems that the control engineer 
would like to control, each one independently for 
decentralised control. The off-diagonal sub-matrices then 
represent coupling between the different on-diagonal 
subsystems. Whether or not control may be decentralised will 
depend on the behavior of these coupling submatrices. 
In the block diagonal case the absence of coupling clearly 
indicates that on-diagonal subsystems will be independent of 
each other, i.e. in (3.1), for example, G11 (s) and G22(s) 
can be treated as independent subsystems and controllers can 
be designed independently for each subsystem. In fact for a 
block diagonal system there is no coupling whatsoever and 
hence if the controller matrix is not block diagonal 
coupling may be introduced and the controlled system may 
have a worse response than that obtained for a fully 
decentralised controller, i.e. a block diagonal controller. 
Hence the controller matrix will almost always be chosen as 
having a block diagonal structure a~ is shown in (3.2) for 
the controller of the system in (3.1). 
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K( s) = ( 3 . 2 ) 
If the controller is block diagonal then the open loop 
system, Q(s) = G(s)K(s), will be 
[ Gi1(s)K11(s) 0 ]=[ 011(s) 0 ] (3.3) Q(s) = 0 G22(s)K22(s) 0 022(s) 
The closed loop system H(s) is given by 




- (I+Q22(s))-lQ22 ] 
[ Hi1(s) 
0 ] H(s) = ( 3 . 5 ) 0 H22(s) 
Hence the closed loop system is also block diagonal and the 
diagonal blocks Hii{s) correspond to the closed loop 
responses of each Qii{s) block of the open loop system. This 
implies that if each Hii{s) block is stable then the system 
as a whole will also be stable. Hence each Gii{s) subsystem 
can be separately stabilised to ensure the stability of the 
entire system and control can be fully decentralised. 
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As a trivial example of the independence of the on-diagonal 
subsystems consider (3.6). 
2.0 
0 
s + 1 
G(s) = ( 3. 6) 
4.0 
0 
s + 4 
The graphs in Fig. 3.1 show the closed loop response of G(s) 
to unit steps in the set points Rl and R2 at t=O and t=S 
seconds respectively. The second step was applied after the 
first output, Yl, had reached a steady state value. The 
input signals for each loop, marked Ul and U2, are also 
shown. 
2.0 2.0 
Yl R1 Ul 1.0 1.0 
o.o o.o 
O .o tiine<s> 15.0 C• .C• time(s) 15.0 
2.0 2.0 




ti me< s) 15.0 o.o time<s> 15.0 
Figure 3 .1. The closed loop response of the Inputs and 
outputs of the system represented in (3.6) to unit steps in 
the.setpoints. 
As can be seen neither Yl nor Y2 suffer any disturbance as a 
result of a step applied to the input of the other loop. As 
expected each system is stable with a steady state offset 
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from the setpoint, 1.0. 
3.2.2 The Block Triangular Structure 
This structure of G(s) is shown in (3.7) for a 2x2 blocking. 
G( s) = ( 3 . 7 ) 
If G( s) is an nxn matrix partitioned into an mxm composite' 
matrix with square on-diagonal submatrices, then the matrix 
is i.ow_,er block triangular .i,f, for each on-diagonal block 
Gii(s) all those off-diagonal blocks Gij(s) with j > i 
contain only zero elements. 
Obviously a matrix could also have a ffff·er triangular form 
such as in (3.8) 
G( s) = ( 3 . 8 ) 
but a little thought shows that (3.8) can easily be 
rearranged to give the form sown in (3.7) so that the two 
structures are equivalent. 
The block triangular structure is much more common in large 
systems than the block diagonal structure and hence is of 
more interest. Further when the block diagonal structure 
does occur it is often obvious through plant features, e.g. 
a plant consisting of two independent processing circuits, 
and hence is seldom difficult to detect. 
/ 
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In the block triangular case there is interaction between 
the on-diagonal subsystems, G11 (s) and G2 2 (s) in (3.7). 
However the important point to notice here is that the 
direction of interaction is not symmetrical. That is, the 
on-diagonal subsystems are coupled to other subsystems that 
occur 'higher up' in the system matrix but not the other way 
round. Hence in (3.7) G22(s) is coupled to Gi1(s) but G11 (s) 
is not coupled to G22(s). 
To consider what the structure of the controller must be the 
stability of a triangular system must be considered. In 
chapter two the stability of such systems was discussed 
based on [7]. However the complex analysis presented in [7] 
is usually unnecessary and in this chapter the following 
theorem is used as a basis for the stability of triangular 
systems. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let Q(s) be an nxn matrix of transfer functions which has 
been partitioned into an mxm composite matrix such that Q(s) 
is block triangular. Further let the on-diagonal blocks of 
the composite matrix be square. 
Let F be a diagonal matrix of scalar feedback gains 




and mi is the order of the Qii(s) block. 
Assume the following: 
(i) All the unstable poles of the open loop 
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system Q(s) lie in the on-diagonal 
submatrices of the partitioned Q(s). 
(ii) The on-diagonal subsystems are all closed 
loop stable, i.e. H11(s), H22 (s), ... , 8mm(s) 
are all stable and Hii(s)=Qii(s)(F-1+Qii(s))-l. 
If the above assumptions hold then the closed loop system as 
a whole, H(s), will be stable. 
Proof 
The stability of the closed loop system is determined by the 
roots of its characteristic equation 
~c(s) = ~0 (s).det(F- 1+Q(s)] = O (3.11) 
where ~0 (s) is the characteristic function of the open loop 
system. 
Clearly the effect of feedback is defined by the roots of 
the equation 
det(F-l+Q(s)] = O (3.12) 
Since Q(s) is block triangular and F is diagonal the matrix 
(F-l+Q(s)] will also be block triangular. To illustrate this 
consider the 2x2 case where 
Q( s) = (3.13) 
is block triangular and 
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F = 





is also block triangular. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
From (12] the determinant of (3.12) will be equal to the 
product of the determinants of the on-d·iagonal submatrices 
of F-l+Q(s) i.e. 
(3.16) 
' If the off-diagonal submatrices of Q(s) contain unstable 
poles then these will appear in 0 0 (s) however by assumption 
(i) there are no unstable poles in these blocks and hence 
they do not affect the stability of the closed loop system. 
Since in feedback only the on-diagonal blocks affect 
stability and since these are closed loop stable, assumption 
(ii), the system as a whole must be closed loop stable. 
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G(s) = (3.17) 
2.0 4.0 
s + 1 s + 2 
Figure 3.2 shows the response of the open loop system to a 
unit step in the s~tpoint for the first loop, Rl. The two 
outputs of the system are shown, Yl and Y2, and the two 


















o.o time<s) 10.0 
2.0 
U2 
Figure 3.2. The open loop response of the inputs and outputs 
of the system represented by (3.17)to a step in the setpoint 
of the first loop. 
Since G11 ( s) has an unstable pole at s=O the open loop 
system is expected to be unstable. The output Yl is seen to 
be unbounded and hence open loop instability is confirmed. 
Notice also that al though the output Y2 reaches a steady 
state there is a large offset from the desired value of 0.0. 
Since G21 (s) has no unstable poles, assumption (i) is 
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fulfilled and theorem 3. 1 can be applied. The closed loop 
transfer functions for H11 (s) and H22 (s) are 
and H22(s) = 4.0/(s+6) 
and so the on-diagonal elements of the closed loop system 
have no unstable poles. Thus from theorem 3. 1 the closed 
loop system must be stable. 
Fig.3.3 shows the response of the closed loop system to a 
unit step in the setpoint of the first loop. The closed 
system is stable with both Yl and Y2 reaching their 
respective setpoints. Hence theorem 3.1 has correctly 









0.0 0.0 o.o time(s) 10.0 o.o time<s> 10.0 
Figure 3.3. Closed loop response of the system represented 
by (3.17) to a step in the setpoint of the first loop. 
Theorem 3.1 is only a sufficient condition for stability. If 
the off-diagonal elements of Q(s) do contain unstable poles 





s + 1 
G( s) = (3.18) 
2 4 
s s 
Fig. 3.4 shows the closed loop response of this system to a 
unit step in the setpoint of the first and second loops at 
t=O and t=S respectively. The outputs, Yl and Y2, and the 
inputs, Ul and U2, are shown. 
2.0 e.o 
V1 R1 U1 1. 1.0 
o.o o.o 





..... o.o o.o 
o.o ti111e<s> 15.0 
o.o time(s) 15.0 
Figure 3. 4: Closed loop response of the inputs and outputs 
of the system represented by (3.18) to steps in the values 
of the setpoints of the first and second loops. 
The system is stable in spite of the pole at s=O that occurs 
in the of £-diagonal element G2 l · As would be expected the 
step in input to the first loop causes a disturbance to the 
second loop's output, Y2, and both outputs are offset from 
their setpoints. 
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It is instructive to look at the closed loop system matrix, 




H(s) = ( 3. 19) 
2(s+l) 4 
(s+4)(s+3) s+4 
As can be seen the H21 (s) element has no unstable poles and 
hence the closed loop system is stable. There has been a 
cancellation of the s=O pole in G2 1 (s) by the s=O pole of 
the G22 (s} element. 
If a similar system is considered which does not have a 
G22(s} element with a pole at s=O. 
2 
0 
s + 1 
G( s) = (3.20) 
2 4 
s s + 1 
The closed loop response of this system to a unit step in 
the setpoint of the first loop is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
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2.0 2.0 
Y1 R1 U1 1.0 
1.0 
o.o o.o 




o.o time<s> 10.0 
Figure 3. 5. The closed loop response of the inputs and 
outputs of system in (3.20) to a step in the value of the 
setpoint of the first loop. 
As can be seen the output from the first loop, Yl, is stable 
however the output of the second loop is unbounded and hence 
the system is unstable. In this case 
H21(s) = 2(s+l) 2 I (s(s+S)(s+3)) (3.21) 
and the pole at s=O is still present. 
In general one will ti:y to avoid pole-zero cancellations 
where possible since a small shift in the position of the 
pole or zero will often result in an unstable system, i.e. 
such systems are not robust. This being the case the 
unslal>le. 
designer will usually seek to avoid having~poles in the off-
diagonal blocks of a block triangular system even if such a 
system is nominally closed loop stable. 
Theorem 3.1 ensures that, provided the off-diagonal 
submatrices are open loop stable, a block triangular system 
can be controlled by any controller which (a) does not 
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introduce any unstable poles into the of £-diagonal 
submatrices of Q( s) =G( s) K( s) ( b) does not destroy the 
block triangular structure of the system i.e. Q(s) is block 
triangular, and (c) K(s) ensures that each on-diagonal 
subsystem of Q(s) is closed loop stable. 
There are two controller structures that fulfill the 
requirements of (b) in the previous paragraph. They are the 
block triangular and the block diagonal structures. 
If the controller is fully decentralised it will have a 
block diagonal structure as shown below for the 2x2 case. 
K( s) = (3.21) 
Hence the controller matrix will be block diagonal and will 
be partitioned in conformity with G(s). If K(s) is block 
diagonal and G(s) block triangular then the open loop system 
matrix, Q(s)=G(s)K(s), will also be block triangular. This 
allows theorem 3.1 to be applied. For a 2x2 G(s) as in (3.7) 
and a K(s) such as that in (3.21) the closed loop system is 
(I+011)-l.Qll 
(I+Q22)-l.Q21·{I-[I+Q11l- 1 ·011} (1+022 )-~ ·022 ] 
(3.22) 
Here the Qij elements are all functions of s. The (s) has 
been omitted for convenience. 
As can be seen from (3.22) the H(s) matrix will also be 
block triangular. In addition from ( 3. 22) it is seen that 
the size of the interaction term H21 (s) is effectively 
reduced since both K11 ( s) and K22 ( s) tend to reduce its 
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size. The first by setpoint tracking and the second by 
disturbance rejection. 
0 
Even though stability can be ensured when a block diagonal 
controller structure is used, the cross coupling term, 
tt21 (s), in the closed loop system may still produce 
unacceptably large disturbances in the system. If this is 
the case the designer may wish to implement a feedforward 
controller to eliminate, or reduce these disturbances. 
With the addition of feedforward control the controller 
becomes block triangular. Hence for a block triangular, 2x2 
system, like G(s) in (3.7), the controller has the structure 
shown in ( 3. 23). 
K( s) = (3.23) 
Note that the off-diagonal subsystem, K21 (s), in the 
controller is designed to be independent of the on-diagonal 
term K11 (s), both for design purposes and for 
implementation. The open loop system has the transfer 
function matrix 
Q( s) = 
[ 
Gi1(s)K11(s) 
{G21{s)+G22{s)K2 1{s))K11 {s) 
Once ·again Q( s) is block diagonal. 
0 
The on-diagonal 
subsystems, K11 {s) and K22{s), in the control system are 
feedback controllers, while the off-diagonal term K2 1 (s) is 
a feedforward controller designed to reduce or to eliminate 
the disturbance caused by G21{s). 
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All three controller subsections can be designed separately 
and independently. Subsection K11 ( s) of the controller is 
designed for subsection G11 (s) of the plant while K22(s) is 
designed to stabilise G22(s). 
The triangular control structure can be implemented in a 
distributed configuration of hardware using one control node 
for each element or block of the controller. This would 
enhance reliability of the overall system since failure in 
the feedforward subsection would only downgrade the 
performance of the system, while failure in either of the 
feedback control subsections would only lead to partial 
failure of the entire control scheme for the plant. 
The closed loop system, assuming an ideal feedforward design 
has been made for K2 1 (s), becomes 
H( s) = (3.25) 




G( s) = (3.26) 
100 2 
s+l s+2 
Fig 3.6 shows the closed loop response of this system to a 
unit step in the setpoint of the first loop. The outputs, Yl 




1.0 R1 1.0 
o.o 0.0 
o.o time(s) 10.0 o.o ti111e<s) 10.0 
25.0 o.o o.o time<s> 10.0 
Y2 U2 
o.o -25. 
o.o time<s> 10.0 
Figure 3.6. The closed loop response of the system 
represented by (3.26) to a step in the setpoint of the first 
loop. 
The system is stable, however the plot of Y2 shows the large 
offset introduced by the coupling term G2 1 (s), remembering 
that ideally Y2 should remain at zero. The following 
feedforward controller is then introduced. 
K21(s) = 50(s+2)/(s+l) (3.27) 
Hence 
1 0 




The same step as before is now applied to the system, 
Q(s)=G(s)K(s). The resulting responses for the system inputs 
and outputs are shown in Fig.3.7. 
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2.0 2.0 
Y1 R1 Ul 
1.0 1.0 
o.o o.o 




o.o t.ime<s) 10.0 o.o time<s> 10.0 
Figure 3.7. Closed loop response of the system represented 
by (3.26) with feedforward control, to a step change in the 
setpoint of the first loop. 
The response of the Yl term is unchanged from the previous 
response, the feedforward element does not affect the closed 
loop response of the first loop as expected. However the 
disturbance to the second loop has been eliminated by the 
action of the feedforward element in the controller, thus 
effectively decoupling the first and second loops. 
3.2.3 Full Structure 
A full plant structure is one in which the system matrix, 
G(s), cannot be rearranged to be either block diagonal or 
block triangular, i.e. for a 2x2 blocking. 
G( s) = (3.29) 
In a full structure all of the subsections interact fully 
and hence controllers designed independently for these 
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subsections will not necessarily ensure that the plant as a 
whole is stable even if all the individual elements are open 
loop stable. Clearly the matrix may still prove to have a 
useful structure, such as diagonal dominance. However any 
further analysis requires a complete plant model and many of 
the advantages of simple structure analysis will be 
unavoidably lost. 
The controller for a full structure plant may still be block 
triangular but this will depend on the complex structure of 
the plant system matrix. It may be impossible to 
decentralise control in which case the controller matrix 
will have a full stru~ture. 
3.2.4 Summary of Simple System Structures 
The results presented above are conveniently summarised by 
table 3 .1 showing all useful relationships between plant, 
control and system structures. The table also indicates 
whether a particular configuration is 'single-variable' or 
'multivariable' (in block form), and distributed or 
centralised. 
Plant Control Q(s) H(s) Design Hardware 
D D D D sv Distributed 
T D T T sv Distributed 
T T D D SV&FF Distributed 
F D F F MV Distributed 
F T T T MV Distributed 
F F D D MV Centralised 
TABLE 3.1 
In the table, the symbols are interpreted as follows: 
D=Diagonal, T=Triangular, F=Full, SV=Single-Variable, 
FF=Feedforward and MV=Multivariable. 
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3.3 ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE STRUCTURES 
The analysis of a system matrix using simple structures is 
the process by which the designer rearranges the rows and 
columns of the system matrix to give either a block diagonal 
or block triangular system. If such a rearrangement is not 
possible then the designer should be able to tell this from 
the method. 
3.3.1 The Binary Interaction Matrix 
The simple structures are not dependent on the sizes or the 
frequency dependent behavior of any of the elements in the 
system matrix, only whether such elements are zero or non-
zero. Hence it is convenient to represent the system matrix 
in terms of another matrix whose elements are either ones or 
zeros. This matrix is known as an 'adjacency' matrix, (14], 
or a 'binary interaction matrix', (17]. The latter term will 
be used in this section and will usually be abbreviated to 
BIM. 
The BIM of a matrix G(s) is defined as follows. Associate 
with the nxn system matrix G(s) an nxn matrix B(G(s)) = 
{bij! such that 
1 
0 
gij(s) + 0 
gij(s) = 0 
(3.30) 
Bis called the Binary interaction matrix of G(s). Note that 
the definition of B does not require the value of any gij(s) 
term to be known, only whether such a term is zero or non-
zero. 
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3.3.2 Block Triangular Analysis 
The block triangular structure is developed first because it 
is somewhat easier to deal with than the block diagonal 
case. The designer requires a systematic method of 
rearranging the rows and columns of the system matrix so as 
to make the matrix block triangular, if this is possible. 
The following algorithm, Algorithm 3.1, is used for this 
purpose. The method is very quick and easy to use, requiring 
only addition and the manipulation of rows and columns. 
Algorithm 3.1 
(i) Set up the NixNj BIM, B for the system matrix 
using the definition given in (3.30). Where 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Ni is the number of rows of B and Nj is the number 
of columns. 
For each row, i, assign a number, ri, such that 
N· 
Nj 
( 3. 31) r· = j~lbij 1 1 
this is the number of zero elements in row i. 
For each column, j I assign a number, cj, such 
that 
( 3. 32) 
this is the number of zero elements in column j. 
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(iv) Rearrange the order of the rows such that for the 
rearranged B matrix, r 1 ~ r2 ~ .... ~ rNi· In other 
words, arrange the rows in descending values of r 
from top to bottom. 
(v) Rearrange the order of the columns such that for 
the rearranged B matrix, cl 5 c2 5 •••• $ cNj· In 
other words, arrange the columns in descending 
values of c from right to left. 
(vi) Now assign a number, ri', to each row,i, where ri' 
is the number of consecutive zeros as counted on 
row i starting from column Nj. 
(vii) Rearrange the order of ~he rows such that for 
the rearranged B matrix, rl' ~ r2' ~ .... ~ rNi'· 
In other words, arrange the rows in descending 
values of r' from top to bottom. 
(viii) Now assign a number, cj',, to each column,j, 
where cj' is the number of consecutive zeros as 
counted on column j starting from row 1. 
(ix) Rearrange the order of the columns such that for 
the rearranged B matrix, cl' 5 c2, 5 •••• 5 cNj'· 
In other words, arrange the columns in descending 
values of c' from right to left. 
(x) Repeat steps (vi) to (ix) until either no further 
rearrangement is possible or an ordering of rows 
and columns that has already occurred is repeated. 
At this point the matrix should be in bl~ck triangular form 
if it is possible to rearrange the matrix into this form. If 
the matrix is not in block triangular form then it is 
impossible to get this structure by row-column 
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rearrangement. 
Steps (i) to (v) will often result in a triangular matrix. 
The algorithm effectively concentrates the zeros of the 
matrix, B, in the upper right hand corner of the matrix. 
However the final four steps are necessary to order those 
rows and columns that have equal numbers of zero elements. 
To see why this might be necessary consider the following 
SxS BIM after steps (i) to (v) have been completed. 
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 
Y1 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3) [ 3 ] 
Y2 1 0 0 1 0 ( 3 ) [ 1 ] 
B = Y3 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3) [ 3] 
Y4 1 1 1 0 1 ( 1) [ 0] 
Y5 1 1 1 1 0 ( 1) [ 1 ] 
(3.32) 
The numbers that appear in round brackets at the end of each 
row are the number of zero elements in each row and these 
have been used to order the rows in steps (ii) and (iii) of 
the algorithm. As can be seen no further ordering is 
possible on this basis. The designer can of course 
interchange rows with equal numbers of zeros but in a large 
system such a trial an error rearrangement might prove time 
consuming. The system in (3.32) is not block triangular as 
it stands. The numbers in square brackets are the number of 
zeros that occur consecutively in each row starting from 
column 5. If ordering is done according to these numbers 
then the matrix becomes 
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U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 
Y1 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3) [ 3] 
Y3 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3 ) [ 3] 
B = 
Y2 1 0 0 1 0 ( 3) [ 1] 
Y5 1 1 1 1 0 ( 1) [ 1] 
Y4 1 1 1 0 1 ( 1) [ 0] 
( 0 ) ( 1) ( 3 ) ( 3) ( 4 ) 
[ 0 ] [ 0] [ 3 ] [ 2 ] [ 4] 
(3.33) 
The matrix is now block triangular with one 2x2 block and 
one 3x3 block. However this can be improved upon. The 
circular brackets at the foot of each column contain the 
number of non-zero elements that occur in that column. As 
with the rows no further sorting is possible with these 
elements. However the square brackets contain the number of 
zeros that occur consecutively in each column starting in 



































The matrix is once again block triangular but now control 
has been distributed between one 2x2, and three lxl 
subsystems. Since no further ordering of the row or columns 
is possible on the basis of either the round or square 
brackets the control cannot be decentralised any further. 
Notice that the number of consecutive row zeros is affected 
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by the column interchanges which is why step (x) is 
necessary. In this case no further rearrangement on the 
basis of the consecutively occurring row zeros is possible 
and hence the method ends. 
Example 
As an example of the application of algorithm 3.1 consider a 
small industrial plant with 7 inputs and 7 outputs. Assume 
that it has the following BIM 
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 u6 U7 
Y1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 ( 1) 
Y2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ( 4) 
Y3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 ( 1) 
B = Y4 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 ( 3) (3.35) 
Y5 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 ( 4) 
y6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ( 6 ) 
Y7 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 ( 3) 
( 5 ) ( 2 ) ( 4) ( 2 ) ( 3) ( 2 ) ( 4 ) 
The inherent structure of the plant is not obvious from the 
initial BIM. In fact it appears as if the plant could become 
a difficult, 7x7, multi variable control problem. 
To identify the exact structure of the plant Algorithm 3.1 
is applied. The steps mentioned below refer to steps from 
the algorithm. 
The number of zeros in each row from step (ii) are shown in 
round brackets at the end of each row. The rows are now 
rearranged so that these numbers are in descending order as 
specified in step (iii). The same procedure (as specified in 
steps .(iv) and (v)) can then be applied to the columns. The 
resulting BIM is shown in (3.36). 
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u6 U2 U4 U5 U3 U7 U1 
y6 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 6 ) 
Y2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 ( 4 ) 
Y5 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 ( 4 ) 
B = Y4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3) (3.36) 
Y7 1 1 1 0 0 0 ( 3) 
Y1 0 1 1 1 1 1 ( 1) 
Y3 1 1 0 1 1 1 ( 1) 
( 1) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 3) ( 4 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 
The matrix is now in block triangular form. Applying steps 
(vi) to ( x) of Algorithm 3 .1 does not result in any change 
to this structure. The 7x7 matrix can now be represented by 
a 4x4 block, or composite, matrix. Thus in this 
representation: 
-
Gi1(s) 0 0 0 
G21(s) G22(s) 0 0 (3.37) 
G( s) = 
G31(s) G32(s) G33(s) 0 
G41(s) G42(s) G43(s) G44(s) 
This final partitioning is complex and could not easily have 
been produced by inspection.of the original plant structure. 
An important factor in the analysis is that the partitioning 
has been carried out on a sound theoretical basis. The 
designer now knows that, provided there are 
elements in the off-diagonal elements, each 
subsystem can be individually stabilised to 




The controller required for the plant will have an identical 
block structure, i.e it will have the same partitioning as 
G(s), assuming of course that feedforward elements are 
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required. The non-zero submatrices of the controller will 
not necessarily have the same distribution of zero and non-
zero elements as the corresponding submatrices in G(s), the 
actual distribution depending on the design method used. 
~ 
Ki1(s) 0 0 0 
K21(s) K22(s) 0 0 (3.38) 
K( s) = 
K31(s) K32(s) K33(s) 0 
K41(s) K42(s) I K43(s) I K44(s) 
-
Thus the final conclusion obtained from the analysis of the 
matrix structure shows clearly that the given plant requires 
to be controlled by seven independently designed systems, 
comprising 
2x SV feedback controllers (lxl), (lxl) 
2x MV feedback controllers (3x3), (2x2) 
3x Feedforward controllers (3x4), (3xl), (2xl) 
Notice that the original G( s) matrix has been partitioned 
into a 4x4 composite matrix. This is shown in (3.37) where 
each Gij(s) element is a submatrix. The partitioning shown 
with double lines indicates the way in which control will be 
distributed. 
The original problem has been very much simplified by the 
analysis of the plant structure. Notice that the controller 
might be simplified yet further by omitting the feedforward 
controller at the price of increased interaction. 
Once the controllers have been designed the independent 
subsections of K ( s) can be distributed in control hardware 
throughout the plant in order to realise all the advantages 
of distributed control that have been discussed previously. 
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A schematic for the robust distribution of control functions 
on this plant is given in Fig. 3.8. The structural analysis 
of the the original plant has ensured that the designer has 
a clear indication of the role of each block in the final 
distributed control scheme and, more significantly, of the 
consequences of failures in the control blocks. If any one 
of the three feedforward controllers fails then at most only 
two of the separately controlled subsystems will be 
disturbed. Should a feedback controller controller fail then 
the extent of the disturbance to the system will depend on 
which controller fails. If K11 (s) then all of the controlled 
subsytems will be affected. If however K44(s) fails then 
only the tt44 (s) closed loop system will go down. 
3.3.2.1 Unstable Elements 
Algorithm 3.1 and the example given did not take into 
account the possibility of there being unstable elements in , 
the system matrix. In practice the designer must ensure that 
such elements occur in the on-diagonal blocks of the 
composite matrix. This requires some knowledge of the 
behavior of at least some of the non-zero elements in the 
matrix but a full system model is still not required. 
By marking those elements in the BIM that are unstable with 
a 'U', for example, the designer can quickly see whether his 
system is acceptable in terms of the positions of these 
elements. 
For example consider the 7x7 plant given previously. Assume 
that the BIM for this plant has been analysed for a 
triangular structure, as before, but that the matrix 































































































































































B = u 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 (3.39) 
Y7 1 1 u 0 1 0 0 
yl 
Y3 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
This partitioning is unacceptable because there is an 
unstable element in an off-diagonal block. However control 
can still be decentralised by changing the blocking as shown 
in ( 3. 4 0) . 
.:JI o o II o 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
B = 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 (3.40) 
1 1 u 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
·-
The unstable element has now been included in one of the on 
-diagonal subsystems and hence theorem 3.1 can now be 
applied. The disadvantage incurred is a decrease in the 
number of subsystems that can be independently controlled. 
3.3.3 Block Diagonal Analysis 
The analysis of a matrix to find a block diagonal structure 
is slightly more complex than for the block triangular case 
even though the structure itself is easier to analyse. The 
method used to detect the block triangular structure will 
not work when applied to the block diagonal structure 
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because the blocks of zeros are symmetrically arranged. The 
method described in algorithm 3.1 depends on there being an 
unsymmetrical distribution of zeros in order to work. 
To describe algorithm 3.2 it is necessary to introduce some 
basic graph theoretic concepts. These definitions are based 
on ( 1) . 
Consider an nxn BIM, B. Associate with B a directed graph, 
D(B), which consists of n vertices P1,P2 1 ••••• ,Pn where an 
edge leads from Pi to Pj if and only if bij+o: 
For the indices 1 ~ i,j ~ n i is said to have access to j 
if in D(B) there is a sequence of edges which leads from Pi 
to Pj. i is said to conununicate with j if i has access to j 
and j has access to i. 
For a block diagonal B the vertices of D(B) are divided up 
into isolated sets of vertices that neither access, or are 
themselves accessed, by other groups of vertices. These 
isolated groups correspond to the isolated on-diagonal 
blocks of B. In addition within each group of vertices each 
vertex is either accessed or is accessed by another vertex 
of the same group. In terms of B this means that for any 
non-zero element in a particular on-diagonal submatrix there 
must be at least one other element in the same row and/or 
column, unless the submatrix has order one. The algorithm 
labels all of the elements that share common elements in the 
same rows and columns and then sorts these into the on-
diagonal blocks. 
Algorithm 3.2 
(i) Set up the nxn BIM, B={bij} for the system to 
be analysed. 
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(ii) Set up a corresponding matrix E with elements 
eij such that 
(iii) 






i.e. label each non-zero element with its 
column number. 
Proceed row by row setting each non-zero eij 
element in the row to the lowest valued non-
zero element in the row. 
(iv) Now proceed column by column setting each 
non-zero eij element in the column to the 
lowest valued non-zero element in the column. 
(v) Repeat steps (iii) and (iv) until there are 
no further changes in the values of the e· · - 1J 
elements. 
(vi) If all of the non-zero elements of E have the 
same value, 1, then the matrix cannot be made 
block diagonal by row and/or column 
exchanges, Algorithm 3.1 should now be 
applied to see if the matrix can be made 
block triangular. 
(vii) If there is more than one value represented 
among the non-zero elements of E then the 
matrix can be rearranged to be block 
diagonal. The largest value represented will 
be the number of on-diagonal blocks. In this 
case the following procedure yields the block 
diagonal form. Starting with 1 mark all those 
(viii) 
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rows and columns that contain l's with ones. 
Next number all the rows and columns that 
contain 2's with twos and so on until all the 
rows and columns are marked. 
Now reorder the matrix so that the all the 
rows are in order of the numbers assigned to 
them with the lowest numbers being assigned 
to those rows with the lowest row indices. 
The columns are then rearranged on the same 
basis as the rows. The matrix will now be in 
block diagonal form. 
Once the matrix is in block diagonal form Algorithm 3 .1 
should be applied to each on-diagonal submatrix in turn to 
discover if these can be rearranged to be block triangular. 
Note that a very similar algorithm has recently appeared in 
the literature [19]. Both algorithms are based on the same 
principle and are equally efficient. The algorithm presented 
here is in a form that lends itself more easily to 
implementation on a computer than the form given in [19]. 
Example 
As an example consider the 6x6 BIM shown below. 
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 u6 
Y1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Y2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
B = Y3 0 0 0 1 0 0 (3.51) 
Y4 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Y5 0 0 0 0 0 1 
y6 1 0 0 0 0 0 
The step numbers below refer to the steps in Algorithm 3.2. 
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( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 1) 





Further application of steps (iii) and (iv) result in no 
further changes to E. The highest non-zero element in E is 
3. Hence the block diagonal matrix will have three on-
diagonal blocks. Applying step (vi) assigns the numbers 
shown in round brackets in (3.54) 
The matrix is now reordered as per step (viii) 
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U1 U5 U2 U4 u6 U3 
Y4 1 1 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
y6 0 1 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
E = Y1 0 0 2 2 2 0 ( 2 ) (3.55) 
Y3 0 0 0 2 0 0 ( 2 ) 
Y5 0 0 0 0 2 0 ( 2 ) 
Y2 0 0 0 0 0 3 ( 3 ) 
( 1) ( 1) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) 
The matrix is now a block diagonal matrix of the form 
[ Gi~(s) 
0 G3~(s) ] G(s) = G26(s) (3.56) 0 
Where G11 (s) is a 2x2 submatrix, G22(s) is a 3x3 submatrix 
and G33 (s) is a lxl submatrix. If the BIM of the matrix in 
( 3. 55) is formed and Algorithm 3. 1 is applied to the on-
diagonal blocks individually, the final rearranged structure 
becomes 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 (3.56) 
0 0 0 [2]~ 0 
0 0 1 [2]1 1 
I 
0 
0 0 I 0 II 0 0 1 
The designer can now predict the likely structure of the 
controller. In fact the controller matrix will have a 
partitioning identical to that in (3.56) assuming that 
feedforward controllers are required. Notice firstly that 
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there are three totally independent subsystems in this plant 
which can as a result be separately controlled. Further two 
of these subsystems have a block triangular structure and 
hence control can be distributed within these subsystems. 
The first subsystem is a 2x2 subsystem. Two single variable 
feedback controllers are required and one lxl feedforward 
element. These will all be realised as independent 
controllers thus fully distributing control. 
The second subsystem is a 3x3 subsystem. Three single 
variable feedback controllers are required. Two feedforward 
controllers are required to be implemented. They will reduce 
disturbance to the third on-diagonal element which is 
coupled to the first two and hence may require feedforward 
controllers. 
The final subsystem is a lxl subsystem and hence requires a 
single single variable feedback controller. The controller 
structure is summarised below. 
6x SV feedback controllers 
3x Feedforward controllers 
The analysis of the plant has revealed that a very simple 
controller is required and that the control of this plant 
can be fully decentralised. The decentralised control of 
this plant will be robust. If one of the feedforward 
controllers should fail only one of the six independently 
controlled processes will be disturbed. Similarly if one of 
the feedback controllers should fail then at most only two 
of the processes will be affected. 
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3.4 AN APPLICATION FROM INDUSTRY 
This example is based on a real plant to decide on the 
choice of independent subsystems that are most likely to 
lead to an effective decentralised control scheme. The 
system considered is a milling plant on a gold mine. The 
example is based on the work reported in [22]. 
Figure 3.9 shows a schematic diagram of one of the milling 
circuits. The abbreviations in the diagram are defined in 
table 3. 2 below. The plant itself consisted of two such 
circuits that operated independently of each other. 
In the milling process the solid ore is mixed with water in 
the rod mill and broken down to form a slurry. This slurry 
is discharged into the primary sump where further water is 
added. From the primary sump the slurry is pumped into a 
pair of primary cyclones. The underflows of the primary 
cyclones containing solid material that is insufficiently 
small are fed into each of two pebble mills. From the pebble 
mills the slurry is passed back into the primary sump. 
The overflows of the primary cyclones are passed into a 
secondary sump where further dilution takes place. From this 
sump the slurry is pumped into a secondary cyclone. The 
overflow of this cyclone is the product of the plant, while 
the underflow is returned to the primary sump. 
For each of the two circuits ten outputs and seven inputs 
were identified. The flow of water to the rod mill, RMFD, 
and the flow of solids to the rod mill, RMF, are both 
measured outputs. The RMF is controlled by the speed of the 
conveyor belt, the RMF belt speed ( RMFBS) , transporting 
material to the rod mill. The RMFD is controlled by a valve, 
the RMFD valve, (RMFV). Both the RMFD valve and the RMF belt 

















































































































RMF and RMFD, are treated as being separate. However the 
ratio between the water and solids entering the rod mill is 
. required to be fixed so that the two inputs and outputs will 
later be combined. 
The level of the slurry in the primary sump, PLEV, was 
another output from the system. The input variables that 
effect PLEV are as follows. The RMF belt speed and the RMFD 
valve are both important influences on PLEV as is the 
dilution of the primary sump, PD, which is controlled by the 
primary dilution valve, POV. Another factor that effects 
PLEV is the primary cyclone pump, PCPUMP. The final factors 
that change PLEV are the pebble mill belt speeds. There are 
two pebble mills and consequently two belts that feed the 
pebble mills. The two pebble mill belt speeds are designated 
PMBS1 and PMBS2· 
The level of slurry in the secondary sump, SLEV, is affected 
by the secondary cyclone pump, SCPUMP, and the secondary 
dilution valve, SDV. The dilution of the primary sump, PD, 
is affected only by the POV valve. The dilution of the 
secondary cyclone, SD, is only dependent on the SDV valve. 
The power to each of the the pebble mills, PMP 1 and PMP2, is 
dependent only on the pebble mill belt speed corresponding 
to the particular pebble mill i.e. PMPBS 1 affects PMP 1 and 
PMBS2 affects PMP2· 
The flow of material into the primary cyclone, PCF and the 
particle size measurement, PSM, which is measured at the 
overflow of the secondary cyclone, are both dependent bn all 
seven input variables i.e. RMFV, RMFBS, POV, SDV, PCPUMP, 
SCPUMP and PMPBS 1 and PMPBS 2 . The final output variable is 
the density of the feed to the primary cyclone, PCD. This 
variable was dependent on RMFV, RMFBS, POV, SDV, and PMPBS 1 
and PMPBS2· 
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A simple structure analysis can be carried out using the 
techniques developed in chapter three. This does not require 
a detailed plant model only knowledge as to the presence or 
absence of coupling between the various plant elements. In 
order to show the power of the simple structure analysis the 
inputs and outputs of the plant have not been ordered in any 
way. Initially the entire plant is considered, i.e. both 
milling plants. Since both milling circuits are identical 
the variables in tne first circuit are identified by a one 
in brackets after the variable name. Those in two are 
identified by a two in brackets. Hence RMF(2) would be the 
feed rate of solids to the rod mill. Table 3. 2 gives the 






















Feed rate of solids to rod mill (kgs-1) 
Feed rate of water to the rod milf (kgs-1) 
Dilution of the primary sump (ls- ) 
Dilution of the secondary sump (ls-1) 
Level of primary sump (cm) 
Level of the secondary sump (cm) 
Power to 1st pebble mill (kW) 
Power to 2nd pebble mill (kW) 
Flow rate of feed to primary cyclones (ls-1) 
Density of feed to primary cyclones (kg.m-3) 
Particle size measurement (% < 75µm) 
RMFD valve position (%) 
RMF belt speed (% full speed) 
Primary sump dilution valve position (%) 
Secondary sump dilution valve position (%) 
Primary cyclone pump speed (% full speed) 
Secondary cyclone pump speed (% full speed) 
First pebble mill belt speed (% full speed) 
Second pebble mill belt speed (% full speed) 
TABLE 3.2 
The BIM for the 22x16 plant is shown in (3.57). As can be 
seen there is no discernible structure to the matrix that 
might make the designer's task any simpler. At this stage it 
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seems possible that a very complex multivariable controller 
is required. The matrix is however sparse, seventy nine 
percent of the elements are zeros, which suggests that a 
simple structure analysis might prove useful. Initially 
algorithm 3. 2 will be applied to see if the matrix can be 
rearranged to be block diagonal. 
OUTPUTS 
PCD(2) 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
RMF(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
SLEV(l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PSM(2) 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
PLEV(2) 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
PD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
PCD(2) 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
RMFD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SD(2) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PCF(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
RMF(l) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PMP2(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
PSM(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
PCD(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
PLEV(l) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
PMP1(2) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PMP2(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SLEV(2) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RMFD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PMPl(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
SD( ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I s s p R s R p s p p p R R p p p 
N D D M M c M D c c c M M M M D M 
p v v B F p F v p p p B F F B v B 
u (1)(2) 51 B u D (2) u u u S2 D B S1(l) S2 
T (2) s M v M M M (1) v s (1) (2) 
s (1) p (2) p p p (1)(2) 
(2) (1)(2)(1) 
(3.57) 
When steps ( i) to ( v) of the algorithm have been completed 
the E matrix is as is shown in (3.58). Notice that there are 
only two non-zero values represented in the matrix. This 
tells the designer that the system is composed of two 
independent subsystems and that consequently the matrix can 
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be rearranged to be block diagonal with two on-diagonal 
blocks. The numbers in brackets above each column and at the 
end of each row indicate the block to which the row or 
column belongs. 
OUTPUTS (1) (2) (2) (1) (2) (2) (2) (1) (2) (1) (1) (1) (2) (1) (1) (2) 
PCD(2) 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 ( 2 ) 
RMF(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
SLEV(l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 O· 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PSM(2) 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 ( 2 ) 
PLEV(2) 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 ( 2 ) 
PD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ( 1) 
PCD(2) 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 ( 2 ) 
RMFD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2) 
SD(2) 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
PD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2) 
PCF(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ( 1) 
RMF(l) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PMP2(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ( 2) 
PSM(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ( 1) 
PCD(l) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 ( 1) 
PLEV(l) 0 0 0 1 0 ·o 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ( 1) 
PMP1(2) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
PMP2(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
SLEV(2) 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2) 
RMFD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PMPl(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ( 1) 
SD( ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
I s s p R s R p s p p p R R p p p 
N D D M M c M D c c c M M M M D M 
p v v B F p F v p p p B F F B v B 
u (1) (2) S1 B u D (2) u u u S2 D B S1(l) S2 
T (2) s M v M M M (1) v s (1) (2) 
s (1) p (2) p p p (1)(2) 
(2) (1)(2)(1) 
(3.58) 
In (3.59) the rows and columns have been rearranged in order 
of the bracketed numbers and as can be seen the resulting 
matrix is indeed block diagonal. This result was not 
unexpected in this example since the plant consists of two 
identical but separate milling circuits 
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OUTPUTS (1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
SLEV(l) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1 ) 
PD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PCF(l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
RMF(l) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PSM(l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PCD(l) 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PLEV(l) 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Q. 0 0 ( 1) 
PMP2(l) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
RMFD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PMPl(l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
SD( ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 1) 
PCD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ( 2 ) 
RMF(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 ( 2) 
PSM(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ( 2 ) 
PLEV(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 ( 2 ) 
PCD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 ( 2 ) 
RMFD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
SD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
PD(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
PMP2(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ( 2 ) 
PMP1(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2) 
SLEV(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) 
I s R s p p R p p s p s R p p R p 
N D M c c M M M D D M c M D c M M 
p v F p p B F B v v B p F v p F B 
u (1) B u u S2 D S1(l) (2) S1 u D (2) u B S2 
T s M M (1) v (1) (2) M v M s (2) 
s (1) p p (1) p (2) p (2) 
(1)(1) (2) (2) 
(3.59) 
Because the two circuits are identical further analysis need 
be performed on only one of the on-diagonal blocks. The 
binary interaction for one of the blocks is shown in (3.60). 
The BIM shows that while the control problem has already 
been greatly simplified, the design of a controller will be 
difficult unless the system can be rearranged to be block 
triangular. 
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This submatrix must now be analysed to see if it can be 
rearranged to have a block diagonal structure this will be 
done by applying algorithm 3.1. The numbers in brackets at 
the beginning of each row and at the end of each column 
indicate the number of zeros present in the row or column. 
In (3.61) the matrix has been rearranged to order the round 
bracketed numbers. 
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OUTPUTS ( 6 ) ( 6 ) ( 6 ) ( 6) ( 6 ) ( 6) ( 8 ) ( 8 ) 
PD(l) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 [ 21 ( 7 ) 
RMF(l) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 [ 6 1 ( 7 ) 
PMP2(l) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 [ 51 ( 7 ) 
RMFD(l) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 [4] ( 7 ) 
PMPl(l) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 [ 3 1 ( 7 ) 
SD( ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [ 71 ( 7 ) 
SLEV(l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 [ 1 1 ( 6 ) 
PCD(l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 [ 21 ( 2 ) 
PLEV(l) 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 (0) ( 2 ) 
PCF(l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 0] ( 0) 
PSM(l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 0] ( 0) 
I s R p R p p s p 
N D M M M M D c c 
p v F B F B v p p 
u (1) B S2 D S1 (1) u u 
T s (1) v (1) M M 
s (1) (1) p p 
(1) (1) 
(3.61) 
The numbers in square brackets at the end of each row in 
(3.61) are the number of consecutive zeros in the row 
counting left and starting in column eight . The rows are 
now rearranged to order these numbers and the resulting 
matrix is shown in (3.62). The partitioning in (3.62) 
indicates the structure that has emerged from the analysis 
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0 0 [ 7 ] ( 7 ) 
0 0 [ 6] ( 7 ) 
0 0 [S] ( 7 ) 
0 0 [ 4] ( 7 ) 
0 0 [ 3] ( 7 ) 
0 0 [ 2] ( 7 ) 
0 0 ( 2] ( 2 ) 
1 0 [ 1] ( 6 ) 
0 1 [ 0] ( 2 ) 
1 1 [ 0] ( 0 ) 









The matrix can immediately be partitioned into a 2x2 
composite matrix. The first on-diagonal block is a 6x6 
submatrix and can be partitioned into a block diagonal 
matrix where each on-diagonal block is lxl. The second on-
diagonal block is a Sx2 matrix. The designer must now choose 
which rows and columns of this second block to include in a 
second 4x4 matrix formed from the 7x4 matrix. Moving the row 
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[ 7 ] ( 7 ) 
[ 6 ] ( 7 ) 
[ 5 ] ( 7 ) 
[ 4 ] ( 7 ) 
[3] (7) 
[2] (7) 
[ 1 ] ( 6 ) 
[ 0 ] ( 2 ) 
[ 2 ] ( 2 ) 
[ 0 ] ( 0 ) 
[O] (0) 
(3.63) 
The whole llxB BIM has effectively been partitioned into two 
submatrices, one an 8x8 submatrix and the other a 3x8 
submatrix. This corresponds to a similar division of G(s) 
i.e. 
[ Gi(s) ] G(s) = G2(s) 
G1 (s) is an 8x8 m~trix. This matrix can be partitioned into 
a block triangular matrix as shown in (3.63). If a 
controller were to be designed for this subsystem then, if 
feedforward controllers were required, there would be eight 
single variable controllers and one feedforward controllers. 
All of these could be implemented using distributed 
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hardware. The final controller would be composed of 
8 lxl single variable feedback controllers 
1 2x6 feedforward controller 
This will yield a robust control scheme for G1 (s). If the 
feedforward controller fails only two control loops will be 
degraded. If any one of the single variable controllers 
fails then at most two other processes will be affected. 
Since only one f eedfor-Ward controller is required this 
indicates that the interaction between the on-diagonal 
elements is small. This in turn suggests that a diagonal 
controller matrix with no feedforward elements might well 
give good control. 
The second submatrix G2 (s) has no discernible simple 
structure nor does it have any input variables that have not 
already been paired' with output variables in G1 (s), a 
consequence of G( s) having more measured output variables 
than controllable input variables. However the fact that the 
outputs of G1 (s) can be controlled by means of single 
variable controllers suggests that the output variables of 
G2 (s) be controlled by making the outputs of G1 (s) into the 
inputs of G2(s). This is in fact how control was implemented 
at the actual plant. This example shows the power of simple 
structural analysis when dealing with large systems. 
3.5 SUMMARY 
The analysis of a system matrix, to try and rearrange its 
rows and columns to reveal either of the two useful simple 
structures that may be inherent in the plant, has been shown 
to be a powerful design tool. If such structures can be 
detected they allow the designer to distribute the control 
of the plant to several separate subsystems. A major 
advantage associated with this type of analysis is that it 
can be applied before 
constructed. This arises 
sizes of the elements 
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a full plant model has been 
from the fact that no knowledge 
in the model or their frequency 
response is required. Only the, presence or absence of an 




THE DIAGONAL DOMINANCE STRUCTURE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
If the simple structure analysis described in the previous 
chapter fails to rearrange the system matrix into a block 
diagonal or block triangular form then the designer must 
turn to more complex methods of analysis. Further even if 
the system is rearranged to be block triangular or diagonal 
the designer might still want to analyse the full on-
diagonal blocks to try and distri~ute control to an even 
greater degree. 
One matrix structure that has proved very useful to control 
engineers is that of diagonal dominance. This structure 
forms the basis of Rosenbrock' s INA design technique [ 12], 
and was described in chapter two. As mentioned in chapter 
two very few large systems can be rearranged to be 
diagonally dominant without scaling the system to ensure 
dominance. If the scaling matrices are diagonal, so that the 
final controller matrix. (incorporating the scaling matrices) 
is still diagonal then control can still be distributed. If 
compensation makes the final controller matrix non-diagonal 
then control will no longer be fully decentralised. 
The scaling of the system matrix to obtain a diagonally 
dominant system is not an easy problem to solve. There exist 
linear programming approaches to the problem of making SGP 
diagonally dominant where S and P are scaling matrices and G 
is a system matrix. A diagram showing this scaling 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Block diagram showing input-output scaling. 
Such a scheme will usually alter the poles of the closed 
loop system and hence affect stability. This means that if 
the PGS system is diagonally dominant conclusions about the 
stability of this system do not refer to the original system 
G. If the scaling arrangement SGs-1 is used ,as in [l], then 
the poles of the system are unchanged and if the SGs-1 
system is stable then the G system will also be stable. The 
latter scaling arrangement is the basis for the idea of 
generalised diagonal dominance as described in chapter two. 
In this chapter a means of analysing the system matrix, to 
see if it is possible to rearrange rows and columns to make 
the system diagonally dominant will be derived. The diagonal 
dominance described is the one used in [12], not the 
somewhat less conservative generalised diagonal dominance of 
[l]. Scaling the matrix using the arrangement, GD will also 
be briefly considered, where D is a diagonal matrix of 
scaling elements. 
4.2 DIAGONAL DOMINANCE TESTING 
A review of the definition of diagonal dominance is given 
here. For more details on the use of this structure in the 
design of controllers see chapter two and [12]. 
\ 
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An nxn matrix, G(s)={gij(s)}, is said to be diagonally row 
dominant if f 
n 
lgii(s) I >j~llgij(s) I 
H·i 
and column diagonally dominant if 
n 
lgjj(s) I >i~ 1 1gij(s) I 
if j 
i=l, 2, ... ,n 
for all s E D 
j=l, 2, ... ,n 
for all s E D 
( 4. 1) 
( 4. 2) 
The matrix is said to be diagonally dominant if either (4.1) 
or (4.2) are satisfied for all s on the Nyquist contour D. 
Note that the dominance problem is complicated by the need 
for (4.1) and/or (4.2) to hold over a wide frequency range. 
Initially consider the single frequency case. The problem 
now is to find the new ordering of the rows and columns of a 
matrix G, such that either (4.1) or (4.2), or both, are 
satisfied. 
One method of approaching this problem is to calculate the 
left and right hand sides of (4.1) and (4.2) and to check 
whether or not the inequalities hold. If not the matrix is 
rearranged and the test repeated. The main problem with this 
direct approach is that the values of the right hand sides 
of (4.1) and (4.2) change whenever the row-column ordering 
is changed. Ideally what is required is to assign a number 
to each element that is invariant with row and column 
interchanges and that the designer can use to establish if 
that element is dominant on its row or column. 
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4.2.1 A New Method of Checking for Diagonal Dominance 
Consider row dominance. ( 4 .1) can be rewritten as follows 





I gi· 1" I > [ • E I g .. I ] - I g .. I J=l 1) 11 
n 
2lg··I >.E lg··I 
11 J=l 1) 
> 0.5 
(4.3) 
( 4. 4) 
( 4 . 5 ) 
Note that the denominator of ( 4. 5) is independent of the 
row-column arrangement. 





S1 r =j~ 1 1gijl ( 4 • 6 ) 
(4.7)-
sir = the sum of the absolute values of the elements in 
i and Sj = the sum of the absolute values of the c 
elements in column j. 
If each element element, gij, in G is associated with the 
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values lgijl/sir and lgijl/Sjc then even if the row-column 
orders change these two values will still be the same for 
each of the relocated elements. This comes about because the 
values of all the sirs and sirs remain unchanged by row or 
column interchanges. 
Let I GI be the real matrix where the elements of I GI are 
lgij I i=l, .2, ... ,n, j=l, 2, ... ,n and lgij I is the absolute 
value of the element gij in the matrix G. 
Let n n n 
R = diag~~ 1 191jl'j~llg2jl1··jbt lgnjl} ( 4. 8) 
n n n 
c = diagf~1 19i11'i~ 1 19i21, .. 1br lginl} ( 4 . 9 ) 
M = R- 1 1GI ( 4. 10) 
N = IGlc- 1 (4.11) 
M and N define two comparison matrices, M for row dominance 
and N for column dominance. The elements of M correspond to 
(4.12) 
and the elements of N correspond to 
(4.13) 
As stated before the values of the elements in M and N are 
independent of the row-column ordering of G. Selecting the 
dominant elements of the matrix is now a simple task. If any 
element, mij' has value such that mij > 0.5, then the gij 
element is dominant on row i of G. Similarly if nij > 0.5 
then gij is dominant on column j of G. 
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By definition there can at most be one dominant element on 
each row, for row dominance, or one dominant element on each 
column, for column dominance. Hence once the dominant 
elements are selected it is easy to choose the row column 1 
ordering that will give a diagonally dominant G, if this is 
possible. Consider row dominance for example. If G can be 
rearranged to be row dominant then there will be one and 
only one dominant element in each row and column. If there 
is more than one dominant element in each column or if any 
rows do not contain dominant elements then the matrix cannot 
be made row diagonally dominant. Note that dominant elements 
are immediately identifiable from M and N as they correspond 
to those mij and nij elements that are greater than 0.5. 
It is interesting to compare the above method with one given 
by Bryant and Yeung in [ 18]. Here the authors define a 
comparison matrix D where 
(4.14) 
to check for row dominance. 
The designer must then interchange elements so that the 
smallest element on each row is on the diagonal. In [18] an 
algorithm is given which sorts the matrix on this basis 
taking into account conflicts that occur if two rows have 
their smallest elements in the same column. 
This method will yield a diagonally dominant matrix if 
rearrangement can create such a matrix but for large 
matrices the algorithm used becomes complex and difficult to 
implement [18]. In the method presented in this chapter the 
dominant elements are immediately apparent. Further the 
elements are all limited to the ranges 
1 ~ n· · ~ 0 
.1. J 
1 > m· · > 0 - l.J -
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which simplifies the comparison of elements in the same row 
or column. The measure in (4.14) clearly has no upper bound. 
As an example of the use of M and N in detecting dominance 



































First consider row dominance. If a particular element in the 
matrix is row dominant then the corresponding element in the 
M matrix will have have a value greater than 0.5. Inspection 
of the M matrix shows that the elements m12, m22 and m3l are 
all greate~ than 0.5. The elements g 12 , g 22 and g 31 must be 
placed on the diagonal of G, if G is to be row diagonally 
dominant. In this particular case it is not possible to 
rearrange the rows and columns to get all of the dominant 
elements onto the diagonal. This is immediately apparent 
since two of the dominant elements, g 12 and g2 2 are in the 
same column. 
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For column dominance consider the N matrix. This matrix 
contains only one element greater than 0.5, m3l· The element 
m13 is equal to 0.5 but this does not fulfill the 
requirement that mij > 0.5 for dominance. Hence the matrix G 
cannot be rearranged to be column dominant. This analysis 
shows that the matrix G cannot be made diagonally dominant 
by row and/or column rearrangement. 
It is important to note that scaling has not been taken into 
account. It may still be possible to make the system 
diagonally dominant by scaling the inputs and outputs. 
The next step is to extend this method to frequency 
dependent matrices, i.e. G = G(s). For a matrix of frequency 
dependent elements dominant elements must have corresponding 
mij or nij values greater than 0.5 for all s on the Nyquist 
contour D. 
An element gik(s) can be represented as lgik(s) lej[~ik(s)] 
where ~ik ( s) is a frequency dependent angle in radians. 
(Note that the subscript k is used for the column index 
instead of the usual, j, to avoid confusion with the complex 
number j). The frequency response of this element can now be 
plotted on a polar diagram with an angle ~( s), and I gik I 
being the distance from the origin to the the point 
currently being plotted. Since values of s are usually only 
taken along the imaginary axis, s = jw where w is the 
angular frequency in radians/second. 
The definitions of the M and N matrices can now be modified 
to gi~e a frequency dependent representation. Define M(s) as 
the matrix with elements mik(s) such that 
(4.18) 
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Similarly define the elements of N(s) as 
Where sir and 
respectively. 
were defined in 
(4.19) 
( 4. 6) and ( 4 . 7 ) 
Polar plots of the mik(s) and nik(s) elements can now be 
made. Since the values of these elements are never greater 
than one the resulting plots will be contained within the 
unit circle on the polar diagram. If a circle of radius 0.5 
is drawn on the polar· diagram then the dominance of a 
particular element can be determined. If an mik(s) element, 
for example, has a polar plot that is completely outside the 
0.5 radius circle then gik(s) is dominant on its row for all 
frequencies considered. If the plot is inside the 0.5 circle 
for all frequencies then the element is never dominant on 
its row and if the plot crosses the 0.5 circle at any point 
then the element is dominant over only part of the frequency 
range considered. This all follows from the necessity that 
mik(s) lie in the range 1 ~ mik(s) > 0.5 for row dominance. 
In order .to decide on the row-column ordering the designer 
considers both the M(s) and N(s) matrices separately. These 
matrices are represented as arrays of polar plots each plot 
representing an element in the corresponding M( s) or N ( s) 
matrix. This representation provides a simple visual display 
of the way in which the dominance of the elements in the 
system matrix, G(s), varies with frequ~ncy. 
Note that even if it is not possible to rearrange G(s) to be 
diagonally dominant this representation still gives the 
designer a means of selecting those elements that are 
closest to being dominant on their row or column. The 
designer can then try to place these elements on the 
diagonal in order to reduce coupling between the various 
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diagonal elements. Further note that the stability theorems 
in [12] , for the direct Nyquist array method, require the 
matrix [F-l+Q(s)) to be diagonally dominant where F is a 
matrix of feedback gains and Q(s)=G(s)K(s). In the simplest 
case with F = K(s) = I the matrix [I+G] is reqired to be 
diagonally dominant. If G(s) is diagonally dominant then the 
matrix [I+G] is also diagonally dominant and 
theorems can be applied immediately. If 
diagonally dominant then [ I+G( s)) may still 
the stability 
G( s) is not 
be diagonally 
dominant. Placing the elements with the largest mij ( s) or 
nij(s) values on the diagonal of G(s), even if they are not 
actually dominant on their row or column, will provide the 
best chance of making [I+G(s)] diagonally dominant. 
4.2.2 Examples 
A program has been written to enable the designer to plot 
the polar diagram arrays corresponding to the matrices M(s) 
and N(s). The program is described in detail in chapter six. 
In this chapter all of the examples have been generated 
using this program. 
As an example of the use of the above representation 
consider a 2x2 matrix of first order transfer functions 
4 4 
s + 1 s + 2 
G( s) = (4.20) 
1 10 
s + 1 s+ 2 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the arrays of polar plots for M(s) 
and N(s) respectively. The position of each plot in the 
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Figure 4.2. Array of polar plots of the elements of the M(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.20) . 
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Figure 4.3. Array of polar plots of the elements of the N(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.20). 
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giving rise to the plot. In both cases the frequency range 
is 0 to 5 hz. 
Since Fig. 4.2 is the array of polar plots for the elements 
of M(s) it is used to check for row dominance. Note that the 
0.5 radius circle has been drawn in on each set of axes, the 
circle appears to be elliptical because of different scales 
on the x and y axes. Consider the polar diagram 
corresponding to m11 ( s) , i.e. the diagram in the top left 
hand corner of the array. At low frequencies the plot of 
m11 (s) is outside the 0.5 circle. This implies that g 11 (s) 
is dominant on its row at these frequencies. At high 
frequencies the plot of m11 (s) touches the 0.5 circle 
indicating that the g 11 ( s) element is not row dominant at 
high frequencies. Examination of the other element in this 
row, m12 (s) shows that at low frequencies the plot for this 
element lies inside the 0. 5 circle and touches the 0. 5 
circle at high frequencies. This indicates that the g 12(s) 
element is not row dominant over at any frequency in the 
range considered. 
Looking at the second row of Fig. 4. 2 it is clear that 
element g22 (s) is dominant over the entire frequency range. 
The plot of m22(s) always lies outside the 0.5 circle 
indicating dominance .. As would be expected the m2 1 (s) plot 
always lies within the 0.5 circle since two dominant 
elements cannot occur in the same row. 
The above analysis shows that G(s) cannot be rearranged to 
be row dominant over the entire frequency range since the 
first row contains no element that is dominant at all 
frequencies. 
Now consider Fig.4.3. This shows an array of polar plots for 
the N(s) matrix. It is easily seen from this array that G(s) 
is already column dominant without any need for row-column 
'·. 
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rearrangement. This is apparent from the polar plots of the 
n 11 (s) and n22(s). In both cases the polar plots lie well 
outside the 0.5 circles indicating the column dominance of 
g11(s) and g22(s). 
As a second example consider a hypothetical 
repre~ented by the 3x3 matrix model in (4.21) 
10 2 0.1 
s + 1 s + 1 s + 1 
• 
4 0.5 6 
G(s) = 
s + 2 s + 1 s + 2 
1 3 2 
s + 1 s + 1 s + 2 
plant 
(4.21) 
Figure 4. 4 shows the array of polar plots for the M( s) 
matrix corresponding to this system, the frequency range is 
from 0 to 1 hz. The row dominant elements are immediately 
apparent as those elements whose polar plots lie outside the 
0.5 circle. In this case the polar plots of m11(s), m23(s) 
and m32 (s) all lie outside the 0.5 circle. This implies that 
the elements g 11 (s), 923(s) and g32(s} are dominant on their 
rows. Since there is a row dominant element on each row and 
only one such element in each column the matrix can be 
rearranged to be row diagonally dominant. In this example 
exchanging columns two and three will make the matrix row 
diagonally dominant. Notice however that at high frequencies 
the polar plot of m32 ( s) approaches the 0. 5 circle which 
indicates that at these frequencies the dominance of the 
g32(s} element may be lost. 
Figure 4. 5 shows the array of polar plots for the matrix 
N(s) corresponding to (4.21). Now column dominance will be 
indicated for an element gij(s} if the corresponding nij(s} 
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Figure 4.4. Array of polar plots of the elements of the M(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.21). 
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Figure 4.5. Array of polar plots of the elements of the N(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.21). 
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element has a polar plot lying outside the 0.5 circle. The 
plots of n 11 (s), n23(s) and nJ2(s) all lie outside the 0.5 
circle which implies that elements g 11(s), g23(s) and gJ2(s) 
are dominant on their columns. In this case the plot for 
n 32 (s) lies outside the 0.5 circle for all frequencies / 
considered. Once again there is only one dominant element in 
each row and column and hence the matrix can be rearranged 
to be diagonally dominant. If columns two and three are 
exchanged then the matrix will be diagonally dominant. 
This analysis shows that the matrix in (4.21) can be 
rearranged to be both row and column diagonally dominant by. 
exchanging columns two and three. 
It is often the case that an element may be dominant on its 
row or column for only part of the frequency range 
considered. The following example shows this clearly. 
2 2.5 
s + 2 s + 3 
G( s) = (4.22) 
1 2 
s + 4 s + 3 
Figure 4. 6 shows the array of polar plots for M( s). The 
element g 22 (s) is dominant on its row over the entire 
frequency range considered, 0 to 5 hz. This is evident from 
the plot of m22 (s) which always lies outside the 0.5 circle. 
However the elements g 11 (s) and g 12(s) are both dominant but 
over different parts of the frequency range considered. At 
low frequencies the plot of m11 (s) lies outside the 0.5 
circle which indicates that at these frequencies g 11 (s) is 
dominant on the row. At higher frequencies however the plot 
of m11 (s} moves inside the 0.5 circle and hence g 11 (s) is no 
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Figure 4.6. Array of polar plots of the elements of the M(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.22) . 
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Figure 4.7. Array of polar plots of the elements of the N(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.22). 
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longer dominant. The element g 12(s) has the opposite 
behaviour, it is only dominant at high frequencies as is 
shown by the plot of m12(s) which is inside the 0.5 circle 
at low frequencies and goes outside the circle ,at high 
frequencies. Clearly this matrix is row diagonally dominant 
only at low frequencies. 
Figure 4.7 shows the polar plots for the N(s) matrix. This 
diagram shows that, without scaling, this matrix cannot be 
rearranged to be column dominant. This is because the plots 
of both n 11 (s) and n 12(s) lie outside the 0.5 circle, hence 
gll ( s) and g 12 ( s) are both dominant on their columns and 
hence the matrix cannot be rearranged so that both elements 
lie on the diagonal. 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the effect of adding a· dead time. 
The system considered is shown in (4.23). 
1 e-0.Bs 4 
s + 1 s + 2 
G(s) = (4.23) 
4 10 
·s + 1 s + 2 
The dead time does not affect the magnitude of the m11 (s) or 
n 11 (s) terms but it does change the angle. Hence addition of 
a time delay causes the polar plot to bend around the origin 
but does not alter the dominance of the element. 
As a more complex example consider the following 3x3 plant 
model which contains both time delays and second order 
transfer functions. The frequency range considered was 0 to 
1 hz. 
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Figure 4.8. Array of polar plots of the elements of the M(s) 
matrix of the system represented by (4.23) . 
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From Fig. 4 .1fj it is' ·,immediate;t.y 1evident 1 that without 
I- scaling : this ' matrix:- c~'nnot · ·be: -n:~arranged to be row 
diagon'ally dominant. ~The· plots ·of' the miJ' (s) '. elements show 
, · · l / I 
that_ all of the domin'ant:·elements lie in the .second column 
- : \ . and1 ~he~c~-:-carinot _be .. p~q-~~d OIJ the piago~al R¥ r.ow-colllinn 
rearrangerne·nt~. Examinatibfi'rof·~F:ig. : 4 .11; . the polar plots for 
N(s), shows similarly that the matrix cannot be rearranged 
to be column dominant. 
- r 
As a . final example ·consider the matrix in 
matri-x is.' .the __ syst~m fuod~~--of~ a JU:'rnace _hea_ted 
. I - . - . . . . , 
( 4. 2 5) . This 
by four sets 
of hea.ting coils and is 'taken from· [ 12 ]·. ~ 
1.0 0.7 0.3 ' 0.2 ~ 
! 1 
, 
1 + 4s + Ss 1 + Ss. 1 +:ss 
....... 0.6 l.;Q __ _0~_4 . 0.35 , 
1 + Ss 
•., 
1--+ 4s 1 + SS 1 I +1Ss 
G(s) = I (4.25) 
0.35 .,.o.4 1., O.~ 0.6 - -
·1 +' 5s t1 
, 
+ ss. /1 4s ! + 1 +,Ss 
·0.2 -o. 3. :1 .. - -o. 7 - 1-:·0 
I • 
I ' 
1 +•.5S ·1 + Ss ··.1 + Ss 1 ·+ 1 ss 
' 
,,. 
I .. , 
·. ~ , I 
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In [12] the Nyquist array was plotted and Gershgorin circles 
superimposed on the plots of the diagonal elements. From 
this analysis it was concluded that the the matrix was not 
diagonally dominant. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 respectively, 
show the polar plots of the M(s) and N(s) matrices for 
(4.25). The frequency range is 1 to 0 hz. These plots are 
seen to be identical because of the symmetrical nature of 
the matrix. It can be seen that there are no dominant 
elements on any of the rows or columns since all the plots 
of the mij(s) and nij(s) elements lie inside the 0.5 
circles. Hence the conclusion obtained in [ 12] has been 
confirmed using this method. Further the current arrangement 
of the matrix is seen to have the most nearly dominant 
elements on its diagonal since the diagonal elements of M(s) 
and N ( s) have polar plots that are very close to the 0. 5 
circle. 
4.3 SCALING A MATRIX FOR DIAGONAL DOMINANCE 
A serious problem associated with the use of the diagonal 
dominance structure is that it is not invariant under input-
output scaling. In other words by scaling either the inputs 
or the outputs, or both, of G( s) the dominance of the 
diagonal elements of the matrix may be changed. Scaling the 
inputs is equivalent to postmul tiplying G( s) by a matrix 
with the same order as G( s) while scaling the outputs is 
equivalent to premul tiplying G( s) by another matrix, also 
with the same order as G( s). Usually the scaling matrices 
are taken to be diagonal and their elements are assumed to 
be independent of frequency. This is the same as multiplying 
each input or output signal by a constant. 
The frequency independence of the scaling matrices is 
introduced to simplify the problem of selecting appropriate 
scaling elements, however it may prove impossible to select 
scaling elements that will make G(s) diagonally dominant for 
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\ 
Figure 4 .12. Array of polar·. plots' o'f the elements of the 
M(s) matrix of the system repre~ented by (4.25). 
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Figure 4 .13. Array of polar plots of the elements of the 
N(s) matrix of the system represented by (4.25) . 
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of Gs(s) will not, in general, be the same as the 
eigenvalues of G( s). Thus if Gs ( s) is diagonally dominant 
and the closed loop system can be shown to be stable, with 
theorems described in [12], this does not imply the closed 
loop stability of the unscaled system. This means that the 
designer must implement the scaling in the actual plant. In 
chapter two and in [l], it was shown that if Pis chosen to 
be s-1 then the eigenvalues of Gs(s) are the same as those 
of G( s) and hence stability of the scaled system implies 
stability of G( s). This concept is referred to as 
generalised diagonal dominance. Now the designer does not 
have to implement the scaling in the actual plant in order 
to ensure stability. 
As noted above P and S can be found independently of each 
other. But suppose GS is diagonally row dominant, since P 
does not change row dominance define P as s-1. Now s-lGs 
will be row diagonally dominant and if the closed loop 
system containing the scaled matrix is stable then so too 
will be the unscaled closed loop system. Hence if P or S can 
be chosen such that either PG or GS are diagonally dominant 
then the matrix can be made generalised diagonally dominant 
and vise versa. 
The problem remains as to how to select the scaling matrices 
to make the scaled matrix diagonally dominant. In [l] 
Limebeer uses the frequency dependent terms of the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvector of a comparison matrix as the terins of 
S, see chapter two section 2.3.3. Work has also been done by 
Hulbert, [20] on finding appropriate scaling matrices using 
linear programming techniques. 
4.3.1 A Test for the Feasibility of Scaling 
The theory developed in this section is aimed at determining 
whether or not a matrix G can be scaled by another diagonal 
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matrix to be diagonally dominant. The object then is not so 
much as to find the scaling matrix that will make G 
diagonally dominant but to discover the conditions under 
which such a matrix exists. Only the single frequency case, 
i.e. G not frequency dependent, is initially considered. 
In the derivations below let !GI be the matrix where each 
element is equal to the absolute value of the corresponding 
element in G. 
Consider a 2x2 matrix, G, multiplied by a positive, 
diagonal, input scaling matrix S. For row dominance the 
following must hold 
lg11ls11 > lg12ls22 (4.28) 
lg22ls22 > lg21ls11 (4.29) 
hence 
lg11l!lg12I > s22/s11 
and 
lg21lllg22I < s22/s11 
which implies that 
lg11g22I > lg12g21I (4.30) 
If the case where G is a 3x3 matrix is now considered three 
inequalities must hold 
lg11ls11 > lg12ls22 + lg13ls33 (4.31) 
lg221 5 22 > lg21ls11 + lg23l 5 33 (4.32) 
lg33ls33 > lg31ls11 + lg32ls22 (4.33) 
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these can be manipulated to give 
s11 > (l912ls22+ l913ls33)llg11I ( 4 . 34) 
s11 < ( l922ls22 - l923ls33)llg21I (4.35) 
s11 < ( lg33ls33 - l932ls22)llg31I (4.36) 
from (4.34) and (4.35) we have 
provided the principle minor l9119221-l912g21I of !GI is 
positive then 
(4.37) 
Similarly from (4.34) and (4.36) 
provided the principle minor I 911 g33 I- I g13g31 I of I GI is 
positive then 
(4.38) 
combining (4.37) and (4.38) and cross multiplying gives 
lg11g22g33I > lg11g32g23l+lg13g21g32l+lg12g21g33I+ 
lg12g31923l+lg13g22g31I (4.39) 
The terms in the inequalities (4.30) and (4.39) are the 
absolute values of the terms that appear in the expansion of 
the determinants of a 2x2 !GI and a 3x3 !GI respectively. If 
the terms in the expansion of a determinant are all added 
instead of being alternately added and subtracted, as in the 
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case of the determinate, then the resulting value is known 
as the permanent, or per, of the matrix. The product of the 
diagonal elements is known as the trace of the matrix. Hence 
both (4.30) and (4.39) can be rewritten as 
trace ( I GI ) > per ( I GI ) - trace ( I GI ) 
or 
trace ( I GI ) > 0. 5per ( I GI ) (4.40.) 
Thus for a 2x2 or 3x3 matrix the following holds 
If all the principle minors of the matrix IGI are positive 
and the inequality of (4.40) holds then there exists a 
matrix S such that GS is diagonally dominant. 
4.3.2 Example 





2 ] 500 
30000 
(4.41) 
The principle minors of IGI are all positive so the 
inequality of (4.40) must be tested. 
0.5per( IGI) = 1152.5 
trace( IGI) = 1800 
Hence trace( IGI) > 0.5per( IGI) and the inequality is 
satisfied. This implies that there exists at least one 
matrix-S such that GS is diagonally dominant. 
• 
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To find such a matrix the inequalities used to derive (4.40) 
can be used. First a value for s 33 is selected, say 0 .1. 
From (4.37) and (4.38) bounds for s22 can be found 
133.3 > s 22 > 23.3. 
Now if s 22 is taken to be 100 the range of possible s 11 
values can be found from (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36). 
100 > s 11 > 30 
Select s 11 to be 50. The matrix S then is 
[ 
50 0 0 ] s = 0 100 0 0 0 0.1 (4.42) 
and GS 
[ o.s 0.1 0.2 ] GS = 200 600 50 500 2000 3000 (4.43) 
which is row diagonally dominant. 
To expand this method to frequency varying systems would 
require the principle minors, the trace of the matrix and 
the per of the matrix to be calculated at a number of 
different frequencies in the range being considered. If the 
requirements for dominance were satisfied at each frequency 
then at each frequency a matrix S would exist such that GS 
is diagonally dominant. This ensures that the matrix is 
generalised diagonally dominant but the different scalar 
matrices will in general be necessarily to make the matrix 
diagonally dominant at different frequencies. 
For matrices of higher order than three this test is 
difficult to apply because of problems in calculating 
per(IGI)· The number of terms in per(IGI) increases 
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factorially with the order of G and so some numerical 
method of calculating the permanent would be necessary if 
this test were to be of practical value. 
4.4 SUMMARY 
Modification of the well known Gershgorin circle theorem has 
led to a fast, and conceptually simple method of rearranging 
a frequency dependent matrix to be diagonally dominant if 
this is possible. The representation used allows the 
designer to see quickly which elements are dominant on their 
rows or columns and to see if the matrix can be rearranged 
to be diagonally dominant. The method suffers from the fact 
that it does not take the possibility of matrix scaling into 
account. 
Matrix scaling was also discussed in this chapter. A method 
has been developed to check if ~ matrix G of scalars can be 
made row diagonally dominant using the scaling GD where D is 
a diagonal matrix of scaling elements. The method is limited 
to matrices with order less than or equal to three by 





DECENTRALISED CONTROLLER DESIGN USING AN INTERACTION MEASURE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter a technique was developed to allow 
.the control engineer to determine if the system he is 
dealing with can be rearranged to be diagonally dominant. In 
practice it often not possible to rearrange the plant system 
matrix to be diagonally dominant. This is particularly the 
case for large plants where designing a compensator to make 
the plant diagonally dominant is difficult and time 
consuming. Notice that it may still be possible to 
distribute control so that all the system controllers are 
independent single variable controllers and the system is 
stable. However if the system is not diagonally dominant 
then alternative stability criteria must be developed. 
A further problem with diagonal dominance is that the 
subsystems to be controlled are restricted to ·single-input 
single-output systems. In terms of the plant model this 
means that the system is partitioned so that the on 
diagonal submatrices have order one. In chapter· three it was 
seen that if the system is block diagonal or block 
triangular then the on-diagonal subsystems may be 
independently controlled, subject to some restrictions. In 
the case of such systems the order of the on-diagonal blocks 
was not limited to one. In general then, for distributed 
control, the designer should be able to partition his system 




If the designer is not restricted to lxl controlled 
subsystems then two further problems occur. Firstly the 
designer must select one or more row-column and partitioning 
arrangements that are likely to lead to satisfactory 
distributed control. Having selected a particular row-column 
arrangement and matrix partitioning the designer will then 
design controllers to stabilise each on-diagonal subsystem 
independently. Once this is done the designer must have some 
means of checking to see if the system as a whole is stable, 
remembering that if the on-diagonal subsystems are stable 
this does not necessarily imply that the combined system is 
stable. 
In both cases there is a need for an interaction measure 
that will indicate how tightly the on-diagonal subsystems 
are coupled. The interaction measure must indicate if a 
particular subdivision of the system is suitable for 
distributed control, i.e. is likely to yield a stable system 
when the on-diagonal subsystems are independently 
stabilised. In addition the interaction measure should be 
linked to stability theorems that allow the designer to 
check if the controllers he has designed to stabilise the 
independently controlled subsystems will in fact stabilise 
the system as a whole. 
The most suitable interaction measure currently available is 
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a comparison matrix. This 
interaction measure was introduced in chapter two. The 
measure gives a useful indication of the suitability of a 
particular partitioning for distributed control. Further it 
is linked to stability theorems that allow the stability of 
a system under distributed control to be checked. The work 
in this chapter is based on this interaction measure. 
Before the interaction measure can be utilised however the 




partitionings that are likely to yield low values of the 
measure. The other alternative is to try every possible row-
column arrangement and partitioning to see which has the 
lowest value of the interaction measure. This is time 
consuming for even small systems and completely impractical 
for large systems. In this chapter an attempt .is made to 
develop a systematic method of input-output pairing and 
partitioning to yield low values of the interaction measure. 
5.2 PERRON-FROBENIUS EIGENVALUE INTERACTION MEASURE 
In this section a derivation will be given for the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue interaction measure, given symbol r. 
The proof given is largely based on a formulation developed 
by Nwokah in [5]. Nwokah uses singular values in his paper 
while general induced matrix norms are used in this 
development following Siljak and coauthors in [6]. An 
identical set of results has been developed in [6], based on 
the concept of Quasi-Block Diagonal Dominance. It has been 
decided to use Nwokah's approach as opposed to Siljak's "--
development because the proofs presented by Nwokah are 
slightly simpler and are easier to understand. Both Nwokah 
and Siljak use the theory of M matrices to derive their 
results and so a brief introduction to M matrices is given 
here. 
An M matrix is a real square matrix with nonpositive off 
diagonal elements, i.e. the off diagonal elements are zero 
or negative, and positive principle minors . Such matrices 
have a number of special. properties, for example in [ 15] 
there are listed fifty different properties such as the 
possession of positive principle minors. Reference [15] 
contains a very detailed section on M matrices and most of 
the results obtained by Nwokah are based on proofs from this 
reference. 
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5.2.1 Mathematical Preliminaries 
Let Z be a complex n1n~matrix partitioned into submatrices 
Zij such that the matrix representation of Z is 
z = z .. l. l. 
n 
Where each on-diagonal Zii is square andi~Yi = nz. 
(5.1) 
Also if lxl is a vector norm then the corresponding matrix 
norm is defined as 
( 5. 2) 
Assume that the diagonal blocks zii are all non-singular. 
Define the block diagonal matrix 
p = Block Diag(Z111 Z221 • • • I Znn> (5.3) 
Split Z into: 
z = p + Q (5.4) 
where 
Q = z - p (5.5) 
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Then zp-1 = I + QP-~ 
. ~ - l ' ( 5. 6) 
z is .non-singular provided the. spectral_ radius of op-1 is 
'~ "~ '1 ._,: ••• I '', '. ~ ' ~ • ·~ .' I l \. 
less than one", csi: '' . .. ' ... 
, ... R1 
. '. ,. .. n1. 
Now define a real non-negative nxn matrix B = (bij) such 
that 
b·. 
l. J = 
= 0, 
. U- ,. • ' 
= IOijpj-11, 
l ~ • . . '-
,· 1 
Write r(B) for the Perron Frobenius eigenvalue of B. 
(5.7) 
The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue ·-of a non;-n'egative matrix B 
is the real positive eigenvalue of B such that r(B) is 
greater than or equal to the absolute value of any other 
eigenvalue of B. 'The'"JPerron-Frobenius "eigenvalue theorem was 
stated in chapter twc», · ;theorem · ·2. 8. Reference · ·[ 15] has a 
detailed discussion of' this theorem.' · 1 : .... ~ / 
The following result from [15] constitutes a r~gularity 
condition for Z, i.e>a condition that ensures Z is'non-
singular. 
Lenuna 1 / [5] . '
(spectral radius· of·QP~l~·< (spectral radius of B) = r(B). 
Hence any condition that ensures r(B) < 1 also ensures that 
Z is non-singular. 
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Then R = gp-l is given by 
= 0 
= = GijKj(I + GjjKj)-1 
Now define B = (bij) as 
= 
i = j 
i + j 
i = j 
i + j 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
By Lenuna 1 Z is non-singular for all s on the Nyquist 
contour provided r(B) < 1 for every s on the Nyquist 
contour. 
Now from (5.15) 
and 
IR1jl = IG1jGjj-1GjjKj(Ij + GjjKj)-11 
s IG1jsjj-1 1·1ajjKj(Ij + GjjKj>-11 (5.16) 
hence from (5.8) and (5.9) 
(5.17) 
and thus 
B s CD elementwise. (5.18) 
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For non-negative matrices the Perron Frobenius theorem, 
(15], shows that if B s CD then r(B) s r(CD) hence r(CD) < 1 
implies r(B) < 1 which in turn implies that the system is 
closed loop stable and concludes the proof. 
It is not clear from the above result as to how the 
controller affects the structure of the matrix. The 
following results are developed to allow Nyquist ar~ay 
methods to be used, and to give an interaction measure that 
is independent of the controller matrix, K(s). 
Co.rollary 5.1 
From the theory of M matrices in [15] if r(CD) < 1 then the 
matrix (I-CD) is an M matrix. Another property of such 
matrices is that multiplication by a diagonal matrix of 
positive numbers leaves the M matrix property unchanged and 
hence the matrix [(I-CD)D-1) = [D-1-C] is also an M matrix. 
Now for any non-negative matrix C the matrix ((r(C)+~)[I-C]] 
is an M matrix for any ~ > 0 no matter how small, ( 15) . 
Hence [D-1-C] is an M matrix provided that dj-l > r(C) for j 
= 1, 2, ..... ,m. If dj-1 > r(C) then (I-CD] is an M matrix 
and thus r(CD) < 1. This in turn implies that the system is 
closed loop stable. 
This corollary gives a sufficient but not necessary 
condition for the stability of the closed loop composite 
system. Hence even if dj-1 > r(C) the system may still be 
stable. 
As an illustration if G(s) is partitioned into a 2x2 
composite matrix, and controlled by a 2x2 diagonal matrix, 
then C is 
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c = (S.19) 
The terms of the matrix D will be 
(S.20) 
(5.21) 
If the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix in (S.19) 
is r(C) then if d 1-l > r(C) and d 2-1 > r(C) the system as a 
whole will be closed loop stable, provided of course that 
the initial assumptions still hold. 
A restriction that applies to C is that C must be 
irreducible, that is no permutation matrix, P, may exist 
such that pTcp is block triangular. This restriction exists 
because the Perron-Frobenius theorem applies only to 
irreducible matrices. 
Graph theoretic tests exist to check for reducibility, see 
[ 1] for example. If C is reducible, i.e. not irreducible, 
then the test for stability must be adjusted. In [6] a 
method for dealing with a reducible C is given. C must first 
be rearranged to be block triangular with square on-diagonal 
blocks, this must be possible if C is reducible. Now C will 
be a composite matrix of matrix norms with order 1 and 1 < 
m. The on-diagonal blocks are Cpp p=l, 2, ... ,1. The value of 
r(Cpp) is now calculated for each submatrix Cpp p=l, 
2, ... ,1. The new stability requirement is that dj-1 > r(Cpp) 
for all j E Cpp p=l,2, ... ,1. The easiest way of 
understanding this is by means of an example. 
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The matrix in (5.22) is a c-matrix that has been rearranged 
and partitioned to be block triangular. 
IG12G22- 1 I 0 0 0 
c = 
0 IG21G11- 1 I IG23G33- 1 I 0 
IG42G22- 1I IG41G11- 11 IG43G33- 1 I 0 
IG32G22- 1 I IG31G11- 11 0 IG34G44- 1 1 
-
(5.22) 
C has now been partitioned into a 3x3 composite matrix. C 
therefore has three on-diagonal submatrices c 11 , a lxl 
submatrix, C22 1 a 2x2 submatrix and C33 also a lxl 
submatrix. Now the stability criterion is as follows if 
di-1 > r(C22), d2-1 > r(C11), d3-1 > r(C22) and d4-1 > 
r ( c33 ) then the system as a whole will be closed loop 
stable. 
In ( 6] the authors develop a theorem that allows Nyquist 
array type design methods to be applied to distributed 
controller designs. 
Theorem 5.2 
Consider the same partitioned system, G(s), as described 








each Fj having dimensions mjxmj. 
For a given Ojj let the row and column indices be 1 and r 
respectively i.e. Ojj will be an mjxmj submatrix with 
elements qlr· 
Suppose C is as represented in (5.8) . Given all s e D where 
D is the Nyquist contour assume the following. 
(i) For each Ojj submatrix 
(ii) Kj is nonsingular for all j = 1, 2, ... ,m 
(iii) For each Ojj submatrix 
(5.27) 
where Tjj is the matrix with elements t1r such that 
(5.28) 
then dj-1 > r(C) for all j and the system as a whole will be 
stable if the individual on-diagonal subsystems are closed 
loop stable. 
The proof of this theorem is complex and will not be given 
here; it can be found in (6). 
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An alternative way of checking stability to using the 
inequality (5.27) is to ensure that the following inequality 
is satisfied for all j. 
(5.29) 
Both these expressions are potentially useful though 
inequality ( 5. 27) is best suited to Nyquist array design 
methods. It allows the designer to ensure that overall 
stability is maintained while designing controllers for the 
individual loops of each on-diagonal subsection. 
Note that the values of the cij terms, and hence r(C), are 
not affected by the choice of the Kj blocks because of the 
identity that 
The design procedure would be as follows. Initially the 
designer selects a partitioning for the system matrix G(s). 
In doing so the designer is selecting those subsystems that 
are to be controlled independently of each other. The 
designer would now design controllers for each Gjj(s) 
submatrix independently using the Nyquist array design 
technique for example. For each Gjj(s) subsystem the 
designer would design a Kjj(s) controller and a Fj feedback 
matrix. For each of these designs the corresponding elements 
of Qj j ( s) = Gj j ( s )Kj j ( s) and F j must satisfy inequality 
(5.27). If the inequality is satisfied for each on-diagonal 
subsystem then, provided each of these systems is closed 
loop stable, the system as a whole will be stable. Notice 
again that because the condition is only sufficient if the 
inequality (5.23) is not satisfied the system may still be 
stable. 
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5.2.3 Using r(C(s)) as a Criterion for Selecting Subsystems 
The fact that r(C(s)) remains invariant with K(s), provided 
that K(s) is diagonal, means that r(C(s)) provides a useful 
interaction measure. In general the lower the value of 
r(C(s)) the less coupling there 1s between the on-diagonal 
subsystems and the more suited the system will be to 
distributed control based on those subsystems. 
The eigenvalue r(C(s)) is used to give a measure of the 
suitability of •the current partitioning and row-column 
ordering for distributed control. If the inequality 
(S.30) 
is satisfied for all j then the system will be stable 
provided the assumptions given in the last section still 
hold. Hence the smaller the value of r(C(s)) the easier it 
.is to satisfy the inequality when ·a controller is being 
designed. In particular r(C(s)) for a block diagonal or 
block triangular system is always zero. This confirms that 
systems with these structures are particularly suited to 
distributed control. In general then the designer would 
rearrange the rows and columns and partitioning of the 
matrix G(s) until he obtained the lowest value of the 
interaction measure r(C(s))· 
Note that (5.30) can be rewritten as 
(5.31) 
This must be satisfied for all j, this will be the case if 
the inequality (5.32) is satisfied. 
djmax·r(C(s)) < 1 (5.32) 
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where 
As an example of the use of r(C(s)) as an interaction matrix 
a specific system is now considered. The effects of changing 
the row-column ordering and the matrix partitioning on 
r(C(s)) and djmax·r(C(s)) are studied and the closed loop 
behaviour of the system seen by means of simulations. 
Programs have been written to calculate r(C(s)) and 
djmax. r ( C ( s) ) . The results generated in this section have 
been produced by these programs. For more details on the 
programs see chapter six. 
The system considered here is represented by a 4x4 matrix 
model of first order transfer functions with no time delays 
and is taken from [ 12] . Three different row-column 
arrangements will be considered and for each matrix four 
different partitionings will be examined. 
The first row-column arrangement is the same as that used in 
[12]. 
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The four different partitionings to be considered are 
defined as follows: 
Let Gij represent a block of transfer functions. For each 
partitioning the matrix of Gij terms will be given along 




(where n·. ]] is the order of 
block Gjj)· 
(ii) 
[Gu G12 Gi3 ] G(s) = G21 G22 G23 G31 G32 G33 (5.36) 
ni1=l ni2=l n33=2 
(iii) 






The matrix of (5.34) was partitioned in each of the four 
ways given above and for each partitioning r(C(s)) and 
djmax·r(C(s)) were calculated over a frequency range from 0 
to 5 hz. Fig. 5.1 shows the values of r(C(s)) vs frequency 
for each partitioning. The curve for a particular 
partitioning can be 'identified by the roman numeral next to 
the curve which corresponds to the numbering given in 
(5.35), (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38). The line r(C(s))=l.O is 
drawn in on the graph of r(C(s)) vs frequency. In general a 
value of r(C(s)) much less than one is likely to ensure that 
inequality (5.30) is satisfied. 
Firstly notice that three out of the four partitionings of 
G(s) have values of r(C(s)) that are always less than one. 
This suggests that the particular row-column orderings used 
here are good ones for distributed control since all of the 
partitionings yield low values of the interaction index. The 
lowest values for r(C(s)) are obtained when the matrix is 
partitioned so as to have two 2x2 on-diagonal blocks. The 
highest values of r(C(s)) are obtained when the on-diagonal 
blocks are all lxl blocks, however even this value is 
relatively low being close to one. The above suggests that 
the controller structure should be block diagonal with two 
2x2 independently controlled subsystems on the diagonal, 
each designed to compensate the equivalent block in G(s). 
However ,as Nwokah points out in [5], the 2x2 blocks on the 
diagonal of G(s) are diagonally dominant and hence each loop 
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Figure 5.1. Plots of r(c(s)) vs frequency for different 
partitionings of the system represented by (5.34). 
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Figure 5.2. Plots of djmax*r(C(s)) vs frequency for 
different partitionings of the system represented by (5.34) 
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matrix will be a diagonal matrix with lxl on-diagonal blocks 
which is the result obtained by Rosenbrock in [12] using a 
different design procedure. Note that the controller must be 
designed' so that inequality (5.30) is satisfied. This 
analysis suggests that it should be possible to stabilise 
this system with four single variable controllers. 
Figure 5.2 shows plots of djmax.r(C(s)) vs frequency for the 
various partitionings. This set of curves gives information 
as to the closed loop stability of G(s) i.e. the stability 
of the system G(s).(I + G(s))-1. 
The inequality (5.32) can only be used to test for composite 
stability if the assumptions under which theorems 5.1 and 
5.2 were derived apply to the system under study. In the 
case of the system in (5.34) all of these assumptions are 
valid. 
All of the curves lie below the djmax.r(C(s))=l.O line. This 
indicates that, for the partitionings studied here, provided 
the on-diagonal blocks of the partitioned G(s) are closed 
loop stable then G(s) will be closed loop stable. In 
particular if the blocking used is such that all the on-
diagonal blocks are lxl then clearly all the on-diagonal 
elements are stable. Thus the theory predicts that such a 
system will be closed loop stable in response to setpoint 
changes. 
The closed loop response of G(s) to step inputs was 
simulated and is shown in Figure 5.3. The setpoints Rl, R2, 
R3 and R4 were each stepped in turn. The next step being 
made when the outputs had settled down from the previous 
step. In each case the setpoints were given a unit step from 
0. 0 to 1. 0. The time response of the inputs to G( s) are 
shown in Figure 5. 4. The closed loop system is stable as 
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Figure 5.3. The closed loop response of the outputs of the 
system represented by ( 5. 34) · to steps in the set points of 
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Figure 5. 4. The closed loop response of t;he inputs of the 
system represented by ( 5. 34) to steps in the setpoints of 
each loop at different times. 
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offsets and disturbances between the different loops. This 
is a major difficulty with interaction indices generally, 
they often fail to give any information on the quality of 
control that will be achieved. In this case a pontroller is 
clearly required to eliminate offsets and disturbances. 
The system model rows and columns are now rearranged to give 
the structure shown in (5.39). 
0.3 0.2 1.0 0.7 
-1 + 5s 1 + 5s 1 + 4s 1 + Sa 
0.4 0.35 0.6 1. 0 
1 + 5s 1 + 5s 1 + Ss 1 + 4s 
G( s) = 
1.0 0.6 0.35 0.4 
1 + 4s 1 + Ss 1 + 5s 1 + 5s 
0.7 1. 0 0.2 0.3 
1 + 5s 1 + 4s 1 + Ss 1 + 5s 
(5.39) 
In this matrix columns one, three, two and four of (5.34) 
have been exchanged. 
Once again four different partitionings of this matrix are 
considered. These are the ones given in (5.35), (5.36), 
(S.37) and (5.38). Figure 5.5 shows r(C(s)) vs frequency 
for the different blockings. 
The r(C(s)) values obtained for each of the different 
partitionings are all much greater than one. The lowest 
values obtained are around 6.8 while the highest are around 
20.0. The high values of the r(C(s)) values suggest that the 
current row-column ordering is not suited to distributed 
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Figure S.S. Plots of r{c{s)) vs frequency for different 
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Figure 5.6. Plots of djmax*r(C(s)) vs frequency for 
different.partitionings of the system represented by (S.39) 
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blocking for each of the on-diagonal elements or else for a 
blocking with one lxl and one 3x3 block on the diagonal. 
However with such high r(C(s)) values the designer would try 
different row-column orderings before attempting to design a 
decentralised controller for any of these partitionings. 
Figure 5.6 shows djmax·r(C(s)) vs frequency for each of the 
different blockings. All of curves produced have values 
greater than one at low frequencies. Hence the stability of 
the closed loop on-diagonal blocks does not necessarily 
ensure the closed loop stability of the system as a whole. 
Notice however that because ( 5. 30) is only a sufficient 
condition for stability the closed loop system might in fact 
be stable. 
Figure 5. 7 shows the response of the closed loop system 
outputs to a unit step in the setpoint Rl. The inputs to the 
system are shown in Figure 5.8. The system is clearly 
unstable, the outputs tend to infinity as time progresses in 
response to a change in the setpoint of Yl. In this case the 
high r(C(s)) values suggested that decentralised control of 
the system would be difficult. It might still be possible to 
find a decentralised controller that would stabilise the 
system but the designer would first try to reduce r(C(s)) by 
reordering the rows and columns of the matrix. 
e.o 
n 












Figure 5.7. The closed loop response of the outputs of the 
system represented by ( 5. 39) to steps in the setpoints of 
each loop at different times. 
Figure 5. 8. The closed loop response of the inputs of the 
system represented by ( 5. 39) to steps in the setpoints of 
each loop at different times. 
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The final G(s) to be considered is shown in (5.40). 
The values of r ( C ( s) ) vs frequency are plotted for the 
different blockings in Figure 5.9. In this case the blocking 
of (5.37) produces low values of r(C(s)), less than one, for 
all the frequencies examined. The other partitionings all 
produce high values of r(C(s)) the next lowest being around 
4. 5 and the highest , for a partitioning with two 2x2 
blocks, being around 7. 0. The partitioning of ( 5. 37), one 
lxl block and one 3x3 block on the diagonal, gives r(C(s)) 
of less than one and hence this suggests that this 
partitioning might give stable decentralised control. This 
in turn suggests that the controller K( s) should have a 
cor.responding blocking. 
Figure 5.10 shows djmax·r(C(s)) plotted vs frequency for the 
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Figure 5.9. Plots of r(c(s)) vs frequency for different 
partitionings of the system represented by (5.40). 
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Figure 5.10. Plots of djmax*r(C(s)) vs frequency for 
different partitionings of the system represented by (5.40) 
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belonging to the blocking of (5.37) are greater than one at 
low frequencies. The information that this gives the 
designer is as follows, if the lxl block and the 3x3 block 
are closed loop stable then the closed loop system as a 
whole will be stable. Clearly the lxl block is closed loop 
stable hence the stability of the closed loop system depends 
on the closed loop stability of the 3x3 block. Simulation 
showed that the 3x3 block was stable when its inputs were 
stepped so the system as a whole is expected to be closed 
loop stable. Figure 5.11 shows the output of the system to 
steps in the setpoints of all four loops. Each setpoint was 
stepped in turn, each step occurring after the outputs had 
settled down after the previous step. The inputs to the 
system are shown in Figure 5.12. As expected the closed loop 
system is stable. 
The above example illustrates the usefulness of r(C(s)) as 
an interaction measure. It provides the designer with a 
criteria for deciding on which of the different row and 
column orderings and matrix partitionings he should base his 
design. However he is still left with the problem of 
selecting which of the many different arrangements of the 
system model he should select that are likely to give low 
r(C(s)) values. 
For a given system matrix the rows and columns may be 
reordered in any way that is.desired and the partitioning is 
restricted only in that, the. on diagonal blocks must be 
square.( Even this is not necessarily a restriction, Siljak 
[6] proposes a method of decomposing a matrix into 
overlapping diagonal blocks). 
There is at present no systematic method of selecting the 
partitioning, and row-column arrangements, that will yield 
the lowest value of r(C(s)) for large systems [11]. This is 
a serious drawback for large scale systems that may have 
.r· 
2.0 
Y1 Rl 1.0 ________ _ 







o.o.._ __ ....__,,,z.--= _____ _ 











o.o time<s> 100.0 
Figure 5.11. The closed loop response of the outputs of the 
system represented by (5.40) to steps in the setpoints of 










o.o 100.0 o.o 
ti me< s > th1e<s> 
Figure 5.12. The closed loop response of the inputs of the 
system represented by ( 5. 40) to steps in the setpoints of 
each loop at different times. 
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hundreds of input-output pairs, and for which there exist 
literally millions of possible blockings. 
In the next section methods of selecting row-column 
orderings and partitionings that will yield low values of 
the interaction measure r(C(s)) are considered. 
5.3 SELECTING ROW-COLUMN ORDERINGS AND PARTITIONINGS FOR 
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL 
In this section a technique is developed to help the 
designer rearrange and partition the system matrix so that 
low values of the interaction matrix r(C(s)) are obtained. 
5.3.1 Justification of Rearrangement and Partitioning method 
From [6] it is known t~at if there are two matrices c1 and 
c2 with the same order then if C2 ~ c1 , elementwise then 
r(C2 ) ~ r(C 1 ). Hence if the designer can rearrange the 
system matrix G(s) so that the elements of the corresponding 
comparison matrix C(s) are as small as possible then 
r(C(s)) will be minimised. 
If the nxn matrix G(s) is partitioned into an mxm composite 
matrix with elements Gij(s) then the matrix C(s) has the 
elements 




Hence the designer wants the size of all the ~Gij(s)Gjj-1~ 
terms to be a minimum. It is not immediately clear as to how 
these terms can be reduced by row column manipulation and 
matrix partitioning however the left hand side of the 
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inequality in (5.42) gives an upper bound for the value of 
IGij(s)Gjj- 11. 
In particular if 
IGij(s)Gjj(s)- 11 
reduce the value 
elements. 
1 ~ IGij(s)I IGjj(s)-11 
Hence the problem now is 
of each of the IGij(s)I 
(5.42) 
then 1 ~ 
to try and 
IGjj(s)- 11 
The first possibility is to reduce the value of IGijl· The 
norm of a matrix is bounded below by the largest element in 
the matrix, [ 15), so clearly if the elements of Gij ( s) are 
small then IGij(s)I will be small. In the discussion that 
follows the norm used is defined as follows. For a nxn 
matrix A the norm of A is defined as the maximum row sum of 
a nxn matrix containing the normalised elements of A i.e. 
(5.43) 
This matrix norm is usually given the symbol IAloo· All the 
matrix norms from JJ.OW on are assumed to be defined as in 
(5.43). 
Using the above definition the designer requires the maximum 
row sum of the normed elements of each Gij(s) to be as small 
as possible. 
The second way of reducing the upper bound of IGij(s)Gjj-l~ 
is to reduce the size of ~Gjj(s)- 1 1. It is once again not 
immediately apparent how changing the elements of Gj j ( s) 
will effect the norm of Gjj(s)- 1 . In (5.45) a lower bound 





Reducing the lower bound does not of course limit the 
maximum size of IG·j(s)-11 but it does at least allow J . 
IGjj(s)-11 to have a low value. In particular if 
then 
In order to decrease the value of IGjj(s)l-1 the size of 
IGjj(s)I must be increased. This means that the largest 
elements should be incorporated into the on-diagonal blocks 
of the matrix G(s) and in particular that the row sums of 
the on-diagonal blocks be maximised. 
As examples of the theory discussed above consider the 
following 2x2 matrices. 
The first example looks at the effect on the interaction 
measure r(C) when the value of the off-diagonal elements is 
reduced. The matrix in (5.45) has a r(C) value of 1.2. The 
matrix in (5.46) has the same diagonal elements but the off 
diagonal elements have been reduced. The new value for r(C) 
is 0.67. This shows that if the designer can reduce the 
value of the norms of the of £-diagonal submatrices of the 
matrix G then the interaction measure will be reduced. 
.r· 
G = [ 0.6 
1.0 











In the second example the first matrix in (5.47) has an r(C) 
value of 1.1 in the second matrix, shown in (5.48), the off-
diagonal elements have the same values as in (5.47) but the 
on-diagonal elements have been increased in value. The 
interaction measure now has the value 0.7. Thus increasing 
the value of the on-diagonal elements will serve to decrease 
the interaction measure as expected. 
[ 
0.7 0.6 ] G = (5.47) 0.4 0.3 
[ 1. 0 0.6 ] G = (5.48) 0.4 0.5 
A special case occurs if an element gjj(s) of the nxn matrix 
G(s) is dominant on its column i.e. 
lgjj(S) I 
n 
lgijl (5.49) >.I!l 1= 
j+i 
In this case if the matrix is partitioned so that the gjj(s) 
element of G( s) is the sole member of a lxl on-diagonal 
submatrix Gpp(s), then the off-diagonal elements in the pth 
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column of the comparison matrix, C(s), will all be less than 
one. This is because for any off-diagonal submatrix Grp(s) 
which contains the rows 1 to m inclusive of G(s) 
I Grp ( s ) Gpp ( s ) - 11 = mtx ( I g i j ( s ) I I g j j ( s ) - l I ) i = 1, . . , m 
(S.50) 
however from (S.49) it is evident that the right hand side 
of (5. 50) must always be less than one and hence all the 
off-diagonal elements in column p of C(s) will be less than 
one. Notice that the element does not have to be dominant to 
/ 
ensure that the right hand side of (5.50) is less than one. 
Provided lgjjl is greater than each of the other elements in 
the column then the right hand side of (5.50) will be less 
than one, this is automatically true if gjj(s) is dominant 
on its column. 
Taking all of the above into account guidelines for choosing 
row-column orderings and matrix partitionings that are 
likely to yield low values of r(C(s) can now be given. 
(i) Any column dominant elements should be placed on 
the diagonal if this is possible. If such an 
element is placed on the diagonal and no other 
column dominant elements occur in the same row 
then the partitioning chosen for the matrix should 
be such that the element is contained in a lxl on-
diagonal submatrix. If more than one column 
dominant element occurs in the same row the most 
dominant should be placed on the diagonal and the 
others placed in adjacent columns. In this case 
the designer should try partitionings that (a) put 
the on-diagonal element in a lxl submatrix and (b) 
put all the column dominant elements in the same 




(ii) For columns that do not contain dominant elements 
then the largest element in the column should be 
placed -on the diagonal'. if this is possible. Such 
rearrangement should·.,· not ·.displace .any column 
dominant -elements from-the diago"nal. 
(iii) 
"~. 
In general the designer:_.should try to ensure that 
the largest i.e. most dominant elements in each 
column .. are~·included: in the on~diagonal blocks and 
the smallest: elements . are· included in the off-
diagonal blocks. 
" 5.3.2 Description of Reordering and Partitioning Method 
The method used- here is ; based . on the method utilised in 
' . . 
chapter four to rearrange a matrix to be diagonally dominant 
if such rearrangement is possible. In chapter four two 
matrices M(s) and N(s) were defined .. The N(s) .matrix was 
~ ... . ~ ~ : : f . ...,_ ( , 
used to compare ther. dc;>mi~ance ~~ ele~ent.s: in the same .column 
and the M( s) matrix was used to compare the dominance of 
. t .. T _.,. · 1 ~,,,_ 
elements in the same row. If any element in the N{s) matrix 
• T ~ ~ i., t . I ·, , ' -
was greater than 0.5 then that element was.dominant on its 
·' - I - ~ ..# '- 1 r . _ • , ~ 
column whi~e if any ~leme,nt +n ,M( s) was greater than 0. 5 the 
- ' - 1 
element was dominant on its row. Finally all the elements of 
M( s) and N ( s). l_ay _between o~e ai:id zer~<?. '.· 
. . -. 
In this chapter column dominance .is. of more interest than 
row dominance . because of the way in ~hich..: .. r ( C ( s) ) . is 
calculated. However row dominance must also be checked for 
_. I f .. ' ..., t. 
initially since if the matrix, .can .be. rearranged to be row 
- j.... - ' • . . 
diagonally dominant . this _ sugges.~s that .controller can· be - - . 
diagonal i.e. each ,°~l~iagonal . Axl s_ubsx.st_em. is controlled 
independently. 
- 1.- -., • 
A new representation for the N(~}, and M(s) matrices has been 
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its row will be represented by a one in the Z matrix. 
Otherwise all the elements in z will be zero. The value of ~ 
is reduced in increments until ~ equals zero. Each time the 
Z matrix is calculated and displayed. The designer 
rearranges the matrix according to the guidelines given 
previously, trying to concentrate the most dominant elements 
in the on-diagonal blocks. During the course of the analysis 
the designer will probably select several different row-
column arrangements and partitionings of G(s} that he feels 
are likely to yield low values of r(C(s)). When the analysis 
has been completed the designer would then test these 
rearrangements and partitionings to see which one gives the 
lowest value for r(C(s)). Note that the designer will 
usually treat elements that partially fall into a particular 
range, 1 ~ nij(s} ~ ~, as if they fell completely into the 
range for purposes of rearrangement. However these should be 
checked with the polar plot representation of the previous 
chapter to see over what frequency range these elements fall 
into the range 1 ~ nij(s} ~ ~ for a particular ~. 
5.3.3 Examples 
A program has been written that calculates the N( s}, M( s) 
and z matrices. The program then displays the z matrix for 
different values of ~ which have been chosen by the 
designer. Instead of displaying a matrix of ones, zeros and 
minus ones however a grid of lines is drawn, the rectangles 
formed by this grid represent the elements of the Z matrix. 
If a particular zij element is zero then the corresponding 
rectangle is left unfilled. If the element is a one then the 
rectangle is filled and if the element is a minus one the 
element is filled and crosshatched. For more information on 
the program see chapter seven. All the results presented 
below have been generated using this program. 
As an example of the use of the method given above consider 
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the boiler plant that was used in a previous section to 
demonstrate the use of r(C(s)). The plant is represented by 
a 4x4 matrix of transfer functions and is taken from (12]. 
In order to demonstrate how the choice of rows and columns 
might be affected the matrix in [12] has been rearranged by 
exchanging columns one and 
this is the matrix that 
reproduced below in (5.52). 
0.3 
1 + 5s 1 
0.4 
1 + 5s 1 
G(s) = 
1.0 
1 + 4s 1 
0.7 
1 + 5s 1 
three and two and four as well 
was given in (5.39) and is 
0.2 1. 0 0.7 
+ 5s 1 + 4s 1 + 5s 
0.35 0.6 1. 0 
+ 5s 1 + 5s 1 + 4s 
0.6 0.35 0.4 
+ 5s 1 + 5s 1 + 5s 
1.0 0.2 0.3 
+ 4s 1 + 5s 1 + 5s 
(5.52) 
Initially the matrix is checked for row dominance by setting 
~ to 0.5. The frequency range considered is from 0 to 1 hz. 
The resultant Z matrix is represented in Fig. 5.13. 
.I 
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•••••••••• •••••••••• =········· 
11r1 ....... nt p•r~;ally .,;~h;n or1 ...... nt .,~ .. ;c:hi bound .. 
••bounds 
Figure 5.13. Representation of Z matrix for (5.52) showing 
row dominance. 
In the representation used here the value of ~ is the value 
of the lower bound shown in the figure. The lab le 'row' 
indicates that the z matrix is formed from the M(s) matrix. 
From the figure it is immediately apparent that the matrix 
cannot be rearranged to be row dominant since there are only 
two row dominant elements and these are not dominant over 
the entire frequency range. The rest of the analysis uses 
column dominance, i.e. the Z matrix is derived from N(s). 
The frequency range throughout is from 0 to 1 hz. 
Figure 5.14 shows the result of setting ~ to 0.9. No 
elements are shaded and hence there are no nij(s) elements 
in this range. The value of ~was decreased in steps of 0.1. 
Only those values that resulted in a change in the Z matrix 
were recorded. Figure 5.15 shows the Z matrix for ~ set to 
0. 5. Two elements fall partly into the range 1 ~ nij ( s) ~ 
0.5. These elements should be place on the diagonal as the 
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Figure 5.14. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) for ~=0.9. 
IJJuiMM 
I····-··· ••••••••• ··=······ •• • •••••········= •••••• • • ••••••••• i 
......•. 
·····=··· 1-------+-------..· ••••• •••:.--------
•••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• •1n:a1n:m11:11• ........... 
= 
........ . ••••••••• & ••••••••• -------· ........._____________ __. 
IEI~ .;t.hi" bound• !!£1-m p-·Ually .,;-t.h;" D£1e-..t ou·hhn .. a......i• iibaund:s: 
Figure 5.15 Diagram representing the z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) for ~=0.5. 
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next figure, Fig. 5.16, clearly shows since the two elements 
fall wholly within the range 1 ~ nij(s) ~ ~. In Fig. 5.16 ~ 
is 0.4. There are four elements that lie in this range. The 
matrix is now rearranged to place these elements on the 
diagonal. This is accomplished by exchanging columns one and 
three and columns two and four. The Z matrix representation 
for the new matrix is shown in Fig. 5 .17. This diagonal 
structure suggests that the new matrix be partitioned so 
that each on-diagonal block is lxl. 
The next value of ~ for which any change is seen is when ~ 
is equal to 0.2. The resultant Z matrix is represented in 
Fig. 5.18. Here the most dominant elements in the range are 
clustered into two 2x2 on-diagonal blocks. This immediately 
suggests that partitioning should be such that there are two 
2x2 on-diagonal blocks. Further reduction of ~ to 0.1 gives 
the result shown in Fig. 5 .19. No blockings are readily 
apparent here although the designer might wish to try 
partitioning the matrix into two blocks, one lxl and another 
3x3 block. This would take advantage of the small n4 1 (s) and 
n14(s) elements. 
This analysis has suggested one row-column arrangement 
likely to give low interaction measure values. For this 
arrangement the analysis gives two partitionings that are 
very likely to give low values of the interaction measure 
r(C(s)) and two others that may give low values. The plots 
for r ( C ( s)) vs frequency were calculated previously and 
appear in Fig. 5.1. From Fig. 5.1 it is apparent that the 
blocking that gives the lowest value of r(C(s)) is the one 
in which there are two 2x2 submatrices on the diagonal. 
However all the blockings tried for the row-column 
arrangement found by this method (i.e. columns one and three 
and columns two and four of the original matrix exchanged) 
give values of r(C(s)) that are close to one. 
- I • ~-
• - - - ---
- - . - -
. . - - -
. - .. - - -· -
IEl.......n. .,;t.hin bound11 
- ~ - . - ~ . 
:: - . : - -
·- . - - . - -
-,_ . -- --· 
- -- - . 
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. . - ·-
- - . 
..... . . .. 
llEl•ment. p.....tially ..,;-th;n D£f.,,,,.,m .,u-t.side r...unc1 .. 
•• bounds: 
Figure 5.16. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) for ~=0.4. 
IJJUlllM 
- . - . - - - - -
-- - -
- ---- -- . 
. - -
.__,_ -- - - --
-·- - - - - -
_.._. - - -·- ---· -
- - -
-. ..... --- - ~ -
== Elentt1"t. per~;al ly w;-th;" DEl.,,,,,,.n eu-teide b"und" 
•• 1::1aund: 
Figure 5.17. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) for ~=0.4 after rearrangement. 
I El a.......-t wit.hi n bour.de 
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•1 El.,ment. p•dial ly wi-th;,. o El-m icnn..;de baunde 
• baunds 
Figure 5.18. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) after rearrangement for ~=0.2. 
- . . -· -
. - -
-· - - -
.. - --
- - . -
·- - --
- - -- -
~ . ·- . -
-
"': · .. -- ~~. ; ~ .... ~. -- • - - .,_ .... ._ __ • -:- < , .... , ·~.. < . . -
_: . - -· " - - - . -
. ..... . ~ 
" ' - ' 
I Ele-n-t •H:.hin boumls• llEl .. mant. par-tially ,.,;-th;,. DEl.....,nt .,.,·hide bound" ••bounds 
Figure 5.19. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by (5.52) after rearrangement for ~=0.1. 
I,: 
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In the next example the plant analysed is taken from [ 21] . 
The plant is a distillation system and is modelled by a 4x4 
• system model the transfer functions for which are shown in 
table 5.1. In the discussion that follows this is the G(s) 
matrix. The frequency range considered is 0 to 1 hz 
throughout. 
Initially the M(s) and N(s) matrices are calculated over the 
chosen frequency range. The first step in the analysis is to 
check the matrix to ensure that it is not row dominant. This 
is done by calculating the Z matrix for M(s) with 13, the 
lower bound, set to 0.5. The resultant representation for z 
is shown in Fig. 5.20. Since there is only one shaded block, 
representing z22 1 the matrix cannot be rearranged to be row 
diagonally dominant over the entire frequency range. 
1•••1••1•11········· ••• •• • ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ···············=···· ••••••••••••••• • ••• •••••••••••••••••••• .................. . •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 1-~~~~- ··················•·.--~~~~~ 
IEle"""'~ 11dthin bounde II Element per-t;ally 11;-th;n oEr.,....,,,i ou-ta;de baumle 
••1:1aunn 
Figure 5. 20. Diagram showing the row dominant elements of 
the matrix in table 5.1. 
The rest of the analysis uses the N(s) matrix to derive the 
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9ij Transfer Function 9ij Transfer Function 









































This table is taken from [ 21] and contains the transfer 




Z matrices that are examined. The next diagram, Fig. 5.21, 
represents the Z matrix for ~=0.5. In this matrix there are 
five highlighted elements, one shaded and four crosshatched. 
From the shaded element the designer infers that the element 
gJ3(s) of the plant model is dominant on its column over the 
entire frequency range. This element is already on the 
diagonal, if it were not the matrix would be rearranged to 
place it on the diagonal. The crosshatched elements are 
dominant on their columns for part of the frequency range 
considered. As a general rule the designer will want to 
place these elements in on-diagonal submatrices when he 
partitions the system and so will arrange the rows and 
columns of the matrix so as to cluster these elements about 
the diagonal. However this must be done with care because of 
the frequency dependent nature of the elements. Specifically 
a particular element may be dominant over a very narrow 
range of frequencies and then rapidly decrease in value 
until it is smaller than many of the other elements in the 
column. In such a case if the element is placed on the 
diagonal then the interaction measure might be very large 
over a large frequency range. It is difficult to judge how 
an element, that has a wide spread of values over the 
frequency range, will ef feet the interaction measure. The 
only real aid to the designer in such cases is the array of 
polar diagrams of the elements of the matrix N(s) which will 
show the designer over how large a frequency range the 
element is dominant. The polar diagrams of the . nij ( s) 
elements·are shown in Fig. 5.22. Of the five elements that 
are highlighted when ~=O. 5 four are dominant over a large 
part of the frequency range. They correspond to the elements 
g21(s), g22(s), gJ4(s) and gJ3(s), the last being dominant 
over the entire frequency range. The only other crosshatched 
element, corresponds to g4 1 (s). This element is seen to be 
dominant for only a very small Eart of its frequency range 
and should therefore be treated with care. 
iJjilliiW 
i·······-••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• ! ........ .······-· ••••••••• ··-······ ••••••••••
17 3 
••••••••• ••••••••• • • •••••• 
• •• ••• •••• • ••• 
..........______ ....__ ____ ......._ ____ _,, 
I El11111l'f!-t. 111ithin boumh• ••E1.,..,,m. prii.lly wiih;n DElenent ou-t,,.;d,. bound• llbaunds 
Figure 5.21. Diagram representing the z matrix of the system 
represented by table 5.1 for ~=0.5. 
n11 n12 n13 ..... ..• '\ ,,.- ... "'""' 
... -~"" 
n21 n22 n23 n24 
n42 h43 
J"'_ ............. , 
\.. .. ··" 
Figure 5. 22. Array of polar plots of the elements of the 
N(s) matrix of the system in table 5.1. 
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At this point two possible partitionings are readily 
suggested. The first is a partitioning that results in four 
lxl on-diagonal submatrices. The two dominant elements on 
the diagonal, g22 ( s) and g33 ( s), will give rise to small 
elements in columns two and three of the comparison matrix 
C(s). However the dominances of the g11(s) and g44(s) 
elements have yet to be determined. If these elements are 
very small then the resulting large elements in the C ( s) 
matrix in columns one and four will offset the low elements 
in columns tw9 and three. The second partitioning suggested 
is one that results in there being two 2x2 submatrices on 
the diagonal. In this case four of the highlighted elements 
would be included in the 2x2 blocks. By exchanging rows one 
and four of the current matrix the crosshatched element 
corresponding to g 41 ( s) can be placed on the diagonal and 
included in one of the 2x2 blocks. Whether this will result 
in a lower or higher value of r(C(s)) for either of the two 
partitionings mentioned above will depend on the values of 
the g 13(s) and g 14(s) elements. 
The next value of ~considered is ~=0.3. The corresponding Z 
matrix is represented in Fig. 5.23. The same partitionings 
as before are suggested. Once again exchanging rows one and 
four is a possibility note however that in doing so a large 
element is moved to 914 ( s) . This may increase the-
interaction measure especially if the matrix diagonal is 
partitioned into four lxl submatrices. 
The final ~ value considered is ~=0.2. The corresponding Z 
matrix is represented in Fig. 5. 24. Once again the same 
partitionings as before are suggested. An additional 
partitioning with g 11 ( s) in a lxl block and a second 3x3 
block incorporating elements g22(s), gJ3(s) and g44(s). As 
before the exchange of rows one and four is a possibility. 
The foregoing analysis then has isolated two possible sets 
.. 
- . 
·;7"-.:..:<'.. ·~· . ' - . . . . . . -
":""i:.-~. -- . :... .-.. ·:..:: - - ~.. • .. J ' - - ·-
".: - _I: • -. . -. . 
_, - . .. 
I El"""'n-t wH:.h in boum:ls II El....,.,,t, pedial ly wii.h ;n D Ele,,.,,.,t .,ui.c ;• b .. unde ••bounds 
5 23 D. am representi'ng the Z matrix of the system Figure . . iagr 
represented by table 5.1 for ~=0.3. 
- - - --· - - . 
- . . . . -
- . --- - . 
-- - -· -- --
·- . 
. , . -- . 
--· . -
. -. . - -
. . ... - -
. .. - . 
·=········ • • ••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ·=··.······ I • · =• •••••• 
= 
... ....., _______ , ........  
I El-n-t •it.hin b..unde II Ele11111r1~ p.,.,;.l Jy w;-thin DEi ...... ~ ou-te;de bauml., •• baund: 
Figure 5.24. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by table 5.1 for ~=0.2. 
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of row-column orderings and has suggested three possible 
partition_ings for each set. Let ( 5. 53) represent the G( s) 




g32( 6 ) 
g42( 6 ) 
(5.53) 
The second possible row column arrangement would then give 
rise to the matrix shown in (5.54). 
G(s) = 
942(s) 
g22( 6 ) 
g32(s) 






The partitionings to be considered in each case would be 
(i) A partitioning into a 4x4 composite matrix 
with each on-diagonal submatrix, Gjj(s), 
having order one, i.e. Gjj(s)=gjj(s). 
(ii) A partitioning into a 2x2 composite matri~ 
(iii) 
with the two on-diagonal submatrices G11 (s) 
and G22(s) both having order two. 
A partitioning into a 2x2 composite 
matrix with the on-diagonal submatrix G11 (s) 
being lxl and G22(s) being a 3x3 submatrix. 
Figure 5.25 shows the plots of the interaction measure 
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Figure 5.25. Plots of r(C(s)) vs frequency for different 
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Figure·S.26. Plots of r(C(s)) vs frequency for different 
parti tionings of the system represented by table 5. 1 with 
rows one and four exchanged. 
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(5.S3) for the different partitionings listed above, (i), 
(ii) and (iii). Figure 5.26 shows the plots of r(C(s)) vs 
frequency for the row-column arrangement of (5.54). 
The plots in Fig. 5. 25 show that at low frequencies all 
three partitionings yield low values of r(C(s)) for the row-
column arrangement of ( 5. 53). However for the two 
partitionings in (ii) and (iii) the interaction measure 
increases rapidly with frequency. The partitioning of (i), 
four lxl on-diagonal submatrices, also increases but more 
slowly staying close to r(C(s) )=1.0 throughout the chosen 
frequency range. The designer would probably select the 
partitioning of (i) for this row-column arrangement. 
Figure 5.26 shows the r(C(s)) vs frequency plots for 
different partitionings of the matrix with the row-column 
ordering of (5.54). The partitioning of (i) has a large 
corresponding value of r(C(s)) which increases rapidly with 
frequency. The blocking of (ii) is high at low frequencies 
but decreases to about r(C(s))=l.O at high frequencies. The 
partitioning of (iii) gives rise to a low r(C(s)) at low 
frequencies and remains fairly low although the r(C(s)) 
value at high frequencies is higher than for the 
partitioning in (ii) . Since the designer in the case of a 
distillation plant is probably more concerned with low 
frequencies the blocking of (iii) might well be selected for 
this row column arrangement. 
The most probable choice for the designer then is the row-
column ordering of the original matrix in table ( 5 .1) and 
the partitioning that yields four lxl on-diagonal subsystems 
that are to be separately controlled. This is chosen in 
preference to the second row-column ordering and the 
partitioning of (iii) because control can be distributed 
further with the partitioning in (i). The designer would now 
design four single variable controllers for the subsystems, 
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g11(s), g22(s), g33(s) and g44(s). Using the stability 
theorems previously given to ensure that the system as a 
whole is stable. 
Finally it is worth looking at the arrangement of rows and 
columns of the matrix in tab~e 5.1 that is predicted to have 
very high values of r(C(s)). This will show that the method 
gives a good indication of which row-column arrangements are 
most unfavorable. Figure 5. 27 shows the representation of 
the Z matrix for 13=0. 5 for a matrix formed by exchanging 
columns one and three, and four and two of the matrix in 
table 5 .1. From this diagram it is seen that the most 
dominant elements in this matrix are positioned well off the 
diagonal instead of being clustered about the diagonal. 
Hence one would expect high values of the interaction 
measure for the partitionings already considered. Figure 
5.28 shows the plots of r(C(s)) vs frequency for the 
partitionings previously defined. As can be seen all the 
partitionings give high values of r(C(s)) with very large 
values occurring at high frequencies which confirms the 
prediction made on the basis of Fig. 5.28. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
In this chapter an interaction measure, r(C(s)), was 
introduced as a criterion for choosing row-column orderings 
and matrix partitionings for distributed control. The 
interaction measure was linked to stability theorems that 
enable the stability of a system under distributed control 
to be tested. A drawback of these theorems is that they are 
only sufficient for stability and not necessary. Hence a 
design based on these theorems might well be very 
conservative. Yet another problem is that there exists no 
systematic way of selecting row-column orderings and matrix 
partitionings that are likely to give low values of the 
interaction measure. 
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Figure 5.27. Diagram representing the Z matrix of the system 
represented by table 5. 1 for ~=O. 5 after the matrix was 
rearranged to give high values of r(C(s)). 
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Figure 5.28. Plots of r(C{s)) vs frequency for different 
partitionings of the system represented by table 5.1 after 
being rearranged in an attempt to maximise r(C(s))· 
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A method of selecting row-column arrangements and 
partitionings was introduced. The method provided a 
graphical representation of the most dominant elements in 
the plant model, leaving the designer to rearrange the 
matrix. The method indeed gives some indication of which 
elements should be included in the on-diagonal blocks of the 
partitioned matrix and also indicates when the current row-




DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the software developed to test the theories 
and techniques of previous chapters will be examined. The 
programs discussed here were written to demonstrate the 
applicability of the theory and to perform calculations that 
would be very time consuming if performed by hand. An 
example of the later being eigenvalue calculations. The 
programs are not intended to constitute a CAD package for 
distributed controller design. However they have been made 
user friendly and designed to show the interactive nature of 
the techniques developed. 
The software was developed on an HP 9000 mini-computer. The 
terminal used was a HP 150 series touchscreen terminal with 
graphics capability. The software was written entirely in a 
superset of FORTRAN 77 for which a compiler was available on 
the HP 9000. The graphics were all performed using a 
graphics package called STARBASE that was resident in the 
system. 
There are three different programs. Each of them uses the 
same set of routines to enter the system matrix, and the 
matrix I/O routines are described separately. The matrix I/O 
program is menu driven allowing the user to enter a new 
matrix, save the current matrix or retrieve a previously 
saved matrix. 
The first program is a multivariable simulator. The user 
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having entered the system model may now simulate its open or 
closed loop behaviour in response to step changes in the 
setpoint values for the different loops. The user may also 
specify any controllers that are to be applied by giving the 
name of the file in which the relevant controller matrix is 
stored. The program can display up to six graphs at a time. 
The user controls the scaling used and chooses which input 
or output variables ~re to be displayed. 
The second program deals with the rearrangement of the 
I 
system matrix to yield a matrix structure suitable for 
distributed control. The program calculates the M( s) and 
N(s) matrices over a user specified frequency range, M(s) 
and N ( s) were defined in chapter four. The user can then 
display polar plots of M(s) or N(s). The program also 
calculates the z matrix (chapter 5) for incremental values 
of the lower bound ~, the increment being specified by the 
user. The Z matrix is displayed as a grid of rectangles. 
These are shaded to indicate the relative dominance of each 
element. The user can specify whether the relative row or 
column dominance is to be displayed. Further, after each 
increment the user can rearrange the rows and columns of the 
matrix and display the resulting z matrix on the screen. 
The final program calculates the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 
of the comparison matrix C(s), r(C(s)). The user specifies 
the partitioning of the system matrix and the frequency 
range over which the eigenvalue is to be calculated. The 
program displays a plot of the eigenvalue vs frequency. The 
user can also get the program to generate a plot of the 
product of r(C(s)) and djmax (see chapter five). 
Each of the three programs and the matrix I/O routines will 
be examined in more detail below. The listings for the 
subroutines used can be found in Appendix I I. A list of 
subroutines for the matrix I/O module and each of the three 
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programs can be found in Appendices Ia, Ib, Ic and Id. 
6.2 ENTERING AND EDITING MATRICES 
The subroutines discussed in this section are used in each 
of the three programs. They enable the user to enter a 
matrix either from a file or from the keyboard. Once the 
matrix has been entered the user can either edit the current 
matrix or save it in a file. The subroutines allow the user 
to enter both a system matrix and a controller matrix. 
The matrix is stored using five, one dimensional arrays and 
three constants. The three constants define the dimensions 
of the matrix and the maximum order of any element. The 
number of rows is stored in NI, the number of columns in NJ 
and the maximum order of any denominator or numerator 
polynomial is stored in NK. The order of the numerator of 
each element in the matrix is stored in a one dimensional 
array, M, which will contain (NixNJ) elements. The 
denominator orders are similarly stored in D. The deadtimes 
for each element are also stored in a one dimensional array 
of order (NixNJ). If the row and column indices of any 
element in the system matrix G(s) are i and j respectively 
then the corresponding element, n, in D or M is defined as 
n = (i*j)+(j-l)*(NI-i) 
The coefficients of the numerator polynomials are stored in 
the one dimensional matrix, GN, while those of the 
denominator are stored in GD. For an element gij ( s) the 
coefficient of sm in the denominator or numerator will be 
stored in the Nnth element of GN and GD where Nn is 
Nn = (n*m)+(m-l)*(NI*NJ-n) 
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When the matrix is stored it is placed in a sequential file. 
The order of the storage is, NI,NJ,NK,M,D,GD,GN,GD. 
The user is initially presented with the matrix I/O menu. 
( 1) Retrieve an existing system stored in a file. 
( 2 ) Enter a new system matrix 
( 3 ) Save the current matrix 
( 4 ) Edit the current matrix 
( 5 ) Exit back to the main menu 
If the first option is selected the user is prompted to 
enter the name of the file containing the matrix to be 
entered. If the file does not exist an error message is 
generated and the user prompted once again to enter the file 
name. 
The third option, that of saving the current matrix performs 
in a manner similar to the first option. The user, on 
selecting this option, is asked to provide a file name of up 
to six characters. The program automatically prefixes the 
name entered with gs. hence if the user enters the name xxx 
the file name will be gs. xxx. This is done to enable the 
user to identify which files are data files for the program. 
If the user enters the name of an existing file an error 
message is generated and he is asked to enter a new file 
name. 
If the user chooses to enter a new system he is asked to 
enter the number of rows, the number of columns and the 
maximum order of any element in the matrix. At this point he 
is asked if he wishes to change any of the variables that he 
has just entered. This is his only opportunity to edit these 
three variables. If the user does not wish to edit these 
variables he is passed to the matrix element edit menu. The 
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menu is headed with the row and column numbers of the 
current matrix element. The menu presents the user with the 
following options. 
( 1) Edit the numerator. 
( 2 ) Edit the denominator. 
( 3 ) Edit the dead time. 
( 4 ) Jump to the next element in the column. 
( 5 ) Select the row and column of the next 
and jump to this element. 
(6) Finish editing. 
element 
When the new matrix is set up before the user has begun to 
edit, the elements all have their numerators set to zero and 
their denominators set to one. This means that the user need 
only enter the non-zero elements. 
When editing the numerator the user is asked to enter the 
order of the numerator and is then prompted to enter the 
coefficients of the numerator elements in ascending order. 
Each time the current value of the coefficient, or order, is 
displayed and if the user does not want to change any 
existing entry he pushes return and the value entered is the 
existing value. 
Editing the denominator proceeds in similar fashion to the 
numerator. The deadtime is · also entered in response to a 
prompt from the program once again the current value is 
displayed and this value can be retained by entering a 
return. 
The user, when he has finished editing the current element, 
can move to a new matrix element in one of two ways. First 
he can jump to the next element down in the present column 
(or to the first element in the next column if he is 
currently editing the last element in the present column). 
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The other option is to enter the row and column indices of 
the element to which he wishes to jump. 
When the user has finished editing the matrix he can then 
return to the matrix I/O menu. 
If a matrix has been entered either from a file or by hand 
the user can choose to edit this matrix. The matrix edit 
element menu is displayed when the user chooses this option. 
The editing proceeds as for the entry of a new system except 
that the user cannot change the number of rows and columns 
and the maximum order permitted for any element. 
Finally once the current system matrix is to the user's 
satisfaction the user can return to the main menu. A list of 
the subroutines used for entering, saving and editing 
matrices is given in Appendix Ia 
6.3 THE SIMULATOR PROGRAM 
The simulation program must perform two essential tasks. The 
first is to find the coordinates of the differential 
equations that correspond to the Laplacian transfer 
functions of the matrix elements, the state space equations. 
The second is to solve the differential equations at 
specified time intervals so that the behavior of the system 
vs time can be plotted. 
The coefficients of the terms of the differential equations 
corresponding to a particular trans fer function are 
determined directly using a method given in [23].0nce these 
coefficients are established then the state space equations 
are solved over a user defined time interval using the well 
known Runge-Kutta method, see [24] for example. 
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The program uses the matrix I/O routines that were discussed 
in the previous section to enable the user to enter a system 
matrix and a controller if one is desired. Note that the 
user must store the controller matrix in a file before he 
can use it in the simulation. 
The user starts the program by entering 'simulator' and 
return. The user the enters the system matrix and enters and 
stores any new controller matrices. The user the selects the 
simulator option on the main menu. The user is then 
presented with another menu. The main simulation menu. 
(1) New simulation 
(2) Redisplay the results of the last simulation 
performed. 
(3) Return to main menu 
If the user selects the first option the program asks the 
user if a controller is to be incorporated into the loop. If 
the user answers yes then the program prompts him to enter 
the name of the file containing the controller matrix. 
The program now asks the user whether or not the current 
simulation and display parameters are to be changed. If the 
answer is no the simulation proceeds. If the user wishes to 
change the simulation and display parameters a menu listing· 
the parameters is displayed. The options listed are 
( 1) Open/Closed loop 
( 2 ) Change time step dt 
( 3) Change duration of simulation 
( 4 ) Change set points 
( 5 ) Change display parameters 
( 6 ) Start simulation 
( 7 ) End simulation 
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If the user selects the first option then the current.loop 
status is shown, l=closed, O=open, and the user is required 
to enter a new value. This is done for each loop in the 
system.The second option allows the user to change the value 
of the Runge-Kutta time step dt. The current value is 
displayed and the user enters the new value. 
The third option allows the user to change the duration of 
the simulation. The present maximum time is displayed and 
the user can enter a new finishing time. The fourth option 
allows the user to change the setpoints for each loop. The 
current value of each setpoint is displayed and the user 
enters the new values from the key board. 
The fifth option allows the user to change the parameters 
that govern which variables are to be displayed and the 
maximum and minimum values of the graphs to be displayed. 
Once the user selects this option he is presented with 
another menu with three available options. 
(1) Change the variables to be displayed. 
(2) Change the maximum and minimum values of the 
graph axes. 
(3) Return to previous menu. 
If the first option is chosen then the user is prompted to 
enter the number of graphs to be displayed on the screen, 
maximum number six. The user then enters the name of the 
variable to be plotted against time. Either output 
variables, yl, y2 etc. or input variables, ul,u2 etc .. If 
the user selects the second option the program prompts the 
user to enter the maximum and minimum points on the x and y 
axes of the graph of the variable selected. The final option 
returns the user to the previous menu. 
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The sixth option of the second menu starts the simulation. 
The axes and setpoints are drawn on the screen and the 
simulation begins. After each time step the points 
calculated are plotted on the display. The seventh option 
returns the user to the main simulation menu. 
A list of the simulator subroutines is supplied in Appendix 
Ib together with a description of each subroutine. The 
listings for the subroutines are given in Appendix II. 
6.4 MATRIX REARRANGEMENT PROGRAM 
This program implements the techniques presented in chapters 
four and five. The program allows the user to plot polar 
diagrams of the elements of the M(s) and N(s) matrices over 
a user defined frequency range. The program will also draw a 
grid of rectangles which represents the Z matrix, introduced 
in chapter five, for a particular value of ~. 
The user enters the matrix to be analysed using the matrix 
I /O routines already discussed. The program then requires 
the user to enter the maximum and minimum frequencies of the 
frequency range to be considered and the number of points to 
be calculated in this frequency range. The program then 
presents the user with a list of options. 
(1) Display G(jw), M(jw), N(jw) values 
(2) Display polar plots 
(3) Select a new frequency range 
(3) Display Z matrix 
(4) Save current matrix 
(5) End 
The first option displays the values of the elements in the 
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G( jw}, M( jw} and N( jw} matrices. The user supplies the 
frequency and the program displays the values of the 
matrices calculated at the closest frequency to the one 
selected. The second option allows the user to plot polar 
diagrams of the M(s} or N(s) matrices. The program prompts 
the user to enter 'r' for the M(s) matrix (row normalised) 
and 'c' for the N(s) matrix (column normalised). 
The third option allows the user to display the z matrix 
corresponding to M(s} or N(s) and some value of 13. The user 
initially selects whether he wants row or column 
normalisation, corresponding to the M(s) or N(s} matrices. 
He then enters the starting upper bound, usually one, and 
the amount by which 13 is to be incremented at each step. 13 
is initially set to the same value as the upper bound. The 
program then displays the Z matrix for 13=0. The rectangle 
corresponding to an element of M(s) or N(s) is shaded 
uniformly if the element falls completely in the range 
defined by the starting upper bound and 13 over the entire 
frequency range. If the element falls into the range over 
part of the frequency range then the rectangle is shaded and 
crosshatched. If the element lies entirely outside the range 
at all the frequencies considered then the rectangle is left 
blank. 
The user is now given the option of exchanging rows and 
columns of the matrix being analysed. The user can also 
choose to return to the main menu after each step. If the 
user elects to continue the analysis then 13 is incremented 
and the next Z matrix is represented on the screen. The 
analysis will terminate when 13=0. 
The fourth option allows the user to store G( s) in its 
rearranged form if the user has exchanged any rows and 
columns. The user simply supplies the name of the file in 
which the matrix is to be stored. The final option 
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terminates the program . A list of the subroutines used in 
this program together with descriptions of them is given in 
Appendix Ic. The program listing is given in Appendix II. 
6.5 INTERACTION MEASURE PROGRAM 
This program calculates and displays the interaction measure 
r(C(s)) that was defined in chapter five. It also calculates 
and displays the product, r ( C ( s) ) *djmax vs frequency. The 
program uses a matrix inversion routine taken from [28]. The 
eigenvalues are calculated using a QR algorithm. The 
subroutine used to implement the QR algorithm and to reduce 
the original matrix to upper Hessenburg form are based on 
the ALGOL routines in [25]. 
The user enters the matrix to be analysed using the usual 
matrix I/O routines. The user then enters the frequency 
range and the number of points to calculate. The program 
then prompts the user to enter the number of on-diagonal 
blocks of the partitioned matrix. This done the user then 
must supply the order of each of these blocks. The program 
then calculates r(C(s)) and djmax at the frequencies defined 
by the user. A menu is then displayed with the following 
options. 
(1) Plot r(C(s)) vs frequency. 
(2) Plot djmax*r(C(s)) vs frequency. 
(3) Select new partitioning 
The first option allows the user to plot a graph of r(C(s)) 
vs frequency on the screen. The user can specify the maximum 
value of the y axis or else allow the program to perform the 
scaling. The second option plots a graph of djmax*r(C(s)) vs 
frequency on the screen. The third option allows the user to 
select a new partitioning. The program then recalculates 
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7.1 GENERAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER 
DESIGN 
In the course of the research reported in this thesis it has 
become evident that there are a number of limitations 
associated with decentralised controller design. These are 
either due to the general concept of dis~ributed control or 
are due to current limitations in control theory dealing 
with decentralised systems. 
One of the most serious drawbacks of decentralised 
controller design is that all the open loop unstable 
elements of the system must fall in the controlled 
subsystems. In a system with unstable poles this limits the 
choice of which subsystems are to be contrqlled. There would 
seem to be no way of stabilising unstable elements that are 
not included in the controlled subsystems, using 
decentralised control. The only exception would seem to be 
the case where pole zero cancellation occurs between the on-
diagonal elements of the system and the off-diagonal 
elements. This limits the systems to which decentralised 
control may be applied. 
In this thesis a number of theorems have been presented that 
allow the stability of the system under decentralised 
control to be checked. However as pointed out in chapter two 
these are all very conservative. The theorem connected with 
the r(C(s)) interaction measure is currently the most useful 
of the stability theorems but because it provides a 
sufficient rather than necessary condition for stability it 
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is very conservative. A less conservative interaction 
measure, the µ interaction measure, has been proposed but 
this is currently impossible to calculate for systems of 
higher order than three. 
7.2 SIMPLE STRUCTURES 
The analysis of a matrix to see if it could be arranged to 
give a block triangular or block diagonal form was carried 
out in this thesis. It was shown that the use of these 
simple structures provides the designer with a powerful 
design tool that can be applied before the system has been 
completely modelled. A theorem was presented which ensures 
the stability of a block triangular or diagonal system under 
decentralised control provided that there are no unstable 
poles in uncontrolled subsystems. Two algorithms were 
developed that allow the designer to rearrange a matrix into 
a block triangular or diagonal form, if this is possible. 
These algorithms are very simple to implement requiring only 
addition and sorting. 
7.3 DIAGONAL DOMINANCE 
A method was also developed to enable the designer to 
rearrange a matrix to be diagonally dominant, if such 
rearrangement is possible. Central to this rearrangement is 
a representation of the system matrix based on Gershgorin's 
theorem. Two matrices the M(s) and N(s) matrices are 
generated. These matrices contain only positive elements all 
of which lie between one and zero. If an element in the M(s) 
matrix has a value greater than 0.5 then it is dominant on 
its row. If an element in the N(s) matrix has a value 
greater than 0. 5 then it is dominant on its column. The 
values of the individual elements are invariant with row 
and/or column rearrangement. A program has been written that 
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displays an array of polar diagrams of the elements of M(s) 
or N(s). A circle of radius 0.5 is plotted on each of these 
diagrams. If the plot of any element lies outside the 0.5 
circle for all frequencies then the element is dominant. The 
user can use this representation to rearrange the rows and 
columns of the matrix. 
This method of rearranging the system matrix is effective 
and easy to use. One problem with this method is that 
scaling is not tak,en into account. A matrix which is not 
diagonally dominant may often be made so by scaling the 
matrix by multiplying it with another, diagonal matrix. This 
is equivalent to scaling the inputs or outputs of the 
system. The problem of scaling was considered. A test was 
developed to enable the designer to check if it is possible 
to make his system diagonally dominant. The test is limited 
in that the principle minors of the matrix have to be 
positive and the permanent of the matrix has to be 
calculated. The later requires numerical techniques to be 
developed as direct determination is not feasible for large 
systems. 
7.4 THE PERRON-FROBENIUS EIGENVALUE INTERACTION MEASURE 
The use of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a comparison 
matrix as an indication of the suitability of a particular 
row-column ordering and matrix partitioning for distributed 
control was considered. A program was written to calculate 
the interaction measure and to plot the measure vs 
frequency. A method was then proposed to allow the designer 
to choose those row-column orderings and partitionings that 
would give a low value of the interaction measure. This 
method was based on the M(s) and N(s) matrices previously 
used to detect diagonal dominance. The method developed was 
successful in giving the designer some indication of the 
elements that should be incorporated into the on-diagonal 
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blocks. However the method proved to be awkward to use and 
the interpretation of the displayed diagrams was difficult 
and often ambiguous. 
The problem of selecting appropriate subsystems for 
decentralised control when the system is not block diagonal 
or block triangular remains largely unsolved. The 
development of less conservative stability theorems will be 
useful in checking for stability but the problem of 
selecting the appropriate subsystems will remain. Future 
research in this area should concentrate on two aspects. 
First the development of stability theorems that provide 
necessary conditions for decentralised stability. These 
theorems should be developed with interactive controller 
design in mind and hence be associated with some form of 
graphical display. This display should enable the designer 
to see the effect that a controller designed for an 
individual subsystem has on overall system stability. 
Secondly methods of systematically rearranging the system 
matrix to get a matrix structure most likely to satisfy the 
stability conditions must be developed. One possible 
approach to this problem might be to define an interaction 
measure, such as r ( C ( s) ) , and then use linear programming 
techniques to try and minimise this measure. 
7.5 SUMMING UP 
The research reported in this thesis has resulted in the 
development of theory that will prove useful to control 
engineers designing large scale decentralised systems. The 
simple structure analysis presented is particularly useful, 
and provides a powerful tool for decentralised controller 
design. 
The M(s) and N(s) matrices provide a new method of 
rearranging the system matrix to be diagonally dominant that 
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is quick and easy to use. The method operates over any 
chosen frequency range and hence is particularly suited for 
use with INA type design techniques. One drawback to the 
method is that it is not invariant under scaling. The 
scaling problem was considered and test to see if a matrix 
can be scaled to be diagonally dominant was developed. 
The method of rearranging the system matrix to minimise the 
r(C(s)) interaction matrix is not completely satisfactory. 
However there is currently no other method of performing 
this rearrangement and the method at least gives some help 
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MATRIX EDITING SUBROUTINES 
DESCRIPTION 
CALLS: menu, old system, new_system, 
save~system, edit_matrix, 
This subroutine calls menu to print out the 
matrix I/O menu for entering the system 
matrix G(s). It then reads the user's 
option. Depending on_-the option chosen the 
subroutine then calls either old_system, 
new_system, save_system or edit_matrix 
CALLS: menu, old_system, new_system, 
save_system, edit matrix 
This subroutine calls menu to print out the 
matrix I/O menu for entering the controller 
matrix K(s). It then reads the user's 
option. Depending on the option chosen the 
subroutine then calls either old_system, 
new system, save system or edit matrix - - -
CALLS: string_to_number(a function) 
This subroutine displays the deadtime of the 
current i,j element and waits for the user 
to enter a new value. If the user enters a 
return or a non-numeric value then the 
current deadtime is retained. 
CALLS: string_to_number(a function) 
This subroutine displays the order of the 
denominator of the current i,j element and 
reads in the new value from the keyboard. If 
the user enters a non-numeric input or just 











CALLS: string_to_number(a function) 
This subroutine displays each coefficient of 
the denominator of the current i,j element, 
in turn, in ascending order. After each 
coefficient has been displayed the 
subroutine reads the new value of the 
coefficient from the keyboard. If the user 
enters a non-numeric input or just presses 
return then the old value is retained. 
CALLS: numordread, num_read, denordread, 
den_read, dead_time, errorchk 
This subroutine displays a menu which lists 
the options available for editing the 
current element of the matrix. The element 
row and column numbers are also displayed. 
The subroutine then reads the user's option 
from the keyboard and calls the appropriate 
subroutine. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine displays one of several 
error messages depending on the value of a 
parameter that is passed from the calling 
subroutine. 
CALLS: read_NI, read_NJ, read NK 
This subroutine calls three other 
subroutines that read in the number of rows, 
NI, the number of columns, NJ and the 
maximum order of any denominator or 
numerator polynomial. The subroutine then 
checks to see if the user wishes to change 
the values entered. If the user does wish 
to change the values,the subroutine loops 
and calls the three subroutines again. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine displays a menu on the 
screen. The subroutine displays one of four 
menus depending on the value of a parameter, 
menu no, passed from the calling subroutine. 










CALLS: mat_param, edit matrix 
This subroutine clears the screen and then 
calls mat_param which allows the user to 
define the dimensions of the new matrix to 
be entered. The subroutine then sets all of 
the denominators of the new matrix to 1.0. 
The subroutine then calls edit matrix to 
allow the user to enter the elements of the 
matrix. 
CALLS: string_to_number(a function) 
This subroutine displays the order of the 
numerator of the current i,j element and 
reads in the new value from the keyboard. If 
the user enters a non-numeric iriput or just 
presses return then the old value is 
retained. 
CALLS: string_to_number(a function) 
This subroutine displays each coefficient of 
the numerator of the current i,j element, 
in turn, in ascending order. After each 
coefficient has been displayed the 
subroutine reads the new value of the 
coefficient from the keyboard. If the user 
enters a non-numeric input or just presses 
return then the old value is retained. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine reads the name of a file 
from the keyboard. It attempts to access 
this file. If it succeeds then the 
subroutine transfers the contents of the 
files into the variables that define the 
dimensions of the matrix and the arrays that 
store the orders and coefficients of the 
denominator and numerator polynomials. If 
the file named does not exist an error is 
generated and the user required to enter 











This subroutine reads the number of rows 
from the keyboard. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine reads the number of columns 
from the keyboard. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine reads the maximum order of 
any denominator or numerator polynomial from 
the keyboard. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine reads the name of a file 
(maximum length six characters) and adds the 
prefix gs. to the name. It then opens a file 
of this name and saves the dimensions of the 
current matrix and the matrix elements in 
the file. If the file already exists an 
error is generated and the user required to 
enter another file name. 
CALLS: 
This function is passed a string of 
characters and a real number. It then 
converts the string into a real number if 
this is possible and returns this value. If 
the string does not correspond to a real 
number then the real number that was passed 





Subroutines listed are only those that were written for this 
project. More information on the supplied graphics routines, 






See Appendix Ia 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine enables the user to enter 
the maximum and minimum x and y values for 
each of the axes to be drawn. 
chgsim_deflt CALLS: errorch~, simdisp_init 
chg_simvar 
control set--
This subroutine allows the user to change 
the simulation parameters. It displays a 
menu and the user selects which parameter he 
wishes to change. The old value of the 
variable is then displayed and the user 
enters the new value from the keyboard. If 
the user wishes to change the variables to 
be displayed or to change the x or y axes 
then simdisp init is called. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This routine allows the user to select which 
variables are to be displayed on the screen. 
The subroutine reads the number of variables 
to be displayed and then reads the name of 
each variable in turn. The names are then 
stored in the arrays usim and ysim. 
up CALLS:errorchk 
This subroutine checks to see if the user 
wishes to use a controller. If the user 
indicates that a controller is to be used 
then the name of the file in which the 












CALLS: sim_inital, draw_axes,vdc_extent(SB) 
, clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB) 
, plot_graphs, polyline(SB) 
This subroutine displays the results of the 
last simulation performed, which have been 
stored in a file. The user is given the 
opportunity to change the plotting parameter 
before the graphs are plotted. 
CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), 
mapping-mode(SB),move2d(SB), 
draw2d(SB), clear_view_surfaces(SB), 
This subroutine calculates the position and 
scaling of the axes for the graphs to be 
displayed and draws these axes on the screen 
The subroutine also draws the setpoints in 
on the graphs. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine displays one of several 
error messages depending on the value of a 
parameter that is passed from the calling 
subroutine. 
CALLS: eval_CX, eval CY 
This subroutine reads each controller from 
file into RAM. The subroutine then 
calls subroutines that calculate the outputs 
from the controller. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the coefficients 
of the differential equations that 
correspond to a laplacian transfer function 
of the controller. These are then used to 
solve the dif fe.rential equations at a time 
t, using the Runge-Kutta method. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine uses the solutions to the 
differential equations found by eval_CX 
to determine the outputs of the controller 








This subroutine calculates the coefficients 
of the differential equations that 
correspond to a laplacian transfer function 
of the system matrix. These are then used to 
solve the differential equations at a time 
t,using the Runge-Kutta method. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine uses the solutions to the 
differential equations found by eval X 
to determine the outputs of the system 
at time t. 
plot_graphs CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the co-ordinates 
of the input and output variables that are 
to be plotted on the screen and that have 
been retrieved from a file 
plot_points CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the co-ordinates 
of the input and output variables that are 
to be plotted on the screen. That have just 
been calculated. 
simdisp_init CALLS:errorchk, menu, chg_simvar, chg maxmin 
sim inital 
This subroutine enables the user to choose 
whether to change the variables that are 
to be plotted on the screen or to change the 
maximum and minimum values represented on 
the axes. 
CALLS: errorchk, chgsim_deflt 
This subroutine enables the designer to set 
up default values for the various 
simulator variables. If the user wishes to 
change any of the simulator parameters the 








CALLS: control setup, sim initial, 
vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), 
mapping_mode(SB), line_type(SB), 
eval X, eval Y, eval control, 
plot:J>oints,-move2d(SB), draw2d(SB) 
make_picture_current(SB) 
This subroutine controls the flow of the 
actual simulation. It calls subroutines that 
enable the user to set up the simulation 
parameters and to include controllers. After 
each time step the subroutine plots the -
latest calculated values on the screen. 
CALLS: errorchk ,menu ,sim_mv , display_sim 
This subroutine calls menu to display a list 
of options. The subroutine then reads the 
option entered from the keyboard and calls 
the appropriate subroutine. 
CALLS: errorchk, menu, choice!, choice4, 
simulator 
This is the main program. It displays a list 
of options that the user may implement and 
calls the appropriate subroutine in response 




MATRIX REARRANGEMENT SUBROUTINES 
Subroutines listed are only those that were written for this 
project. More information on the supplied graphics routines, 









See Appendix Ia 
CALLS: graphplace 
This subroutine determines the virtual 
device coordinates for the origins of the 
axes upon which the polar plots of M(s) and 
N(s) are to be plotted. It also calculates 
the maximum and minimum axes values in 
virtual device coordinates. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine checks to see if the current 
i,j element is still in the bounds if not 
the i,j element in temparray is set to -1. 
CALLS: sort_bounds, displ_bounds, change_row 
, change_col 
This subroutine reads the starting upper 
bound from the keyboard and the amount 
by which it is to be incremented each step. 
The subroutine calls sort bounds to 
establish which elements are in the bounds 
for each step. The user can choose to 
reorder the rows and columns after each step 
in which case change_row and change_col are 
called. After each iteration displ_bounds is 
called to show which elements are in the 
bounds. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine changes the array of 
pointers that keep track of the elements of 
G(s) and the elements of bound_array which 
record the relative dominance of each 
element. The user enters the two columns to 
be swapped and the subroutine reorders the 







This subroutine changes the array of 
pointers that keep track of the elements of 
G(s) and the elements of bound_array which 
record the relative dominance of each 
element. The user enters the two rows to 
be swapped and the subroutine reorders the 
pointers and the matrix. 
check bounds CALLS: 
col sum 
This subroutine checks to see if a matrix 
element falls in or out of the current 
upper and lower bounds. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the sum of the 
elements in a column of a matrix. 





, text_color_index(SB), draw_grid, 
displ_matrix 
, line_color_index(SB), fillrectangle 
This subroutine draws the borders and 
writes the text for the diagram that shows 
the relative dominances of the elements. 
It also calls the subroutine that draws the 
a grid of rectangles on the screen. It also 
calls the subroutine that shades the 
rectangles or crosshatches them, depending 
on the relative dominance of the 
corresponding element in G(s). 
CALLS: matrix write 
This subroutine reads the value of the 
frequency at which the elements of G(s), 
N(s) and M(s) are to be displayed. It then 
calls a subroutine that writes the values 












CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), 
mapping_mode(SB), move2d(SB), 
draw2d(SB) 
This subroutine draws a circle on the screen 
according to x-y coordinates supplied by 
the user. 
CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), 
mapping_mode(SB), move2d(SB), 
draw2d(SB), line_type(SB), 
This subroutine draws a grid of rectangles 
on the screen. 






This subroutine colours in a rectangle on 
the screen. It either fills in the rectangle 
and returns or else fills in the rectangle 
and then crosshatches it depending on a user 
supplied parameter. 
CALLS: tran eval 
This subroutine calculates the value of 
each element of G(s) at points over a user 
specified frequency range and stores their 
absolute values in an array. 





This subroutine draws the axes of a graph 
on the screen. 
matrix write CALLS: 
This subroutine writes out the values of a 









This subroutine divides each each element in 
a matrix by the sum of the elements in the 
column in which the element falls. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine divides each each element in 
a matrix by the sum of the elements in the 
row in which the element falls. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine displays a list of options 
available to the user and reads the user's 
response from the keyboard. 






This subroutine plots the polar diagrams of 
the elements of a matrix on the screen. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the sum of the 
elements in a row of a matrix. 
CALLS: axes, draw_circles, plot_matrix 
This subroutine enables the user to plot 
polar diagrams of the M(s) and N(s) matrices 
. The subroutine reads a user supplied 
character from the key board to decide which 
set of polar plots to plot. 
CALLS: GIJ calc, row sum, col sum, norm cols 
I norm_rOWS, Options, displ_matrIX 
, scale_plot, bound_inc, swap_save 
This the main program for the matrix sorting 
routines. It controls the program flow and 
calls subroutines that implement options 







CALLS: check_bounds, bound_entry 
This subroutine sets up an array whose 
elements are either 1, 0 or -1. The elements 
of the array correspond to the elements of 
M(s) or N(s)over a frequency range. The 
value of an element depends on whether or 
the mi;(s) or ni1(s) element falls into 
predetermined bodnds. 
CALLS: errorchk 
This subroutine stores the elements of the 
G(s) matrix in a file. The order of the rows 
and columns of the saved matrix is 
determined by the pointer array. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine evaluates the value of a 





INTERACTION MEASURE PROGRAM 
Subroutines listed are only those that were written for this 
project. More information on the supplied graphics routines, 











See Appendix Ia 
CALLS: 
·This subroutine reads the matrix stored in 
a one dimensional array into a two 
dimensional array. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine reads the number of 
on-diagonal submatrices of the partitioned 
system and the order of each block. 
CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB) 
mapping_mode(SB), character_height(SB) 
line_type(SB), move2d(SB), draw2d(SB) 
text_path(SB), text2d(SB) 
This subroutine plots the product of r(C(s)) 
and djmax on the screen. 
CALLS: invert matrix, matrix mult, 
norm_matrix, errorchk-
This subroutine calculates IGjj(I+Gjj)-11 
CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB) 
mapping_mode(SB), character_height(SB) 
line_type(SB), move2d(SB), draw2d(SB) 
text_path(SB), text2d(SB) 













CALLS: matrix_read, choicel(appendix la), 
define_part, trans_calc,dlam_plot, 
complex_matrix, lamdapff ,eigen~lot 
This is the main program. It calls 
subroutines to read in the matrix G(s) and 
to determine the matrix partitioning 
required. The program also calls subroutines 
that calculate r(C(s)) and r(C(s))*djmax. 
Finally subroutines are called that plot 
these values on the screen vs frequency. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine evaluates a laplacian 
transfer function at a particular frequency. 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the hessenburg 
reduction of the matrix G(jw). 
CALLS: 
This subroutine inverts a square matrix if 
possible. If the matrix is singular then 
a warning is generated. 
CALLS: submatrix, dnorrn, invert matrix, 
matrix mult, norm matrix~ errorchk, 
qr_eigenvalues -
This subroutine calls subroutines to 
calculate the matrix C(jw) and the 
eigenvalue r(C(s)). It also calculates 
djmax 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the product of 
two matrices 
CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the row sum norm 





-eigenvalues CALLS: hess_red, qr 
This subroutine calls subroutines that 
calculate the hessenburg reduction of a 
matrix and the eigenvalues of the reduced 
matrix. 
qr CALLS: 
This subroutine calculates the eigenvalues 
of a complex matrix using the QR algorithm 
submatrix CALLS: 
This subroutine stores a submatrix from G(s) 
in an array so that it can be separately 
manipulated. 
trans calc CALLS: eval tran . -
This subroutine evaluates the elements of 
G(s) over a user specified frequency range 













c * * 
C * An include file with conman system variables. * 





















































c * * 
C * An include file with conunon controller variables. * 














c * * 
C * CALLS: menu, old_system, new_system,save_system, edit_matrix * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calls menu to print out the matrix * 
C * I/O menu for entering the controller matrix K(s). It* 
c * then reads the user's option. Depending on the * 
C * option chosen the subroutine then calls one of the * 
C * subroutines listed above. * 


















if ((choice.eq.'old').or.(choice.eq.'1')) then 
call old_system(NI,NJ,NK,M(l),D(l),GN(l) 




if ((choice.eq.'new').or.(choice.eq.'2')) then 
end if 
call new_system(NI,NJ,NK,M(l),D(l),GN(l) 
I GD ( 1) , GT ( 1) ) 
error=off 
































c * * 
C * CALLS: menu, old_system, new_system, save_system, edit_matrix * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: 
c * 
This subroutine calls menu to print out the matrix * 
I/O menu for entering a controller matrix K(s). * 
It then calls one of the above subroutines depending* 
on the option chosen. * 
c * 
c * 


































































c * * 
c * CALLS: string_to_nwnber(a function) * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine displays the deadtime of the current* 




















97 format(////,20x,'0LD VALUE',4x,'NEW VALUE') 
100 format('DEAD TIME',14x,f7.2,' ',NN) 














c * CALLS: string_to_number 
c * 




denominator of the current i,j element and reads 



































if (error.eq.on) then 






. I . 
format(/,' OLD VALUE 
format(//,'DENOMINATOR ORDER ',i3,' 
NEW VALUE') 
',NH) 
110 format(//, 'non numeric input, try again') 
120 format(//, 'order cannot be less than 0') 
130 format(//, 'maximum order allowed= ',i3) 
140 format(//, 'change entered value?(y/n)') 












c * * 
c * CALLS: string_to_number * 
c * * 





denominator of the current i,j element, in turn, in * 
ascending order. After each coefficient has been * 
displayed the subroutine reads the new value of the * 
coefficient from the keyboard. * 







































c * * 
C * CALLS: numordread, num_read, denordread, den_read, dead_time, * 
C * errorchk * 
c * * 






options available for editing the current element * 
of the matrix. The element row and column numbers * 
are also displayed. The subroutine then reads the * 
user's option from the keyboard and then calls the * 
appropriate subroutine. * 


































c maxord, Nord, nwnval) 
end if 
if ((option.eq.'d').or.(option.eq.'2')) then 
call denordread(i,j,norows,nocols, 


















































20 fonnat(//,'(EDIT ELEMENT){',i3,',',i3,')') 
30 fonnat(//,'(l)Edit Nwnerator ••••••••• (n)') 
40 fonnat(//,'(2)Edit Denominator ••••••• (d)') 
50 fonnat(//,'(3)Edit Dead Time ••••••••• (t)') 
60 fonnat(//,'(4)Next Element ••••••••••• (e)') 
70 fonnat(//,'(5)Select Next Element •••• (s)') 
80 fonnat ( //, ' ( 6 )Quit Edit •••••••••••••• (q)') 
90 fonnat(/,•option > ',NN) 
100 fonnat(//,'Enter new i and j values (i,j) > ',NN) 






















* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine displays one of several error 
* messages depending on the value of a parameter 














if (errtype.eq.10) then 
write(*,10) 
format(/,'***ERROR*** 10 entry incorrect type') 
end if 
if (errtype.eq.30) then 
write(*,30) 








if (errtype.eq.40) then 
write(*,40) 
end if 
format(/,'***ERROR*** 40 incorrect entry must 
answer y/n') 
if (errtype.eq.50) then 
write(*,50) 
format(/,'***ERROR*** 50 file does not exist') 
end if 
if (errtype.eq.60) then 
write(,*,60) 
format(/,'***ERROR*** 60 invalid conmand') 
end if 
if (errtype.eq.70) then 
write(*,70) 
















c * * 
C * CALLS: read_NI, read_NJ, read_NK * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calls three other subroutines that * 
C * read in the number of rows, NI, the number of * 
c * columns, NJ, and the m<lXimum order of any * 
c * 
c * 





















10 format(//,'Change values (y/n) > ',NN) 











c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
·c * * 





subroutine displays one of four menus depending on * 
the value of a parameter, menu_no, passed from the * 
















First simulator menu /* 







System entry1retrieval ect. /* 
c 
I' 









C */ second simulator menu /* 
c 
c 







c */ simulator menu to alter the no. of var. ect. /* 
c 







4 format(/,'Enter number of option or name in brackets.') 
5 format(4a4) 
6 format(/,15x,'FUNCTION',12x,'MAIN') 
10 format(//,lOx,'(l) Retrieve an existing system(old)') 
20 format(//,lOx,'(2) Enter a new system matrix •• (new)') 
30 format(//,lOx,'(3) Save the current matrix •••• (sav)') 
40 format(//,lOx,'(4) Edit the current matrix •••• (chg)') 
48 format(//,lOx,'(5) Exit back to main menu ••••• (end)') 
120 format(//,lOx,'(1) Loading/Editing the system •• (sys)') 
130 format(//,lOx,'(2) Loading/Editing controller •• (con)') 
140 format(//,lOx,'(3) Simulator •••••••••••••••••• (sim)') 
150 format(//,lOx,'(4) exit ••••••••••••••••••••••• (end)') 
200 format(//,lOx,'(l) change display variables ••• (cvar)') 
210 format(//,lOx,'(2) change max min axes values.(max)') 
220 format(//,lOx,'(3) return to previous menu •••• (exit)') 
300 format(//,lOx,'(1) New simulation •.••••••••••• (go)') 
310 format(//,lOx,'(2) Redisplay last ~imulation •• (disp)') 
320 format(//,lOx,'(3) Return to main menu •••••••• (end)') 





















DESCRIPTION: This subroutine clears the screen and the calls 
mat_pararn which allows the user to define the 
dimensions of the new matrix to be entered. The 
subroutine then sets all of the denominators to 














































c * * 
c * CALLS: string_to_number * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine displays the order of the current * 
c * i,j element and reads in the new value from the * 
C * keyboard. * 
c * * 
c ******************************************************************* 


























if (error.eq.on) then 







format(/,' OLD VALUE 
format(//,'NUMERATOR ORDER ',i3,' 
110 format(//, 'non numeric input, try again') 
120 format(//, 'order cannot be less than 0') 
130 format(//, 'maximum order allowed= ',i3) 
140 format(//, 'change entered value?(y/n)') 















c * * 
c * CALLS: string_to_number * 
c * * 








numerator of the current i,j element, in turn, in * 
acending order. After each coefficient has been * 
displayed the subroutine reads the new value of the * 
coefficient from the keyboard. If the user enters a * 
non_numeric input or just presses return then the * 








































c * * 
C * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the name of a file from the * 









succeeds then the subroutine transfers the contents* 
of the file into variables that define the * 
dimensions of the matrix and the arrays that store * 
the orders and values of the numerator and * 
denominator polynomials. If the file does not exist* 
an error is generated and the user is required to * 

















































c * * 
C * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the number of rows of the * 
C * matrix from the keyboard. * 






























if (error.eq.on) then 
go to 10 
end if 
if (repeat_.eq.on) then 






100 format(//, 'enter the number of rows> ',NN) 
120 format(//, 'number of rows must be >0') 
130 format(//, 'maximum no. of rows= ',i3) 
140 format(//, 'change entered value?(y/n)') 














c * * 
C * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads in the number of columns of * 
c * the matrix from the keyboard. * 































if (error.eq.on) then 
go to 10 
end if 
if (repeat_.eq.on) then 




100 fonnat(//, 'enter the nwnber of columns> ',NN) 
110 fonnat(//, 'non numeric input, try again') 
120 fonnat(//, 'number of columns must be >0') 
130 fonnat(//, •maximum no. of columns= ',i3) 
140 fonnat(//, 'change entered value?(y/n)') 













c * * 
C * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the maximum order of any * 
c * denominator or numerator polynomial from the * 
C * keyboard. * 






























if (error.eq.on) then 
go to 10 
end if 
if (repeat_.eq.on) then 





100 format(//, 'enter the maximum order of any element> ',NN) 
110 format(//, 'non nwneric input, try again') 
120 format(//, 'order cannot be less than 0') 
130 format(//, 'maximum order allowed= ',i3) 
140 format(//, 'change entered value?(y/n)') 














c * * 
c * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the name of a file and adds * 






file of this name and saves the dimensions of the • 
current matrix and the matrix elements in the file. * 

















































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This function is passed a string of characters and * 
c * a real number. It then converts the string into a * 
c * real number if this is possible and returns this * 
C * value. If the string.does not correspond to a real * 
c * number then the real number that was passed to the * 
c * 
c * 










































* CALLS: errorchk * 
* * 
* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine enables the user to enter the max * 
* and min values for the variables to be plotted i.e.* 
* ymax,ymin,umax,umin,tmax,tmin for each of the * 
* variables to be plotted. These values are stored in* 













do while (exit.eq.off) 
error= on 























































20 format(//,'enter variable name, eg yl or ul, => ',NN) 
30 format(//,'present value',a4,'=',f4.0,/,'new value=',NN) 





























* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine allows the user to change the * 
simulation parameters. It displays a menu and the * 
user selectswhich parameter he wishes to change. * 
The old value of the variable is then displayed * 

















do while (exit.ne.end) 
error=on 
do while(error.eq.on) 










/* select parameter to change */ 
write(*,110) 
read(*,fmt=200,iostat=flag)parameter 





c /**** Read new display values ******************************************** 
c 
c 























C /**** Read new loop values ******************************************** 
c 
c 













C /**** Read new dt value ******************************************** 
c 












C /**** Read new tl value ******************************************** 
c 
if ((parameter.eq.'tl ').or.(parameter.eq.'3')) then 
write(*,180)tl 
read(*,fmt=210,iostat=flag)tl 













C /**** start simulation*********************************************** 
c 
c 




C /**** return to menu********************************************** 
c 





































format(/,'(1) Open/Closed loop •••••••••••• (loop)') 
format(/,'(2) Change time step, dt ••••••• (dt)') 
format(/,'(3) Change duration of sim ••••• (tl)') 
format(/,'(4) Change setpoints •••••••••••• (setp)') 
format(/,'(5) Change display parameters ••• (displ)') 
format(/,'(6) Start simulation •••••••••••• (start)') 
format(/,'(7) End simulation •••••••••••••• (end)') 
format(/,'enter 1 for closed loop, and O for oprn loop') 
format(//,•enter parameter that you wish to change=> ',NN) 
format(//,'present value y(',i4,')=',f7.0,/,'new value=> ',NN) 
format(//,•present value x(',i4,')=',f7.0,/,•new value=> ',NN) 
format(//,•present value nlag(',i4,')=',f7.0,/,'new value=> ',NN 
) 
format(//,•present value step change(',i4,')=',f7.0,/,'new value 
=> ',NN) 
format(//,'enter time at which step is to occur=> ',NN) 
format(//,'present value loop(',i4,')=',f7.0,/,'new value=> ',NN 
) 
format(//,•present value of dt=',f3.4,/,'new value=> ',NN) 
format(//,'present value of t0=',f7.0,/,•new value=> ',NN) 
format(//,'present value of tl=',f7.0,/,'new value=> ',NN) 
format(//,'present display=•,a4,/,•new display=',NN) 




























DESCRIPTION: This routine enables the user to set up the 
variables to be displayed on the screen.The 
user supplies the nwnber of variables and 
inputs the names of the variables e.g. 'yl'. 
The nwnber of the y or u variable is then 
stored in one of two arrays whose elements 
are subscripted according to the position 
that the plot of the variable will occupy 































do while (error.ne.off) 
write(*,100) 
read(*,fmt=200,iostat=flag)ndisplay 


























C /****Check that the variable names entered are of the form yn or un 
c where n is an integer between O and NI. If the entry is valid 
c then the number n is obtained and placed in either ydisp or udisp 
c • These arrays are ordered according to the windows that will 








format ( 3a2) 






























100 format(//,'enter the number of variables to be displayed =>',NN) 
110 format(//,'enter variable to be displayed in window no.', 















c * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 






use a controller. If the user indicates that a * 
controller is to be used then the name of the file * 
in which the controller matrix is stored is read from* 





















C ***/check if a controller is needed/*** 
error=on 


















c ***/ If a controller is needed then enter the controller file names 
c /*** 
if (ans.eq.'y') then 
error-on 
do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,120) 
read(*,fmt=310,iostat=flag)num_control 










do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,130) 
read(*,320)name 



























format(//,'Enter the number of controllers to be used=> ',NN) 
format(//,' Enter the name of the file storing the controller, 
',/,'note that the order entered will be the order in',/ 














c * * 
C * CALLS: sim_inital, draw_axes, vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB) * 
c * mapping_mode(SB), plot_graphs, polyline(SB) * 
c * * 





simulation performed, which have been stored in a 
file. The user is given the opportunity to change 





























C ****Plot the appropriate values on the screen. Plot_points determine 

























*CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), * 
* move2d(SB), draw2d(SB), clear_view_surfaces(SB) * 
* * 
* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the position and scaling* 




draws these axes on the screen. The subroutine also* 







include 1 /usr/include/starbase.fl.h' 
include '/usr/include/starbase.f2.h' 







parameter(NULL = char(O)) 





C ****The number of windows is always made to be even, the exception 
c being if ndisplay is one in which case the no. of windows is 
c also set to one. ********************************************** 
c 
c 
if (ndisplay.eq.l) then 
no_windows=l 
else 






c ****The lenghts of the axes and their positions are now set up****** 

























C ****The visual display coordinates are now set up.*************** 
c 
fildes=gopen('/dev/tty'//NULL,OUTDEV,'hp2623'//NULL,SPOOLED) 



















C****Save the parameters for the plot in ysim************************* 






C**** The scaling factor for the axes is now saved********************* 
ysim(n6)=yl*(l/(ymax-ymin)) 
ysim(n7)=tl*(l/(tmax-tmin)) 
















C****To prevent a divide by zero ******************************** 
if (ymax.eq.O.O) then 
ymax=.001 
end if 

























































* CALLS: * 
* * 
* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine displays one of several error * 
* messages depending on the value of a parameter * 





if (errtype.eq.10) then 
write(*,10) 
.1· 
10 format(/,'***ERROR*** 10 entry incorrect type') 
end if 
if (errtype.eq.30) then 
write(*,30) 




if (errtype.eq.40) then 
write(*,40) 
end if 
format(/,'***ERROR*** 40 incorrect entry must 
answer y /n' ) 
if (errtype.eq.50) then 
write(*,50) 
50 format(/,'***ERROR*** 50 file does not exist') 
end if 
if (errtype.eq.60) then 
write(*,60) 




if (errtype.eq.70) then 
write(*,70) 
















c * * 
C * CALLS: eval_CX, eval_CY * 
c * * 




into RAM. The subroutine then calls subroutines 

































































the differential equations that correspond to a 
laplacian transfer function of the controller. 




equations at time t, using the Runge-Kutta method.* 
* 
c ****************************************************************** 
































































C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine uses the solutions to the * 
C * differential equations found by eval_cx to determine* 
C * the outputs of the controller at time t. * 









































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 






differential equations that correspond to a * 
laplacian transfer function of the system matrix. * 
These are then used to solve the differential * 







real c1(4) ,c2(3) 
data cl/l.,2.,2.,1./,c2/.5,.5,l./ 
n=(i*j)+(j-l)*(NI-i) 






































if ((i.eq.l).and.(j.eq.l)) then 












c * * 
C * CALLS: This subroutine uses the solutions to the differential * 
C * equations found by eval_X to determine the outputs of the* 
C * system at time t. * 


















































* DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the co-ordinates of the * 

















































































c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the co-ordinates of the * 


























parameter(NULL = char(O)) 
do i=l,ndisplay 

























































































c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine enables the user to change the * 
C * variables that are to be plotted on the screen * 
c * or to change the maximum and minimum values that * 
c * are represented on the graph axes. * 













do while (exit.eq.off) 
error=on 
do while (error.eq.on) 




























100 format(//,'CHANGE DISPLAY PARAMETERS',//,'enter option=> ',NN) 














C * CALLS: errorchk, chgsim_deflt 
c * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine enables the designer to change 
c * 
c * 




























do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,130) 
read(*,fmt=200,iostat=flag)ans 
if (flag.ne.O) then 
errtype=lO 
call errorchk(errtype) 











C /* ·set up default values */ 






































C /* deceide whether to change default values */ 
error=on 
do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,110) 
read(*,fmt=200,iostat=flag)ansl 




C /* change the value of the sim parameters */ 











110 format(//,'do you wish to change present parameters?(y/n)=>',NN) 













c * * 
C * CALLS: control_setup, sim_inital, vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle* 
c * , mapping_mode(SB), line_type(SB), eval_X, eval_Y, * 
c * eval_control, plot_points, move2d(SB), draw2d(SB), * 
c * make_picture_current(SB) * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine controls the flow of the actual * 
C * simulation. It calls up subroutines that enable the* 
C * user to set up the simulation parameters and calls* 
C * subroutines that perform the calculations. The * 
C * subroutine also plots the calculated variables on * 
c * the screen. * 
c * * 
c ******************************************************************* 
subroutine sim_Mv· 
c */ common! is a crnmnon area for matrix variables./* 
c */ conunon2 is a common area for simulator variables./* 
include 'corrmonl' 
include 'conmon2' 
C */ include data needed for use of starbase graphics package./* 
include'/usr/include/starbase.fl.h' 
include'/usr/include/starbase.f2.h' 








C */select any controllers to be used./* 
call control_setup(num_control,contname) 
C */initalise simulator variables and select options/* 
finish=O 
call sim_inital 
if (finish.eq.l) then 
go to 10 
end if 
do 1=1,20 
C */oldy and oldt are arrays that will contain the last y values and 
C the last t values, respectively, to be plotted. newy and newt are 







c *Insteps is the number of time steps to be made.tl is the maximum 
c time and to is the starting time for the simulation/* 
nsteps=int(l.5+(tl-t0)/dt) 
do l=l,NI 
C */ ydold contains the values of the output variables at time step 1./* 










c */ystore is an array of values of the elements of the sytem matrix 






C */deadput is used to determine the position in ystore in which an 
C element y(i,j,t) should be stored taking any time delays into 































c */eval_Y gives the value of y(i,j,t)./* 
call eval_Y(i,j) 
c 









if (deadput(n).gt.9000) then 
deadput(n)=l 
end if 





if (time.eq.l) then 
ydold(i)=yrow 
end if 
C **** Display current y values and store u and uvalues in files ***** 




c **** Calculate new u values **** 
write(*,*)'time= 1 ,time,'t=',t 
do ie=l,NI 
c 
if (t.gt.settime(ie)) then 
n=(time*ie)+(time-l)*(NI-ie) 
else 































c ****Plot the appropriate values on the screen. Plot_points determine 









































This subroutine controls the flow of the simul-
-lation program, calling up an options menu, 




c */ commonl is a conunon area for system matrix variables./* 














c */ select option./* 




C */ start simulation./* 




C */ display last simulation /* 




C */ return to main program./* 





c */ write error message if incorrect option selected./* 



















C * CALLS: errorchk,menu, sim_mv, display_sim 
c * 





This is the main program for the simulator. It 
displays a list of options that the user may 
implement and calls the appropriate subroutine in 


























do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,110) 
C */display menu /* 
call menu(menu_no) 





























110 format(//,'(COMMAND LEVEL)') 














c * CALLS: graphplace 
c * 





This subroutine determines the virtual device 
coordinates for the origins of the axes for the 
polar plots. It also calculates the m.ax and min 




















Cf* The screen is set up to be lOOxlOO units square. This square is 
C the~ divided into a grid of NxN blocks where N is the order of 
c the current system matrix. 'blocksize' refers to the dimensions 
C of each block in the grid. 'indent' is the amount by which each 
C side of each block is indented to give another block internal to 











































c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine checks to see if the current i,j * 
C * element is still in the bounds, if not the i,j * 
c * element in temparray is set to -1. * 












































c * * 
c * CALLS: sort_bounds, displ_bounds, change_row, change_col * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the starting upper bound * 









be incremented at each step. The subroutine calls 
sort_bounds to establish which elements are in 
* 
* 
the bounds for each step. The user can choose to * 
reorder the rows and columns after each step in * 
which case change_row and change_col are called. * 
After each iteration displ_bounds is called to show * 

























if (ans.eq.'d') then 





C */Set new start value and new increment value./* 






















































































































10 format('use default values (d), or enter new values(n)?=>' 
c ,NN) 
20 format('enter starting value(l>=start>=O.O) => ',NN) 
30 format('enter the amount by which bound is to be',/, 
c 'incremented and direction(e.g.+.5) => ',NN) 
40 format('enter r or c to reorder or return to continue =>',NN) 
50 format('enter e to end or return to continue=> ',NN) 
60 format('press return key to goto menu.') 





















C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine changes the array of pointers that * 
keep track of the elements of G(s) and the elements * 
of bound_array which record the relative dominance * 
of each element. The user enters two columns to be * 





c * and the matrix. * 
c * * 
c ******************************************************************** 
subroutine change_col(bound_array,uarray,multi_bounds,bound_no 











if ((coll.ge.1).and.(coll.le.NJ)) then 

















































This subroutine changes the array of pointers that * 
keep track of the elements of G(s) and the elements * 
of bound_array which record the relative dominance * 
of each element. The user enters the two rows to be * 
swapped and the subroutine reorders the pointers * 
c * and the matrix. * 













if ((rowl.ge.l).and.(rowl.le.NI)) then 







































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine checks to see if a matrix element * 






























if (upper.eq.bounded) then 
else 
if (LBtype(bound).eq.'i') then 
else 























c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the sum of the elements * 
C * in a column of a matrix. * 

































c * * 
C * CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), mapping_mode(SB), clip_rectangle(SB, * 
c * text2d(SB), interior_style(SB), draw2d(SB), * 
c * character_height(SB), move2d(SB), clear_view_surface(SB), * 
c * rectangle(SB), text_color_index(SB), draw_grid, * 
c * line_color_index(SB), fillrectangle * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine draws the borders and writes the * 







dominances of the elements. It also calls the * 
subroutine that draws the grid of rectangles on the * 
screen. It also calls a subroutine that shades the * 
rectangles or crosshatches them depending on the 
relative dominance of the.corresponding element in 




c * * 
c ******************************************************************** 
subroutine displ_bounds(bound_array,uarray,yarray,Ubound,Lbound 


































call text2d(fildes,70.0,96.0,'UPPER BOUND:',VDC_TEXT,FALSE) 












































; ,ti ' 
. "' ' •. ! ••• 
c ******************************************************************** 
.: · · . • i " '.''J· . ,,_-,r<;t . .:O ,;,,.,. .. · 1 c 
c 
• (t,, 
c . .i' 
SUBRO,UTI~~ displ-'-matrix . 
. ,._. · .... ' ~ . .J,,. t l 1 ~ 
·--·- ' ~·'•":· :~ ~~ . \. ;"'J( r~·~-~T--.. r''.9 ··. ;i-.;,;>-~,' 
c ******************************************************************** ,. ' . ' ·< 1 . -
c 
f' . ·" f· h 
c * *** * ***'* ** * *** *** ** * * * ***** ** * ****** ** * * * * * ***** ** * * *********** ** * * 
c * 
( ' 
c * CALLS: rnatrix_write * * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the value of the frequency at * 
. w,hich the elements of G(s), N(s) and M(s) are to be * 
·. di,~played. It. then_ calls a subroutine that writes * 







.. ~ - . 
_ si:::,reep~ * 
* 
c **************~***************************************************** 
Sl}broutine displ_ matz:ix ( nosteps, no~ I~, co~!'!.<?,~ !~,,~max,, fmi_n_ ~ • 
c ,GIJ) 
include 1COrnmonl I , ;~.~I,". r r,~• . i ;,.--,.; 
real rnumstepi;;,rnosteps,diffreq,frnax,fmin,norm;1J,colnormGIJ 
... freq,_9._I~•--· ,., ,• ·'""" ._, , _ _.,~·····"'' ..• t ~ 
integer on,off,exit,numsteps,nosteps 
character*,4 ,cls/_,ans~· ,, _ :-~·~'"- .... ,, 
cls=char(27)//'H'//char(27)//'J' 
on=l 




,. ·•. 1'• ,,. •• ; "' j 
do while(end.ne.ori) · 
' l 
exit=off . "' ....... .,.. ~ "' .... 
do while(ex:it.ne.'on) 
'°\ ! ·;J' 
1 .. ;. ~-'") '· ,•. 
if, ( f~ax-tnp.n_.ne.Ot_then. , . , .. . . , ·•. ~ ,. 
write(*,*)'enter frequency=>' 
read(*,*)freq 
, ... ~ . .-.: ... ,:1~~-- t..,. .. -r.··, 




·. ~ : ... r··1_.... .... - • .:. ... ,1; 
else 
rnumsteps::i.o 
end.if ' · . 
"'·., ~,. f, ·: ti.< .. J# v - .: L ['~"-, 1•.,. .i •:l..l''i:t _.,,._ °'l.1 


















































c * * 
C * CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), * 
c * move2d(SB), draw2d(SB), linetype(SB) • 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine draws a grid of rectangles on the * 
C * screen. * 














































c * * 
C * CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), * 
C * move2d(SB), draw2d(SB), line_type(SB), * 
c * perimeter_color_index(SB), interior_sytle(SB), * 
C * rectangle(SB), line_color_index(SB) * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine colours in a rectangle on the screen* 
c * It either fills in the rectangle and returns or else* 
C * fills in the rectangle and then crosshatches it, * 
C * depending on a user supplied parameter. * 





























































c * * 
C * CALLS: tran_eval * 
* c * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the value of each element* 
c * of G(s) at points over a user specified frequency * 
c * range and stores their absolute values in an array. * 






































c * * 
c *CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), * 
C * move2Q(SB), draw2d(SB), line_type(SB), interior_style(SB) * 
c * 
c * 
, rectangle(SB), line_color_index(SB) * 
* 




















C call interior_style(fildes,INT_SOLID,l) 
c call rectangle(fildes,o.o,o.0,100.0,100.o) 





















c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine writes out the values of a matrix * 
c * 
c * 


























c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine divides each element in a matrix by * 
c * by the sum of the elements in the column in which * 
c * 
c * 
































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine divides each element in a matrix by * 
c * the sum of the elements in the row in which the * 
c * 
c * 































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine displays a list of options available* 
c * to the user and reads the user's response from the * 
C * keyboard. * 
c * * 
c *****************************************************~************** 
subroutine options(option) 

















10 format(/,'OPTIONS LIST') 
exit=on 
20 format(//,lOx,'(l) display G(jw), M(jw), N(jw)') 
30 format(//,lOx,'(2) display polar plots ') 
40 format(//,lOx,'(3) select new frequency range') 
50 format(//,lOx,'(4) display Z matrix') 
60 format(//,lOx,'(5) save current matrix') 
70 format(//,lOx,'(6) end') 













c * * 
C *CALLS: vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), * 
C * move2d(SB), draw2d(SB) * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine plots the polar diagrams of the * 
c * 
c * 















































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the sum of the elements * 
C * in a row of a matrix. * 
c * * 
c ******************************************************************** 





























c * * 
C * CALLS: axes, draw_circles, plot_matrix * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine enables the user to plot polar * 
C * diagrams of the M(s) and N(s) matrices. * 















write(*,*)'row (r) or col. (c) normalised plot?' 
read(*,lOO)ans 





































c * * 
C * CALLS: GIJ_calc, row_sum, col_sum, norm_cols, norm_rows, options,* 
c * displ_matrix, scale_plot, bound_inc, swap_save * 
c * * 




routines. It controls the program flow and calls 















































































if (option.eq.3) then 
term= on 
end if 


























if (option.eq.5) then 
call swap_save(point_array) 
end if 










120 format(//,'enter fmax=> ',NN) 
130 format(//,'enter fmin=> ',NN), 
140 format(//,'enter number of points to be calculated',/, 
+ '(must not exceed ',i6,' )=> ',NN) 














C * CALLS: check_bounds, bound_entry 
* 
* 
* c * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine sets up an array whose elements are * 
either 1, 0 or -1. The elements of the array * 
correspond to the elements of M{s) or N(s) over a * 
frequency range. The value of an element depends on * 
whether the nij or mij element , as the case may be* 
































































c * * 
c * CALLS: errorchk * 
c * * 




matrix in a file. The order of the rows and columns * 














































































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine evaluates the value of a laplacian * 
c * transfer function at a particular frequency * 





























. I . 









c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This matrix reads a matrix stored in a one * 
c * dimensional array into a two dimensional array. * 























c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine reads the number of on_diagonal * 
c * submatrices of the partitioned system and the order * 
c * each block. * 








do while (error.eq.on) 
write(*,10) 
read(*,lOO)Ninew 
if (Ninew.le.NI) then 
error=off 
else 











if (numpart.eq.NI) then 
error=off 
else 
write(*,*)'sum of rows of blocks must equal NI' 
end if 
end do 
10 format(/,'Enter number of square on-diagonal blocks=> ',NN) 
20 format(/,'Enter the no. of row elements in Block',i3,',',i3, 














C * CALLS: 
c * 
c * 
vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), 
character_height(SB), line_type(SB), move2d(SB), 





c * * 
C *DESCRIPTION: This subroutine plots the product of r(C(S)) and * 
c * djmax on the screen. * 






























































c * * 
C * CALLS: invert_matrix, matrix_mult, norm_matrix, errorchk * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the norm of Gjj(Iffijj)-1 * 
c * * 
c ******************************************************************** 
subroutine dnorm(norm,a,n) 
complex*l6 d( 20, 20) ,a( 20, 20) ,invd( 20, 20·1, norm 
integer i,n 
logical invert 




c */ Invert (I+G) /* 
call invert_matrix(d,n,invd,invert) 
if(invert) then 

















C * CALLS: 
c * 
c * 
vdc_extent(SB), clip_rectangle(SB), mapping_mode(SB), 
character_height(SB), line_type(SB), move2d(SB), 





c * * 
C *DESCRIPTION: This subroutine plots the eigenvalue r(C(s)) vs * 
C * frequency. * 












fildes=gopen( 1 /dev/tty'//NULL,OUTDEV,'hp2623 1 //NULL,SPOOLED) 














































c * * 
c • CALLS: choicel, define__part, trans_calc, dlam__plot, lamdapff * 
C * complex_matrix, eigen__plot * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This is the main program. It calls subroutines to * 
C * read in the matrix G(s) and to determine the * 
C * partitioning required. The program also calls * 
c * subroutines that calculate r(C(s)) and * 
c * 
c * 
r(C(s))*djmax. Finally subroutines are called that * 
plot these values on the screen. * 







































f=steps (count) . 



























































••••••••••• plot lamdapf vs freq') 
••••••••••• plot dj*lamdapf vs freq') 









c * * 




c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the value of a laplacian * 
c * transfer function at a particular frequency. * 







































C * CALLS: 
c * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the hessenburg 






























































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine inverts a square matrix, if * 


















































if(k.ne.order) goto 10 
































































































c * * 
C * CALLS: submatrix, dnorm, invert_matrix, matrix_mult, norm_matrix, * 
C * errorchk, qr_eigenvalues * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calls subroutines to calculate the * 
C * matrix C(jw) and the eigenvalue r(C(s)). It also * 
C * calculates djmax. * 














if (inverted) then 
call submatrix(j,j,part,subjj,G) 
call dnorm(norm,subjj,part(j)) 
if (j.gt.1) then 
else 












































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
C * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine multiplies two matrices together. * 





if (NJB.ne.NIA) then 
else 






















c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c • DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the row sum norm of a * 
C * matrix. • 




























c * * 
c * CALLS: hess_red, qr * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calls the subroutines that calculate* 
c * the hessenburg reduction of a matrix and the * 
C * eigenvalues of the reduced matrix. * 





























c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine calculates the eigenvalues of a * 
C * complex matrix using the QR algorithm. * 








10 if (n.eq.O) goto 100 
its=O 
na=n-1 
20 do l=n,2,-1 
if(zabs(h(l,l-1)).le.macheps*(zabs(h(l-1,l-l))+zabs(h(l,l)))) 




if(l.eq.n) goto 60 
y=h(na,na) 
w=h(n,na)*h(na,n) 
if(l.eq.na) goto 70 


























if(m.eq.l) goto 40 
if(zabs(h(m,m-l))*(zabs(q)+zabs(r)).le.macheps*zabs(p)* 
c (zabs(h(m-1,m-l))+zabs(z)+zabs(h(m+l,m+l)))) goto 40 
end do 

































































































c * * 
C * CALLS: * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine stores a submatrix from G(s) in an * 
c * array so that it can be separately manipulated. * 
















































c * * 
C * CALLS: eval_tran * 
c * * 
c * DESCRIPTION: This subroutine evaluates the elements of G(s) over * 
C * a user specified frequency range and stores the * 
c * 
c * 
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